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Abstract
Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) exploited the primal-dual approach within achievable
region methodology to investigate the classical multi-armed bandit problem on identical
machines working in parallel. We follow this analysis by utilising and developing
elements of the account, given by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), of the branching
bandit model on a single machine cast in the achievable region framework, in order
to extend Glazebrook and Wilkinson's work to more general models in the parallel
machine environment. We obtain performance guarantees for a range of simple index
based heuristic policies for models in which bandits compete for processing by machines
of differing speeds and also where the number of available (identical) machines is a
stochastic process. From these performance guarantees various forms of asymptotic
optimality are established. Numerical studies allow insights concerning the degree of
conservatism in the theoretical results.
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The modelling, analysis and optimization of complex, stochastic service systems has
been the focus of a substantial amount of research in recent times. One motivation
behind this work has been the idea of optimal resource allocation, where the aim is to
optimize, in a sequential manner, the allocation of effort between a number of competing
projects. The outcome of each decision is uncertain and affects the situation and options
available in the future. Examples include an industrial processor with jobs of different
classes waiting to be processed and a server with a queue of customers of different
types. Such problems seek to determine the best course of action in a decision problem,
under the restrictions of limited resources. However, stochastic optimization in complex
systems such as these, is technically very challenging.
This chapter gives a brief introduction to stochastic scheduling problems and some
of the methods that have been used to analyse them. Following a short section on
traditional dynamic programming formulations, the bandit problems of the thesis title
are discussed. Specifically these are the discounted multi-armed bandit problem and the
discounted branching bandit problem. An outline of the solution of the classical single
machine versions of these problems is given, before recent approaches to the analysis of
stochastic and dynamic scheduling problems are introduced. These methods, founded
in mathematical programming, allow an alternative interpretation of the traditional
dynamic programming based solutions of bandit problems on a single machine. A
development of this approach which provides a framework for the analysis of systems
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with a collection of machines working in parallel is then examined. Finally the structure
of the thesis is outlined. Throughout this introductory chapter, problems are formulated
and methods described using notation which will simplify later discussions.
1.2 Dynamic Programming
For the most part, stochastic and dynamic scheduling problems have been approached
via dynamic programming (DP) formulations. The central idea behind DP is based on
a principal of optimality due to Bellman (1957). The principle yields recursive equa¬
tions for the associated value function of the problem, which occasionally can be solved
analytically and an optimal policy determined. Often though, the generality of the op¬
timality equations provides little insight into the structure of an optimal procedure. In
principle at least, numerical solutions can be found for relatively small problems, though
as a system becomes more complex, problems become computationally intractable.
For these reasons, developments in stochastic scheduling problems within the the¬
oretical framework of DP formulations have, in the main, relied on heuristic methods.
One of the simplest and most effective of these methods have been interchange argu¬
ments, which exploit the structure of the particular problem. An interchange argument
establishes the optimality of a given policy by demonstrating that any alternate policy
can be improved by swapping the order in which actions are carried out. As a general
solution technique, this has been relatively inadequate due to the fact that it utilizes
problem specific properties. One notable success though was the solution of the multi-
armed bandit problem. This simple stochastic resource problem is a classic model which
can be described as follows:
1.3 The Multi-armed Bandit Problem
There are B bandits or projects available for processing by a single machine or server of
unit capacity. Each bandit b evolves under processing within the countable state space
Eb. The state of the system is a B vector whose 6th component is the state of bandit
b. Write E = (JEb for the disjoint union of the individual bandit state spaces. At each
b
instant in discrete time t 6 N, one of the bandits is chosen for processing. Should bandit
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b be chosen for processing at time t when in state i G Eb, then with probability JFfj it
will be in state j € Eb at time t + 1. The transition law for each bandit is Markovian
and distinct bandits are assumed to evolve independently of each other. Bandits not
chosen for processing at t remain stationary.
The classical multi-armed bandit problem has a discounted reward criterion ensuring
total expected rewards over an infinite time horizon are finite. Rewards earned by bandit
b are given by the positive valued reward vector rb — {r%, i 6 Eb} and if bandit b in state
i £ Eb is chosen for processing at time t, a reward of rt ft'+1 e~asds is earned, where
the constant a > 0 is a discount rate. A scheduling policy u is a rule for determining
how bandits should be allocated to the machine at each decision epoch. The set of
admissible policies is denoted U and is restricted to the class of non-anticipative and
non-idling controls. Hence decisions must not be based on future information and the
machine/server must be busy as long as there is work present in the system. The total
expected reward earned under u from initial state k = {k(l),k(2),... ,k(B)} can be
expressed as
R"(k) = 5>a?(k), (1.1)
ieE
where
Xt(k) = Eu{j^ Xi(s)e asds\kj , i € E, (1.2)
represents the total expected discounted time spent working on a bandit in state i under
policy u. For each t € N, x»(s)> i < s < i + 1, is given by
1, if at decision epoch t a bandit in
X^s) — I state i is chosen for processing, ^ 3^
0, otherwise.
The objective is to find an optimal scheduling policy, within the class of admissible
policies, to maximize the total expected discounted reward over an infinite time horizon.
This can be expressed as the stochastic optimisation problem
i?opt(k) = supRu(k). (1.4)
uE-U
Note that, the dependence upon the system's initial state k may be supressed when no
confusion arises.
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Since the formulation of this problem is in discrete time, the integral in (1.2) could
be replaced by a sum. In traditional constructions of a multi-armed bandit problem,
rewards are earned immediately when processing starts. Hence if a bandit in state i G Eb
is chosen for processing at time t, under a traditional formulation, the reward earned is
rte~at with discount rate a > 0 and (1.2) expressed as a sum. To simplify computations
however, an integral in (1.2) is preferred. By considering a — a In [(1—e~a)/a] it follows
that
hence giving an integral in (1.2).
The multi-armed bandit problem was formulated during the Second World War
though it was not solved until a number of years later. Gittins and Jones (1974) used
interchange arguments to solve the problem and established optimal policies deter¬
mined by a collection of ranking indices. The original proof however was difficult to
follow, consequently it was not until Gittins (1979), where a unified account of the
theory behind the work was presented, that the result became more widely accepted.
Whittle (1980) also gave a key account of the multi-armed bandit problem, offering an
alternative DP based proof, briefly discussed in Section 1.3.1.
In the solution of the multi-armed bandit problem, an index is attached to each
bandit state and effort is optimally allocated at each decision epoch to whichever bandit
has the highest current index value. The indices concerned are known as Gittins indices,
a term adopted byWhittle (1980). The procedure associated with the allocation of effort
based on these indices is a Gittins index policy (or simply an index policy), denoted
uG.
1.3.1 Gittins Indices and Index Policies
Gittins' proof of the multi-armed bandit problem relied on interchange arguments based
on a family of stopping times defined on the bandit process. Consider an individual
bandit b, with initial state i € Eb, processed continuously from time 0 onwards. Let r
be a positive valued stopping time, then define the index Gj, i € Eb, as
e





£[£.<jeEb rj Jof Xj(s) e asds | k(b) = i] (1.6)1 - E(e~aT)
with Xj(s) as in (1.3). From this definition, the index for state i € Eb can be interpreted
as a maximum expected reward rate per unit of discounted time, accrued from the
continuous processing of bandit b, when processing begins from state i at time 0.
Gittins proved that the indices corresponding to the states of a particular bandit
depend only on the characteristics of that bandit, namely states, rewards and tran¬
sition probabilities. This decomposition property allows a B-dimensional problem to
be reduced to B one-dimensional problems. Hence a B-armed bandit problem is com¬
putationally equivalent to B one-armed bandit problems, meaning the computation of
indices can be achieved via a number of smaller sub-problems, reducing the amount of
computations required and making the addition/removal of bandits within the problem
much simpler.
Gittins' result uncovered a remarkably simple structure to a complex problem, es¬
tablishing the optimality of a priority index policy. Hence the members of the set of all
bandit states E, may be ordered such that always choosing the bandit whose current
state has highest Gittins index value will maximise the expected discounted reward to
infinity. So it is optimal to give, at each decision time, higher priority to states with
larger indices. Such policies are deterministic; since the ordering of states is fixed, sta¬
tionary; since there is no explicit time dependence and Markovian; since choices made
at time t depend only on the state of the system at time t. The nature of the Gittins
index allows an insight into why the policy is optimal.
Whittle (1980) further clarified this result, offering an interpretation of the Gittins
index as an equivalent retirement reward. Consider a single bandit b, with initial
state i E Eb processed continuously from time 0. The permanently binding option
of retiring from processing and receiving a retirement reward of p ft°° e~asds is given
at each decision epoch f £ N (providing retirement has not been taken at some time
s < t). The Gittins index for state i € Eb is then the smallest value of p for which
one is indifferent between retiring or continuing processing bandit b when in state
i. By extending this result to the multi-armed bandit problem, Whittle obtained an
expression for the value function under a Gittins index policy. Whittle then showed
that this value function satisfies the DP optimality equations, which for discounted
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problems, is a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality.
Gittins index policies offer efficient solutions both in theory and practice. They
are relatively easy to construct and in principle straightforward to implement, though
they may involve considerable switching between bandits. In many systems, excessive
switching between bandits may not be practical and suboptimal heuristic policies will
often be of interest. Glazebrook (1982) showed that the Gittins indices which define an
optimal policy in the multi-armed bandit problem, can also play a role in evaluating
the performance of suboptimal policies. Glazebrook has investigated different kinds of
suboptimality, with his approach typically being to measure the consequences (in terms
of reward earned) of breaking a necessary optimality condition in terms of the extent
to which the condition has been broken. For example, in the multi-armed bandit case,
the degree to which a suboptimal policy deviates from an index policy is measured by
the aggregated difference, over all decision epochs, between the Gittins indices of the
jobs chosen under the policy implemented and those of the optimal policy.
Developments of index theory within the framework of dynamic programming for¬
mulations have shown that index policies are optimal for a variety of dynamic and
stochastic scheduling problems. Systems whose optimal controls can be characterized
by a set of priority indices are called indexable by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996).
Extensions of the multi-armed bandit problem such as models incorporating a branch¬
ing mechanism for processed projects have been used to model open systems in which
new jobs arrive for processing.
The idea of branching was first introduced in the context of bandit problems by
Glazebrook (1976) who showed that an index policy is optimal in a system where con¬
straints on processing are expressed in an outforest structure. This procedure can be
used to model systems with arrivals. Whittle (1981) worked on systems with arrivals,
and important work on establishing the optimality of index policies for a general branch¬
ing bandit problem was by Weiss (1988). The branching bandit is a versatile model.
Systems that can be modelled as branching bandits include the multi-armed bandit
problem defined earlier, as well as multiclass queues in discrete or continuous time.
The discounted branching bandit model is described as follows:
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1.4 The Branching Bandit Problem
A single machine or server must be allocated over time to jobs requiring processing.
Jobs are classified in one of a finite number of classes, labelled {1,2,..., C}. The state
of the system at time t € R is N(f) = {Ni(t), N2(t),..., Nc{t)} and records the number
of jobs within each class present and requiring service at t. If a class i job is chosen for
processing at time ieR then at time t + z/,, that class i job disappears to be replaced
by n- = {n*i, n-2,..., n\c} jobs of classes 1,2,..., C respectively. The random service
time Vi and the random arrivals nj associated with a given job class i, are random
variables with an arbitrary joint distribution, independent of all other jobs. Decision
times are t — 0 and the instants at which a job completes its service and some other
job is present in the system. The processing of a class i job at time t earns a reward
ri It*"' e~asds with a > 0 a discount rate.
The objective is to find a scheduling policy to maximize the total expected discounted
reward over an infinite time horizon. Admissible policies must be non-anticipative, non-
idling and non-preemptive. Hence decisions must not be based on future information,
the server must be busy as long as jobs are present in the system and once a job is in
service, it must proceed until completion without interruption. The problem may be





xftk) = Eu{ J Xi(t)e~atdt\k},i€E (1.8)
and
Xi(t) =
1, if a class i job is processed at time t
0, otherwise.
(1.9)
Hence, x" represents the total expected discounted time for which class i jobs are pro¬
cessed under scheduling policy u. An optimal solution to the branching bandit problem
attaches an index to each job class, the resulting index policy will, at each decision
time, select the job with the largest current index for processing. Often, particularly
when modelling multi-class queueing systems, branching bandit problems have an ob¬
jective based on holding costs. A cost q is attached to each class i job present in the
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system, i € E and is incurred per unit time that a class % job remains in the system.
Notice though, that such cost minimisation problems can be formulated as an analogous
reward maximisation problem.
1.5 The Achievable Region Approach
Recent analyses of dynamic and stochastic scheduling problems have established re¬
lationships between the strong structural properties of the solutions of certain classes
of problem and the physical properties of the system. The so-called achievable region
approach applies techniques founded in mathematical programming to solve stochastic
optimization problems. In broad terms, the achievable region approach develops solu¬
tions by characterizing the space of all possible performances (the achievable region) of
the system of interest and then optimizing the overall system-wide performance objec¬
tive over this space. A control that achieves the optimal performance is then identified.
The multi-armed bandit problem and branching bandit problem outlined earlier
are examples of systems where collections of jobs of different classes are available for
processing by a single machine or server. The aim is to find a policy, within the class
of admissible policies, that optimises some performance objective over the system. In
both of these problems, an optimal policy is a static priority policy which at each
decision epoch, gives higher priority to a job class with larger index. Index policies
and policies based on Gittins indices are central throughout the thesis. The main ideas
and methods behind the achievable region approach, provide an effective framework
for tackling scheduling problems solved by priority index rules. Note however that
the achievable region approach has been applied to systems other than those that are
indexable, see for example Dacre, Glazebrook and Nino-Mora (1999).
In many stochastic scheduling problems, the objective to be optimised can be ex¬
pressed as a linear combination of suitably defined performance measures. A perfor¬
mance vector xu is associated with each control u £ U. the set of admissible policies.
The class i performance, x", is typically an expectation of some quantity related to
class i € E. For example in the branching bandit model in Section 1.4, x" is the total
expected discounted time for which class i jobs are processed under policy u.
As policies range over the admissible class, the performance vectors span the region
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of achievable performance denoted X = {x.u,u € U}. By identifying physical laws,
known as conservation laws, describing the behaviour of the system under different
scheduling policies and expressing them as linear constraints on the performance vectors,
the performance region X may sometimes be constructed. Given a reward vector r =
{ri,i 6 E}, the stochastic optimisation problem can then be expressed as
In certain cases, the performance space X can be identified exactly and shown to have
a special structure, allowing efficient solutions of (1.10). The solution yielded in such
cases, xopt, the performance optimizing Zopt, maybe of a form making the identification
of an optimal control vopl relatively straightforward. Specifically, optimal controls are
often strict priority policies based on some ordering of E, which give priority to job
class i over job class j, if at each decision epoch, a class j job is selected only if no class
i jobs are available for selection.
Foundational contributions to the achievable region approach by Coffman and Mi-
trani (1980) and Gelenbe and Mitrani (1980) applied mathematical programming ideas
to the problem of scheduling service in a multiclass queueing system, with linear delay
costs. Using conservation laws, they were able to show that the performance region can
be described as a polyhedron. Federgruen and Groenevelt (1988a, 1988b) showed that
the polyhedron that defines the performance space in certain special cases of multiclass
queues has a special structure. The form of the polyhedron is defined in polyhedral
combinatorics as a polymatroid. Shanthikumar and Yao (1992) advanced the theory
further, developing a formal definition of strong conservation laws (SCLs).
1.5.1 Strong Conservation Laws (SCLs)
A performance vector is said to satisfy SCLs if the total performance over all job classes
is invariant under any admissible control and the minimal total performance over the
job classes in any subset of job classes, S C E, is achieved by any absolute priority rule




if there exists a performance vector x and a set function b : 2E i—> M+ such that,





where the right hand side of inequality (1.12) is attained by any control u : Sc —> S.
This requirement is expressed by
J2xi=b(S), for u:Sc^S. (1.13)
ies
Shanthikumar and Yao (1992) demonstrated that when SCLs apply, the achievable
region of performance is necessarily a polyhedron of polymatroidal type. Polymatroids
arise as the convex hull of feasible solutions of special classes of linear programs (LPs)
which can be solved by a greedy algorithm, unlike general LPs which are solved, for
example, by the simplex method. Edmonds (1970) proved that a greedy algorithm solves
the linear programming problem over a polyhedron for every linear objective function,
if and only if the polyhedron is a polymatroid. Therefore optimization problems whose
performance measures satisfy SCLs can be formulated as LPs over polymatroids and
solved by a greedy algorithm.
Shanthikumar and Yao (1992) showed that a wide variety of multiclass queueing
systems have associated performance measures which satisfy SCLs. They also proved
that when the cost is linear in the performance, the optimal policy is a static priority
rule. This follows since the optimal value of an LP is realised at some extreme point of
its feasible region and by using the result of Edmonds (1970), outlined above, together
with the fact that the vertices of a polymatroidal achievable region can be shown to be
the performance vectors of the absolute priority rules. Such policies order the job classes
i € E such that always choosing the job class with highest available priority will optimise
the objective, effectively providing an index solution for systems satisfying SCLs. An
example of such a rule is the so-called cp rule for single server multiclass queueing
systems which gives priority to job classes with the larger Cj/Xj-value, where /i, is the
mean service time for jobs in class i. Many systems which do not satisfy SCLs however,
are solved by priority policies. Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) took the achievable
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region approach decisively further forward, extending the work of Shanthikumar and
Yao (1992) by introducing generalized conservation laws (GCLs) thereby providing a
framework for tackling stochastic scheduling problems solved by priority index policies.
1.5.2 Generalized Conservation Laws (GCLs)
A performance vector is said to satisfy GCLs if there exist weights such that the total
weighted performance over all job classes is invariant under any admissible policy u & U
and the minimum weighted performance over job classes in any subset S C E is achieved
by any static policy which gives jobs in Sc priority over those in S. More formally, a
system satisfies GCLs if there exists a performance vector x, a set function b : 2E M+
and a matrix A = (Af )ies,SCE satisfying Af > 0 for i € S, S C E, such that,





where the right hand side of inequality (1.15) is attained by any control u : ,SC —* S.
This requirement is expressed by
Y Afa:" = 6(5), for u : Sc -»■ S. (1.16)
ies
Note that SCLs are the special form of GCLs obtained when Af — 1, i € S, S C E.
By Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), when the performance vector x satisfies GCLs
the feasible region of achievable performance is
X= jx€ (R+)n-,YA?x* >b(S),S C E andYAixi = b(E)\. (1.17)^ ies ieE >
The performance space X described by (1.17) is (the base of) an extended polyma-
troid. Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) were able to show that the vertices of such a
performance region are achieved by static priority scheduling policies. Optimization
of a linear objective such as (1.10) over an extended polymatroid is solved by the so-
called adaptive greedy algorithm (AG) developed by Tsoucas (1991) and presented in
Section 1.5.3 below. Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) showed that if a scheduling prob¬
lem satisfies GCLs (1.14)-(1.16), then the associated performance region is an extended
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polymatroid. Therefore if the performance objective to be optimised is linear, as in
(1.10), then the AG provides an optimal solution. The solution provided is a priority
index policy. Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) proved that the allocation indices in¬
cluded in the output of the AG correspond exactly to Gittins indices and by considering
the dual of the LPs, they were able to provide an algebraic characterization of Gittins
indices as sums of optimal dual variables.
1.5.3 The Adaptive Greedy Algorithm AG(A.r)
The adaptive greedy algorithm requires inputs given by the matrix A = (Af),i £
S, S C E arising in the GCLs together with the reward vector r = {ry, i £ E} as in
(1.10). The outputs from the algorithm are a vector 7r, a permutation of E determining
a policy which implements priorities among job types according to their indices, and y
a vector of dual variables from which the Gittins indices Gi, i £ E. are constructed.
Step 1. Set Si = E ; set ySl = max jry/Af : i £ 5i|;
set GVl = ySl.
Step k. For k = 2,..., \E\:
Set Sfc = Sk-i \ {7rfc_i} ; set ySk = maxj [r,: - ASAysi] /ASk : % £ Sfc};
pick 7Tfc € argmaxj [r, - A^ysi] /Afk : i £ Sk j;
set G^Xk = G7rfc_1 + ySk.
Step |E| + 1. For 5 ^ {Su ... S\E\}, set ys = 0.
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) showed that although the permutation 7r is not neces¬
sarily uniquely determined by the input, the dual solution y is, being independent of the
way ties in the maximisations in the AG are broken. This consistency in y translates
to a similar consistency in the definition of the indices Gi,i £ E.
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) showed that the general class of branching bandit
processes satisfy GCLs. Hence optimal solutions are priority index policies derived from
AG. The class of branching bandit processes includes the discounted branching bandit
problem and the discounted multi-armed bandit problem described earlier, as well as
various multiclass queueing systems. The achievable region approach provides a unified
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method for analysing these classical stochastic scheduling problems and has lead to a
deeper understanding of their geometric structural properties.
Subsequent contributions have deployed the achievable region approach to analyse
systems which come close to satisfying the GCL requirements, but fail to do so exactly.
In such systems, the performance space X cannot be identified exactly and the con¬
ditions sufficient to establish the optimality of index policies fail narrowly. Methods
for measuring the extent to which a system fails to satisfy GCLs and deriving perfor¬
mance guarantees for index policies in terms of such measures, have been developed
using ideas based on the primal-dual structure of an LP. The primal-dual approach
works by constructing both a heuristic solution to an appropriately defined primal LP,
which is related to the stochastic optimization problem of interest, and also a feasible
solution to the dual of a relaxation of it. Such ideas lie behind recent contributions by
Dacre, Glazebrook and Nino-Mora (1999), Glazebrook and Garbe (1999), Glazebrook
and Nino-Mora (1997,2001) and Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000).
1.6 The Primal-dual Approach
The stochastic scheduling problems analysed in subsequent chapters of the thesis are
such that the associated performance measures fail to satisfy GCLs exactly. Therefore
Gittins index policies are not optimal, though they do come close to optimality. The pri¬
mal dual approach provides a platform for analysing such systems by identifying linear
constraints satisfied by the performance measure x" under all u € U. For each subset
S C E, define the non-negative quantity /3(S) to be the minimum value achievable by
J2ieS Afx% under admissible policies. That is
ICO
that contains the performance space X.
If the optimal scheduling problem of interest is to choose an admissible policy to
(1.18)
ies
The constraints in (1.18) then define a polyhedron
(1.19)
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maximise a linear performance objective, with optimal value Zopt, then
Zopt = sup |^ rtx" | < max | (1.20)
i€£ XeP i€E
where the right-hand side of (1.20) is an LP relaxation of the original problem. This
relaxation, with associated optimal value ZLP, seeks to maximise the objective function
J2ieErixi over the polyhedron P. The inequality in (1.20) follows since X C P and
gives
Z°pt < ZLP. (1.21)
Utilizing standard LP theory, by weak duality the value corresponding to any feasible
solution to the dual of this LP will bound ZLP and hence will also bound Zopt. If ZD is
the reward associated with such a dual feasible solution and Zu is the reward associated
with some heuristic control of interest uEU, then by the inferred inequalities
Zu < zoVt < ZLP < ZD} ^ 22)
it follows that the degree of reward suboptimality of u, Zopt — Zu, is bounded above by
ZD — Zu. Hence by making appropriate choices of a feasible solution to the dual of the
above LP and comparing this with the performance of u, it may be possible to obtain
a performance guarantee for policy u.
The procedures used to analyse systems of interest where GCLs fail narrowly, exploit
the novel account of Gittins indexation by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), given from
the achievable region perspective. By Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), the output of
AG provides a dual solution y, which can be shown to be a feasible dual solution of a
relaxation of the original problem.




y^ySAf > rt, for ieE, (1.24)
i3S
rS
y < 0, SCE. (1.25)




ySAf = ri, iovieE, (1.26)
i3S
which, as outlined below, enables expressions for ZD and Zu to be determined. Label
the members of E, {1,2,..., |£?|}, such that
G\E\ > G\E\-\ > • • • > Gi > G\. (1.27)
Identify Sj = {j,j — 1,..., 1} as the subset of E of cardinality j with lowest Gittins
indices, hence S\E\ = E, then from AG
Gj — Gj+1, 1 < j < \E\ — 1,
Gj, j = \E\.
The dual value associated with y is given by
ZD=YjySP(S)i (1-29)
SCE





= Gm/3(E) - (Gj+i - G3)/3(S3). (1.30)
l=i
Expressions for the reward associated with some heuristic control of interest u also
emerge from the structure of AG. Examining (1.26) and noting that the only subsets
SCE that correspond to non-zero dual variables and that contain i are {S3 ; i < j <





= G\E\Af - £ (Gj+i - G3)Af\ i € E. (1.31)
j=i








= GieiE a-x"-E <Gi+" - E A-'x>- (L32>
i£E j=1
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A suboptimality bound for the heuristic u follows by comparing (1.30) and (1.32) and
considering (1.22).
Dacre, Glazebrook and Nino-Mora (1999), Glazebrook and Garbe (1999), Glaze-
brook and Nino-Mora. (1997,2001) and Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) utilized the
primal-dual approach to develop performance guarantees for Gittins index policies in
stochastic scheduling models where the single machine/server of the classical results is
replaced by a collection of M identical machines working in parallel.
1.7 The Parallel Machine Environment
Considerable effort has been devoted to the analysis of stochastic scheduling problems
on parallel machines. From this work, it has become clear that these problems are
in general, much less tractable than their single machine counterparts. See for exam¬
ple Weber (1982), Weber, Varaiya and Walrand (1986) and Weiss (1990,1992,1995) for
important contributions. The systems considered in subsequent chapters of the the¬
sis include the discounted multi-armed bandit problem and the discounted branching
bandit problem as outlined earlier but where processing is carried out on a collection
of machines working in parallel. Within achievable region methodology, the technical
challenge posed by these parallel machine systems lies in the fact that when the number
of identical machines is two or more, GCLs are not satisfied exactly.
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) showed that GCLs are satisfied in the single ma¬
chine case of branching bandit processes by using interchange arguments based on the
single machine assumption. Index policies are optimal in this case since the theory of
Section 1.5 applies. When there is more than one machine however, GCLs fail due
to the complicating issue of how effectively controls utilize the full machine capacity.
Significant, recent progress with parallel machine problems within multiclass queue-
ing systems and the class of branching bandit processes, has exploited the primal-dual
approach outlined in Section 1.6.
Glazebrook and Garbe (1999) utilized the primal-dual approach in analysing a gen¬
eral discounted multi-armed bandit problem on parallel machines. The formulation
used discounting of the form e~at, as outlined earlier, where a > 0 is a discount rate.
In this context, the total expected reward from the implementation of any policy u EU
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is 0(l/a). The policy examined, a Gittins index policy implemented in the parallel
machine environment, chooses at each decision epoch, M bandits from the B > M ban¬
dits available, whose associated Gittins indices are maximal. Glazebrook and Garbe
(1999) showed that the reward from this policy comes within 0(1) of the optimal re¬
ward, subject only to the condition that the Markov chain modelling the evolution of
each bandit is irreducible and has finite state space. This 0(1) suboptimality bound
implies that for small enough discount rate a, the corresponding index policy is average
reward optimal.
Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) further developed the tools of analysis used by
Glazebrook and Gaxbe (1999), facilitating stronger results for the parallel machine
version of the discounted multi-armed bandit problem. They examined a simple class
of index based policies where the collection of available bandits is divided at time zero
into M sub-collections and sub-collection m is then processed exclusively on machine
m, 1 < m < M. Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) made use of expressions of the
form in (1-32) to formulate expressions for the expected rewards obtained from policies
which make initial once for all allocations of bandits to machines. They showed that if
this initial division is done appropriately, taking careful account of the index structure
of the bandits, and if each machine operates an optimal policy (i.e. a Gittins index
policy) for its allocated sub-collection, then the total reward earned from this approach
comes within an O(a) quantity of optimality. An improved O(a) suboptimality bound
for uq, the Gittins index policy implemented in the parallel machine environment was
also obtained under certain additional conditions.
These O(a) results imply that the corresponding limit policies (i.e. policies of
equivalent structure but based upon limiting index values as a -> 0) are 1-optimal
and average overtaking optimal for multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines.
A more detailed account of the methods used to obtain the sub-optimality bounds
(including a short section on asymptotic optimality) is given in Chapter 2.
1.8 Thesis Structure
Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) exploited the primal-dual approach within achiev¬
able region methodology to develop an analysis of the classical discounted multi-armed
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bandit on identical machines working in parallel. The analysis produced performance
guarantees for policies based on Gittins indices. From these guarantees, various forms
of asymptotic optimality were established for the policies concerned. The aim of the
thesis is to develop this work by extending these theoretical results to more general
models.
Chapter 2 begins with a review of the analysis by Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000)
of the discounted multi-armed bandit problem on identical parallel machines. Details
of the model and tools of analysis are presented, followed by an evaluation of the index
based heuristic controls proposed. The derived suboptimality bounds on the rewards
demonstrate strong performances from the policies considered. Chapter 2 concludes
with a brief discussion of various forms of asymptotic optimality and a section fo¬
cussing on the procedures used to carry out numerical investigations into the tightness
of the performance guarantees developed and hence the conservatism of the theoretical
results. The techniques presented in Chapter 2 provide the foundation for the analyses
in Chapters 3 and 4 of bandit problems on (sometimes) non-identical machines working
in parallel.
Chapter 3 considers general multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines which
may work at different speeds. Chapter 4 considers generalisations of the discounted
branching bandit and the discounted multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines
to cases where the collection of machines available for processing is itself a stochastic
process. Both chapters share the same basic structure, starting with a brief background
reviewing previous work in the subject area before presenting the model and tools of
analysis of the specific problems addressed. Performance guarantees are obtained for a
range of controls based on Gittins indices and various forms of asymptotic optimality
are established. Numerical studies investigate the performance of the approach and the
effectiveness of the theoretical results.
Chapter 5 provides comments on the effectiveness of the tools of analysis presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 to yield accurate conclusions. The individual models, tools of
analysis and index-based heuristic controls are discussed and the theoretical results are
assessed both in terms of their overall performance and the degree of concordance with
the results of the numerical studies. A discussion of the scope for further research work
in this area follows.
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Two papers relating to some of the work in Chapters 3 and 4 have been accepted by
leading journals. The details are as follows:
R.T. Dunn and K.D. Glazebrook,
Discounted multi-armed bandits on a collection of machines with varying speeds,
Mathematics of Operations Research, to appear.
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The performance of index-based policies for bandit problems with stochastic
machine availability,
Advances in Applied Probability, 33, 365-390, 2001.
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Chapter 2
Multi-armed Bandit Problems on
Identical Parallel Machines
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the analysis by Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) of the discounted
multi-armed bandit problem on a collection of identical machines working in parallel.
The tools of analysis described, utilize and develop elements of the account given by
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) of the branching bandit model on a single machine
cast in the achievable region framework. The techniques presented provide a platform
for the analyses of bandit problems on (sometimes) non-identical machines working in
parallel which are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
The classic discounted multi-armed bandit problem is a special case of the branching
bandit problem. Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) established that branching bandit
problems on a single machine satisfy generalized conservation laws (GCLs) as defined in
Section 1.5.2. As such, optimal policies are priority index policies derived from the so-
called adaptive greedy algorithm AG, given in Section 1.5.3. Glazebrook and Wilkinson
(2000) considered an extension of this model to the parallel machine environment, where
GCLs and therefore the conditions sufficient to establish the optimality of index policies,
fail narrowly. By utilizing and developing elements of the account of Gittins indexation
by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) exploited the
primal-dual approach, outlined in Section 1.6, to analyse index based policies on parallel
machines.
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By obtaining upper bounds for the optimal reward and deriving expressions for
the total expected discounted reward earned when implementing policies based on Git-
tins indices (Section 1.3.1) performance guarantees for the given policies were estab¬
lished. The techniques used by Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) to obtain suboptimal-
ity bounds are introduced in this chapter and subsequently developed for the analysis
of bandit problems on collections of (sometimes) non-identical machines in Chapters 3
and 4.
There are B bandits, which are available for processing by a collection of M identical
machines, where B > M > 1. Each machine can process all B bandits. Each bandit b
evolves under processing within finite state space E\>. Write E = |Jfor the disjoint
union of the individual bandit state spaces. At each instant in discrete time f 6 N,
M bandits are chosen for processing. Should bandit b be chosen for processing at time
t when in state i € E^. then with probability Pk it will be in state j E E& at time
t + 1. This transition law is Markovian and distinct bandits are assumed to evolve
independently of each other. The M — B bandits not chosen for processing at t remain
stationary.
Bandit 6's evolution under processing is determined by the irreducible one-step tran¬
sition matrix P6, hence the associated Markov chain is positive recurrent. Such a chain
would be observed in real time were bandit b to be processed without interruption. The
finite state space of each bandit and the positive recurrence of the Markov chains mod¬
elling their evolution are important conditions in terms of examining the performance
of scheduling policies as the discount rate approaches zero. This topic is discussed in
Section 2.5.
The rewards earned by bandit b are given by the positive valued reward vector
vb — {r,, i E E),} and under the discounted reward criterion, if bandit b in state % E P& is
chosen for processing at time t, a reward of rt fft+1 e~asds is earned, where a > 0 is a dis¬
count rate. Rewards are additive across machines and over time. The total expected re¬
ward earned under admissible policy u Eld from initial state k = {/c (1), k(2),..., k(B)}






'(k) = Eu[ jT Xi(s)e'asds\k} ,ieE, (2.2)
represents the total expected discounted time spent working on a bandit in state i under
policy u. For each t E N, Xi(s), t < s < t + 1, is given by
1, if at decision epoch t a bandit in
Xi(s) = I state i is chosen for processing, ^ 3)
0, otherwise.
The goal is the analysis of the stochastic optimisation problem
i?opt(k) = sup r&i(k). (2.4)
u€U ieE
2.3 Tools of Analysis
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), in their analysis of the single machine case, showed
that :c"(k) as in (2.2) is a performance measure satisfying GCLs (1.14)-(1.16) with
matrix A = (Af), i E S, S C E, such that





{l —£(VqT1sC)}/(1 -e~a), ieS,
0, i £ S.
(2.6)
Define the random variables Tf° as follows: fix i E E^ and subset S C E with iES.
Consider bandit b initially in state i, being processed continuously by a single machine.
Under such processing, bandit b evolves as a Markov chain according to the one-step
transition matrix Pb. Write Tfc for the first time at or after time 1 at which b enters S.
It follows from the assumed irreducibility and hence positive recurrence of the Markov
chain, that all positive moments of Tfc are finite.
By utilizing the primal dual approach, outlined in section 1.6, Glazebrook and
Wilkinson (2000) derived expressions for the rewards {r^, i E E} in terms of the quan¬
tities Af and the Gittins indices Gj, i E E. These expressions follow from the structure
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of AG described in section 1.5.3 whose inputs are the matrix A and reward vector
r = {ri,i € E} and whose outputs include the set of all non-negative Gittins indices.
Recall from Chapter 1 the labelling of members of E according to the ordering of these
indices, {1,2,..., |jE7|}, such that
G\E\ > G\E\~I > • • • > G2 > G\ (2-7)
and the definition of Sj = {j, j — 1,..., 1} as the subset of E with j lowest indices.





= Gm - (Gj+i - Gj)A?, » € E. (2.8)
j=i
Equation (2.8) uses the fact that Af = 1, i € E, which follows from (2.6) using the
fact that Tfc = 1.
By utilizing (2.8), along the lines of (1.32), expressions for the expected reward




=E- E EA'4(k) (2.9)
i€E j=1 i€Sj
/ J\/f \ \E\_1
= gI*I -r - E(^'+1-(2-10)v a / 1
where (2.10) follows from (2.9) by using the notational shorthand
A"(^,k) = ^Af<(k) (2.11)
i€.S
and the fact that, from (2.2), for all controls u
roc




An upper bound for the reward associated with an optimal policy is an immediate
consequence of (2.10). By introducing





i?opt(k) < Gm - " E (G^ ~ GM(SV k), (2.13)
V 4 j=i
for all initial states k.
By Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), in the single machine case, (2.13) can be shown
to be satisfied with equality, since when M — 1, GCLs (1.14)-(1.16) are satisfied and
therefore for each s c e, the infimum in (2.12) is achieved by any policy u : sc —■> s.
Recall that a Gittins index policy uq, in the single machine case, will at each decision
epoch, schedule for processing, whichever bandit has the highest current index value.
By (2.7), such a decision process is consistent with the choosing bandits according to
the priority ordering \e\ —> \e\ — 1—* ... —>2—> 1 and therefore uq ■ 5| —> sj for all
j. Hence when M — 1, a Gittins index policy is optimal.
A Gittins index policy ug, when implemented in the parallel machine environment,
M > 1, chooses at each decision epoch, the M bandits whose associated Gittins in¬
dices are maximal. In this case uq does not necessarily achieve the infimum in (2.12).
Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) analysed the performance of uq and other policies
based on Gittins indices when implemented in the parallel machine environment. Their
main tool of analysis was the following suboptimality bound, which is an immediate
consequence of (2.10) and (2.13).
|E|-1
f?opt(k) _ 7T(k) < £ (gj+i - g,){au(srk) - a(sv k)}. (2.14)
i=i
The practical challenge in obtaining suboptimality bounds for given policies, involves
deriving expressions for the associated quantities au(s, k) and .4(5, k) for 5 C e, or
tight bounds on them. In Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000), a key step in obtaining
bounds on the degree of reward suboptimality is the development of lower bounds for
the quantities a(s, k). These bounds are given in Lemma 1 and used in Section 2.4 for
the analysis of a simple class of index based policies.
Recall that the members of e = (jTfc are numbered in decreasing order of their
6
Gittins indices such that
g\e\ > g\e\-i > ■ ■ ■ > g% > g\.
Write
j{b) = minjj; j € Eh}, 1 < b < B,
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for the minimum index state for bandit b and number the bandits such that
j{l)>j{2)>...>j(B). (2.15)
Then write
Bj = [b e B]EbnSj = $}, l<j<\E\,
for the collection of bandits whose state spaces have no intersection with the set Sj and
write
Hj = \Bj\, l<j<\E\.
When no ties exist between index values, Hj is the number of bandits, all of whose
indices exceed Gj. Notice that by the definition of the quantities involved,
j < j (m) - 1 Hj > m.
Therefore j < j(M) — 1 implies fij > M. In this situation, there exist admissible
controls which never schedule members of Sj. Plainly under such controls, it must be
true that for all initial states k,
j4u(5j, k) = 0
and hence
^4(5j,k) = 0.
Consider now the case 0 < fij < M — 1. Let bandit b ^ Bj and use T{k(b), Sj} to
denote the first occasion at or after time 0 at which bandit b with initial state k(b)
escapes Sj. Then write
T(k,S°) = Y,TiHb),S°}, (2.16)
bgBj
for the total amount of processing required for all bandits outside of Bj to escape Sj
(when operating a control giving priority to Sj over Sj).
Lemma 1 (Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000))
If 0 < Hj < M — 1, then
A{SV k) > (M~Mj)g(exp {- aT{k, S°)/(M - ^)}). (2.17)
If /ij > M then
j4(5j,k) = 0. (2.18)
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Proof
The proof of (2.18) is trivial and is contained in the above text. Hence we suppose
that 0 < fij < M — 1 and proceed to prove (2.17). Fix policy u and denote by r,j, the
time of the Ith occasion upon which control u processes bandit b in state i € Eb fl Sr
Sc-
With each t^i is associated a random variable Ti / which is the length of the subsequent
gc
excursion of bandit b into S'j. For a given i, the Ti} are independent and identically
gc
distributed and share the distribution of Ti 3 defined following (2.6). The aim is to find
lower bounds for the quantities
A(S, k) = inf A«(S, k) = infE A?x?, S C E.u€U u€U *—'
ies
Now from the definition of the quantities involved,
<X> ,T4jl+ l/ 00 rrt
AiS^k) = inf^A'K E/ e~a'diU
i€Si x (=1
E( Jo'' e atdt I / - rl
= inf E —7 sT-Eu (E e~aTi'' \uew^ ( rl I Jo
ieSj I fQl e~atdt J v '=1 J0
/ 00 rTil
= inf V Eu E e~aTi'1 / ' e~atdt~uk vtr
e dt
f 00 fTi \ +Ti,l
= M,Eb»(E/ 'its, x 1=1 Jt<-1 k . (2.19)
Consider bandit b chosen for processing at time 7^/. The subsequent scheduling of bandit
gc
b until it next enters Sj will be delivered during [rhi, Titi + Ti3l) at the earliest. Notice
also that once a bandit has visited Sj for the first time, subsequent visits will alternate
with (possibly null) excursions into Sj. Hence from (2.19), the following inequality can
be inferred;
/ f°° \
A(Sj,k) > infEE Ej / Ibm{t)e-atdt (2.20)
u€Utt^i \J0 J
where
1, if bandit b is processed at time t, by machine m,
jbm(t) — ) having paid its first visit to Sj at some time s < t,
0, otherwise.
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The right hand side of (2.20) is now bounded from below by relaxing the minimisation
problem. The relaxation used takes the form of a single machine scheduling problem.
Denote by the pair (m,t), 1 < m < M, t E N, the decision opportunity afforded on
machine m at time t in the parallel machine problem. Consider the mapping onto N
given by
(m,t) —> ) = Mt + (m — 1)
in which this decision opportunity is thought to occur on a single machine at time
(). The minimisation in (2.20) is relaxed by considering a suitable choice of ad¬
missible controls U' for the single machine problem. The admissible controls U' are
non-anticipative and non-idling with the additional feature that the bandits in Bj whose
state spaces have no intersection with Sj, may only be scheduled at certain decision
epochs. The idea here is that these Hj bandits, numbered 1,2,..., fi3, can never con¬
tribute to the expression on the right hand side of (2.19) and hence should be scheduled
whenever possible. In the single machine relaxation, policy u' EU' can only schedule
bandit b E {1,2,...,^} at times <f>(b,t),t E N. At all other epochs, policy u' € U'
makes a free choice from bandits in Bj. Rewards accruing in the single machine prob¬
lem at decision epoch 4>(m, t) under u! EU' attract discounting equal to that at time t
in the original parallel machine problem.
Control v! EU' will allocate bandits to machines in numerical order (for some suit¬
able numbering of machines) at successive time points with repeat allocations allowed,
subject to the requirement that bandit b E {1,2,...,^} may only be allocated to ma¬
chine b. Note that this is equivalent to building a (possibly non-admissible) policy for





6=1 772= 1 t=0
where
ft+1 j ( r(p(m,t)+1/ e~asds > < / Ib(s)ds
Jt J l <f>(Tn^)
(2.21)
1, if bandit b is processed at time s, having
jh(s) — ^ paid its first visit to Sj at some time v < s,
0, otherwise.
Obtaining policies which achieve the infimum in the single machine problem in (2.21)
with admissible controls U' is straightforward. Firstly since bandits b E {1,2,..., p.j}
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never visit Sj, they will not contribute to the objective on the righthand side of (2.21).
Hence, since the function e~as is decreasing in s, any u! obtaining the infimum in
(2.21) must choose these bandits whenever possible i.e. bandit b € {1,2will











The righthand side of (2.22) is a minimisation involving the B — /ij bandits in Bj, all
of which can enter Sj. This single machine problem is easily solved. It follows from
a simple pairwise interchange argument, based on the fact that the function e~as is
decreasing in s, that a minimising u' eW will make all free choices at decision epochs
{<j)(m,t)\ jij + 1 < m < M] t € N} by giving priority to Sj over Sj.
Recall that T(k, Sj) is the total amount of processing required for all bandits b £ Bj




{M — /Uj) + R
where \x\ is the integer part of x and 0 < R < M — /ij — 1. A simple calculation yields
a(Sj, k) > e((M — Hj — r) l r(k,s|)
(M-MJ)
[(M — fij — R) + Re~a]
e asds + R /r T(k,Sp e~asds+i
a




The lower bound presented in Lemma 1 was developed by Glazebrook and Wilkinson
(2000) and utilised in the assessment of heuristic policies for the multi-armed bandit
problem on identical parallel machines. The following section gives details of the class
of index based controls proposed by Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000).
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2.4 The evaluation of a class of index based controls
Consider a simple class of index based policies, which at time zero divide the collection
of B available bandits into M sub-collections. Denote sub-collection m by Bm. 1 <
m < M. The bandits in Bm are then processed exclusively on machine m, 1 < m < M,
from time zero onwards. By the classical result of Gittins and Jones (1974), since
Gittins index policies are optimal for the single machine problem, the total expected
reward from a given partition will be optimised by using a Gittins index ordering IE) —>
| i?! — 1—>...—>2—> 1 to schedule the bandits in Bm on machine m, 1 < m < M. Use
the notation wg(B) for any such policy. Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) developed a
partition of bandits for which the performance is very close to optimal.
Recall the numbering of bandits in (2.15). Denote by B' = {13m, 1 < m < Af},
the partition whose associated policy ug(B') allocates each bandit b, 1 < b < M — 1,
to a single machine and once these M — 1 single bandit assignments have been made,
the bandits {M,M + 1,..., B} are all assigned to the remaining machine. Since the
machines are identical, the specification of how bandits are allocated to machines is
immaterial. It is assumed, without loss of generality, that bandit m, with initial state
k(m), is allocated to machine m, 1 < m < M — 1 and bandits {M, M + 1,..., B} are
allocated to machine M. In what follows, for ease of notation, the initial state of the
collection of bandits allocated to machine M, k(M), is written as k(M).
In order to obtain sub-optimality bounds, as in (2.14), for policy Ug(B'), access to
the quantities RUG^B3(5,k), S C E, is required. Use to denote the
contribution to AUg^b3(5,k) from the processing on machine m under control ug(B').
By the structure of uq{B'), no job type j < j(m) will ever be processed by machine
m, 1 < m < M, since a job of type j(m) will always be preferred. Hence
AmiB){Sj, k(m)} = 0, j < j(m), 1 < m < M. (2.23)
Now since each machine operates a Gittins index policy on the bandits allocated to
it, jobs are chosen such that Sj —> Sr Hence, for machine m, the first contribution to
^{5, k{m)} will occur at time T{k(m), Sj}, the first occasion at which a job in
Sj is chosen. Following this epoch, excursions to Sj will alternate with allocations to
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Sj. Hence, utilising the notation in the proof of Lemma 1 along with
EBm = 1J Eb,
b£Bm
it follows that
00 rTti+T^/ 00 i
ieSjr\EBm v (=1 Jt*,'
= ^E^exp[-aT{k(m),Sj}}^,
e dt \ k(m) (2.24)
j > j (m), 1 < m < M.
(2.25)
Now observe that when 0 < Pj < M — 1, the allocation of bandits to machines made






Au^B'\S,k) = - J2 E(exp[-aT{k(m),S°}}), j>j(m). (2.26)
m=fij-\-1
Utilising Lemma 1 and (2.26) within (2.14), an expression for a suboptimality bound
for the policy ug(B') is obtained as follows;
|£|-1 ( r M
Ropt(k) — < I E^exp [ — aT{k(m), 5J}] )
j=1 t Lm=/j.j+l
-(M - p,) E(exp {- aT(k, Sj)/(M - p,)}) 1. (2.27)
By considering




Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) exploited the existence all positive moments of the
random variables concerned to deduce that the reward earned from policy Ug(B') comes
with 0(a) of optimality, i.e.




Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) also analysed a Gittins index policy uG implemented
in the parallel machine environment. Under uG, at each decision epoch, M bandits
whose current Gittins indices are maximal are chosen for processing. Ties are broken
such that the priorities \E\ —> \E\ — 1 —> ... —» 2 —> 1 are respected. Glazebrook
and Wilkinson (2000) limited their analysis to models under which certain additional
structural conditions hold. The classes of model analysed include the case in which
all bandits are identical. By using methods and calculations similar to those outlined
above, Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) proved the following result:
If
Gj(n) = Gj(n+1), 1 < n < M — 1, (2.29)
then
i?opt(k) - RUG < 0(a). (2.30)
2.5 Asymptotic optimality
The derivation of bounds on the degree of reward suboptimality of index based controls
is a key feature of this and subsequent chapters of the thesis. Model assumptions
guarantee that the expected rewards i?opt(k) and fU'(k), for all policies u considered,
are 0(l/a). The majority of suboptimality bounds obtained are proved to be 0(1)
or 0(a). See for example the bound in (2.28). A natural step in the analysis is the
exploration of what these results imply when the limit a —> 0 is taken. This includes
the examination of the limiting forms of the policies discussed.
2.5.1 n-discount optimality
Various forms of asymptotic optimality are claimed for the limit policies examined and
a central notion is that of n-discount optimality. Puterman (1994) gives a full discussion
of this and other forms of asymptotic optimality set in the context of Markov decision
processes (MDPs). A control u is said to be n-discount optimal if
lim a~n{i?opt(k, a) - iT(k,a)} = 0; (2.31)
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where in (2.31), the notations l?opt(k) and Ru(k) are expanded to express their depen¬
dence on a.
Special cases of n-discount optimality are (-l)-discount optimality, which holds
for policy u & U if
lim a{i?opt(k, a) - Ru(k,a)} = 0
and O-discount optimality. A policy u 6 U is 0-discount optimal if
lim {i?opt(k, a) - Ru{k, a)} = 0.
In general, n-discount optimality implies m-discount optimality for all m < n.
2.5.2 Finite state and action models
For discounted MDPs with finite state and action space, the classical theory and results
of Blackwell (1962), Veinott (1966) and Denardo and Miller (1968) apply. By using
a (partial) Laurent series expansion in terms of the discount rate a, the expected
discounted reward for stationary policy u may be written
Ru{k. a) = + f?2u(k) + ai?3 (k) + 0(a2), (2.32)
a
where i?" (k) is the usual average reward per unit time for u. See Blackwell (1962).
Many of the models analysed throughout the thesis can be viewed as finite state, finite
action MDPs. In these cases, the model assumptions ensure that the average reward
per unit time exists for the policies considered. When maximising f?u(k. a) over all
admissible policies u G U, it is clear from (2.32) that for small a, prime interest is in
the first term of the corresponding expansion. We say policy u is average reward
optimal if
(k) = sup J?j(k). (2.33)
veu
Under given conditions, R\ (k) is independent of k. The average reward criterion can be
strengthened by consideration of the second term in the expansion (2.32). Following the
results of Blackwell (1962), Veinott (1966) introduced the stronger average overtaking
optimality criterion in the MDP framework. Consider the class of policies U' satisfying
(2.33); any policy u' 6 U' is average overtaking optimal if
R%'{k) = sup Rv2(k). (2.34)
veu1
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Plainly a claim of average overtaking optimality implies a claim of average reward
optimality.
This process can in principle be continued by examining the class of average over¬
taking optimal policies for policies achieving optimality in the i?3(k) term and so on.
Following the results of Blackwell (1962), if at any stage of this sequential process of
analysis, the class of policies achieving
-^n(k) = sup i?K(k), n> 1,
V
contains a single policy, then there exists d > 0 such that for all a € (0, a], this policy
is optimal. This form of optimality is referred to as Blackwell optimality.
2.6 Numerical investigations
As explained at the beginning of Section 2.5, a key feature of the thesis is the derivation
of bounds on the degree of reward suboptimality of index based controls. In Chapters 3
and 4, for the models and problem instances considered, in order to investigate the tight¬
ness of the bounds more widely, computational experiments are presented. The tightest
suboptimality bounds obtained from the primal dual theory are compared numerically
with actual reward suboptimalities computed using the Value Iteration Algorithm of
dynamic programming. An outline of the Value Iteration Algorithm is given below.
These comparisons assess the degree of reward suboptimality of index based heuristics
developed from the theory and offer insights concerning the degree of conservatism in
the theoretical results. By determining the performance of the heuristics over varying
discount rates, the behaviour of the bounds as a —+ 0 is investigated.
The Value Iteration Algorithm
As mentioned in Section 1.2, dynamic programming formulations can, in principal at
least, yield numerical solutions for relatively small discounted Markov decision prob¬
lems. Such methods rely on making use of the evolutionary characteristics to formulate
an optimality equation. Consider a discrete time Markov decision process observed at
time t € N to be in one of a countable set of states X = {1,2,..., |X|}, where X
may be, for example, the number of each job class present in the system or the current
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states of a collection of bandits. Having observed the state of the process, at each
decision epoch, an action must be chosen from the set of possible actions. The action
sets A(x), x € X are assumed to be finite. If action a is chosen when the process is in
state x at time t a reward of r(x, a) J(i+1 e~asds is earned and with probability Pxx'(a)
the process will be in state x' S X at time t + 1. The Value Iteration Algorithm of
dynamic programming is a common method for solving problems of this type.
Let i?°pt(x) be the optimal expected discounted reward earned, starting from state
x at time zero for a t period problem. The optimality equation is written
i?°pt(x) = max <r(x, a) [ e~asds + e~°l Pxx<(a)i?°fi(x') > . (2.35)
o€j4(x) [ J0 ^ j
The Value Iteration Algorithm computes recursively for t — 1,2,... with
i?oPt(x) = max /r(x, a) [ e asds
o€J4(X) [ J0
x € X.
Clearly controls maximising the expression in (2.35) are optimal for the process when
truncated at time t. Standard results from dynamic programming, see for example Ross
(1970), show that
P°pt(x) —> Popt(x) as t —> oo, (2.36)
where i?opt(x) is the infinite horizon optimal reward. For the purposes of calculating
the optimal expected reward for a particular problem, the algorithm is stopped when
it converges to within a pre-specified tolerance which we define as follows; let T € N
be the number of iterations required until convergence. We define the tolerance e € R+
such that
Popt(x) - P°pt(x) < e. (2.37)
We infer from (2.35) that
roc
Popt(x) — RZpt(x.) < max {r(x,a)| / e~asds. (2.38)
xeXagyl(x) Jrp
It follows from (2.37) and (2.38) that for tolerance e it is sufficient that




Clearly, since ln(s) is increasing in s, as the discount rate a —> 0 the number of iter¬
ations of the algorithm required until convergence, T —> oo rapidly, which is a major
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disadvantage computationally. General computational problems also occur with the
Value Iteration Algorithm when the state space X is large.
The Value Iteration Algorithm can be used to compute optimal rewards and the
rewards from the index based controls, such as those discussed in later chapters. Hence
corresponding suboptimality bounds follow. The computation of rewards earned when
implementing index based heuristics uses a similar approach to that outlined above.
Plainly in order to evaluate the rewards earned when following index based heuristics
for specific problems, the Gittins indices must be computed explicitly. This can be
achieved via AG outlined in Section 1.5.3, in which case access to the matrix A is
required. For details of the methods used to compute A for the branching bandit and
multi-armed bandit problems, see Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996).
The computer programs used to conduct the numerical studies are written in the
programming language Fortran 95 and are given in Appendices A-I. To obtain a variety
of profiles, the programs generate random bandit processes with random transition
matrices and rewards, for supplied values of the discount rate a and other variables
relevant to the specific problem. For each problem the suboptimality for a given policy
is determined using the Value Iteration Algorithm. A number of processes are randomly
generated and the summary statistics from these simulations are presented. The details
of specific programs are given in the relevant sections throughout the thesis.
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Chapter 3
Multi-armed Bandit Problems on
Parallel Machines with varying
speeds
3.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the discounted multi-armed bandit problem on a collection of
machines, working in parallel but possibly at different speeds. Weiss (1982) considers
the optimal scheduling of a batch of jobs on such a collection of machines. In his
work, each job has a processing requirement which is exponentially distributed but the
associated cost rates are quite general. He gives conditions under which simple priority
policies which order the jobs according to their mean processing times are optimal.
More recent work focuses on the issue of whether to place a job on a machine now, or
wait for a faster machine to become available. A survey of contributions along these
lines is given by Weiss (1995).
The model we use is described in Section 3.2, and tools of analysis are developed in
Section 3.3. We shall consider both general (non-anticipative, non-idling) policies and
also a restriction to a class of policies comparable to those analysed in Section 2.4. These
block allocation policies make a single irrevocable decision at time zero concerning which
machine will have exclusive rights to the processing of each bandit. Section 3.4 focuses
on such policies and describes how Blackwell optimality may be achieved under given
conditions along with weaker forms of asymptotic optimality more generally. Roughly
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speaking, the optimal policy matches the bandits with the largest guaranteed reward
rates with the machines operating at the greatest speed. The block allocation policy
identified is shown to be -1-discount optimal and average reward optimal in the class of
general policies in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 discusses the performance of the Gittins index
policy when implemented in the parallel machine environment with machines operating
at different speeds, offering a comparison with the performance of the block allocation
policy identified in Section 3.4. In each of the Sections 3.4 - 3.6, we use the Value
Iteration Algorithm to obtain the associated reward suboptimalities computationally
allowing insights concerning the degree of conservatism in the theoretical bounds.
There are B bandits or projects which are available for processing by a collection of M
machines. We suppose that B > M. Each bandit b evolves under processing within
finite state space Ej,. Write E — [jEb for the disjoint union of the individual bandit state
spaces. Bandit 6's evolution under processing is determined by the irreducible one-step
transition matrix P\ while the rewards it earns are given by the positive-valued reward
vector rb = {ri, i E E{\. Each machine can process all B bandits but different machines
work at different speeds. Machine m works at speed sm > 0, meaning that with machine
m is associated the sequence of decision epochs {t/sm, t € N}. During each associated
time interval [t/sm, (t + l)/sm), machine m effects a single transition within any bandit
submitted to it for processing. Specifically, should bandit b be submitted to machine m
at epoch t/sm when in state i € Eb then with probability Pk it will be in state j € E& at
time (t + l)/sm. Recall from Section 1.3, under traditional formulations of multi-armed
bandit problems, the reward earned from this transition is rie~at/Sm where a > 0 is a
discount rate. To simplify computations however, observe that








<m(«) = Eu U. Xim(s)e asds } ,
with
It follows that the reward earned by policy u may be written
M f ri/sm )
Ru = W / e~°Sds f xim(a)-
m=1 ieE I J
(3.2)
Note that, while Ru depends upon the system's initial state, this dependence will be
suppressed in the notation. The goal of optimisation is to choose a policy u from the
admissible class to maximise Ru.
We shall consider two classes of admissible policies for allocating bandits to ma¬
chines:
(a) Block allocation policies.
Before processing begins, a block allocation policy makes a once-for-all allocation of ban¬
dits to machines (from the MB available). Each machine m then chooses a single bandit
from its allocated collection, Bm say, to process at each decision epoch t/sm, t £ N.
according to a non-anticipative and non-idling policy.
(b) General policies.
A general policy u will make allocation decisions at each t £ (J {t/sm, IgN}. Any
bandit which at r has not been allocated to a machine whose current processing interval
goes beyond r may be allocated at r to any machine for which r is a decision epoch.
Any such allocation must be made in a non-anticipative way. Hence the allocation
decision at r may take account of all allocations made and transitions observed prior
to r. Additionally, all M machines should always be kept busy. Plainly, the class of
general policies contains the class of block allocation policies.





3.3 Tools of analysis
Fix i E Eb and subset S C E with i E S. Consider a set up in which only bandit
b in state i is present at time 0. Processing is standard, namely provided by a single
machine operating at unit speed. Under such processing, bandit b evolves as a Markov
chain making transitions at time t € Z+ according to one-step transition matrix PJ.
As in Section 2.3 we write Tf° for the first time at or after time 1 at which bandit b
enters S. Recall that from the assumed irreducibility (and hence positive recurrence)
of the Markov chain, it follows that that all positive moments of Tf are finite. As in
(2.6) we define the vector As(a) as
f \l - E (e-aTiC)\ / {I - e'a), ieS,AS(*) = < I V ;//v (3.3)
[ 0, i£S.
Observe that Af(a) — 1, i E E, a > 0. The so-called adaptive greedy algorithm
AG, as in Section 1.5.3, has inputs given by the collection A(a) = {A5(a), S C E}
together with the reward vector r = {rj, j E E}. The outputs from the algorithm are
a set of non-negative real numbers Gj(a), j E E, which we shall call standard Gittins
indices. Note we include the dependence on a in the notation. Key results by Katehakis
and Veinott (1987) characterise the quantities Gj(a)/(1 — e~a), j € E, as values of a
special class of Markov Decision Chains (MDCs) called restart problems. This, together
with classical results regarding series expansions for the value functions of MDCs (recall
(2.32)), implies that we may write
Gj (a) = Gj + agj + 0(a2), j E E, (3-4)
where Gj = limQ_0 Gj(a).
Consider now the processing on machine m, at speed sm. Since transitions occur at
times t/sm, t E Z+, then the form of the vector A^(a) we require for machine m is
given by
Alm(&) = {1 -E (e~aT?Cls^ } / (1 - e~a'Sm) , i E S,
0, i S
= A5( — | , 1 < m < M. (3.5)
\ J
Further, the Gittins indices required for the processing on machine m are Gj(a/sm),
j E E, 1 < m < M.
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We now make an assumption which will considerably simplify the theoretical devel¬
opment. The effects of relaxing this assumption are discussed in Section 3.7.
Assumption 1
There are no distinct members j, k of E for which Gj — Gk, gj — gk-
Consider now the unique numbering of E for which
j > k => either Gj > Gk or Gj = Gk, gj > gk- (3.6)
Prom (3.4) and (3.6) it follows that there must exist a* such that for all a. E (0, a*)
the ordering |£7| —> |£7| — 1 —^ ... —>■ 2 —1 is a Gittins index ordering on E for all
machines m, i.e.
a € (0,a*), 1 < m < M. (3.7)
We shall use this numbering of members of E and suppose henceforth that a € (0, a*).
As in earlier chapters, we write Sj = {j, j — 1,..., 1} for the subset of E of cardinality j
with lowest identifiers. Following (1.31), from the structure of AG the rewards {r8, i E
E} may be expressed as




Gf{a) = Gjl — ) / / e~asds (3.9)Sr, '0
Gj + (a/sm)gj + 0(a2)
(l/a)(l — e~a/Sm)
Gj + (a/sm)gj + 0(a2)
l/sm - a/(2s2m) + 0(a2)
smGj + agj + 0(a2)
1 - {a/(2sm) + 0(a2)}
— + a9j^ + a/(2sm)^ + 0(a2
— smGj + a(gj + —Gj) + 0(a2), j € E, 1 < m < M. (3.10)
Observe from (3.7) that we must have
G|£,(a) > GJj||_1(a) > ... > G^(a) > G?(a), a e (0,a*), 1 < m < M.
Utilising (3.8) and (3.9) in (3.2) we obtain
MJV1 / \
RU = J2GUa)J2AHv-)x^
1 r I71 V 771 /m=l iEEe
M \E\-1
,Si( OL
s.-EE UwM - G?»}Ev'f r
771=1 j= l ZGS'j
E^G^(a)
771=1 J= 1
EE {G™+1(a) - G-(a)} Am'»(Sva), (3.11)
where in (3.11) we use the notational shorthand
Am'«(S,a) = ^Aff-fW(a)
zes
and the fact that for all controls u
roc
Am<u(E,a) = J2xim(a) = / e~asds= 1/a, 1 < m < M.
^ IT JOitzE
We now use (3.10) and the fact that Am'u(Sj,a) < 0(l/a) to simplify the expression
in (3.11) for Ru. To further simplify notation, we write Sj = gj + \Gj, j € E.
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Theorem 1
For all policies u eW,










+a E ow - <yE Am,u(sj>a) + °(a)-
j=l m=l
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1
For all policies u EU,
l-EI-l ( M M
Ropt _ Ru = (G.+1 _ G.) J £ smAm'u(S3,a) -E smAm<°*(Sj,a) \
j=1 \m=l m=l J
\E\-1 ( M M ^
+a ]T (Sj+1 - Sj)1 y; A"-»(S,,a) - 2 a) 1 + 0(c
j=1 V'Ti=l m=l /
(3-12)
|£|-1 r M }
E (Gj+1 - Gj) E SrnAm'u(Sv a) - A(5j, a) I
j=l V"1=1 )
|£|-1 ( M M
+a E (<W - Sj) E Am>u(Sj,a) - E ^"•opt(Sj, a) \ + 0(a),










Inequality (3.12) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. Inequality (3.13) follows
from (3.12) and the facts that, from (3.6),




Y smAm,opt(Sj,a) > A(Sj,a), 1 < j < \E\ - 1.
m=1
This concludes the proof.
Note that henceforth the machines are numbered such that Si > > ... > %.
3.4 Optimal block allocation policies
We begin by considering the class of block allocation policies which partition the




Use B to denote the partition in (3.14).
According to the block allocation policy corresponding to B, the bandits in Bm are
processed exclusively on machine m from time 0 onwards, 1 < m < M. By the classical
result of Gittins and Jones (1974), the total expected reward from this partition will be
optimised by using a Gittins index ordering \E\ \E\ — 1—2 —► 1 to schedule
the bandits on each machine. We use the notational shorthand uq(B) for this policy.
The goal of analysis is to optimise Rug<b'i over all choices of partition B. Note that this
class of policies is comparable to those analysed in Section 2.4.
Recall the numbering of E in (3.6). As in Chapter 2, we write
j(b) = min{j; j € Eb}, 1 < b < B,
for the minimum index state for bandit b. We also write
j(Bm) = max{j(b)] b € Bm}, 1 < m < M,
for the maximal such state in the collection Bm. The significance of j(Bm) is that it
is the member of Bm with smallest identifier which will ever be processed on machine
m, 1 < m < M, under policy ug(B). Further, considering the interpretation of (1.6)
in Section 1.3, Gj(b) can be thought of as a (minimal limiting) guaranteed reward rate
Sc
for bandit b. Now fix j > j(Bm) and use TBJm to denote the first occasion at or after
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time 0 at which all members of Bm are in states in Sj when policy ug(B) is operating
and standard (i.e. unit speed) processing is assumed. We write
beBn
= E ^ (3-15)
Sc-
to represent the decomposition of TBm which reveals the contributions from the indi¬
vidual bandits within Bm.
Lemma 2
, -i?{exp(—«t!3 /sm)}, j > j(Bm),
Am<uG&)(Sj,a)= { a m (3.16)
0, j < j(Bm).
Proof
By the structure of ug(B), no job type j < j(Bm) will ever be processed by machine
m, 1 < m < M, since a job of type j > j(Bm) will always be preferred. Hence
Am>"°™(Sj,a) = 0 j < j(Bm).
We denote by Tjjj7n, the time of the Ith occasion upon which control ug(B) processes
bandit b £ Bm in state i £ Sj. The associated collection of independent and identically
Sc SC
distributed random variables {Tj (m, I £ Z+} share the distribution of Ti i defined at
the beginning of Section 3.3. Under ug(B), for machine m, the first contribution to
Sc
Am,uaiB)(5. , a) will occur at time TBm/sm, the first occasion at which a job in Sj is
chosen. Following this epoch, excursions to Sj will alternate with allocations to Sj. We
write
EBm = 1J Eb.
beBm
It follows from the definitions of the quantities involved, that
Sc-
/ °° rri,Lm~^~Ti j m/sm
Am™™(Sj,a) = Yl E«g(b) E / " e~atdt k(m]
ieSjC\EBrn ^ 1=1 i,l,m
= ~E(^exp[—aTBm/sm] ^, j>j{Bm).
This concludes the proof.
We now substitute from (3.16) into the expression for Ruo^ given in Theorem 1
to obtain the following:
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Corollary 2
M s~< M l-B| — 1 ivi




Substituting from (3.10) into Theorem 1 and utilising Lemma 2 and the existence of all
positive moments of we obtain
/Tm M 1^1-1
RUG(B) = ^m=i |g|l J iGT+ i(a) - Gf(a)}Am'UG{B)(SJ7 a)
a
r-iM s~i ivi
= y- (GJ+1-GJ-)sm^m'UG(B)(^,a)a z—✓ ^—/
m=l j=j(Bm)
M M |S|-1








]T £ (Gj+1 - Gj) smE
m=1 j=j(Bm)
M |S|-1
(1 /a)-(TJ/sm) + 0(a)





_ y^ 'y-^ Sm (Gj+i ~ Gj)a a
M |£|-1
+ E E (Gj+I-G^bwBm
™=lj=j(Bm) m=1 j—j(Bm)
M M |S|-1
+E ^ieI _E E ^-?+i ~ ^+
m=1 m=l j=j(Bm)
sr^M f~, M Iffi—1 jm




From (3.17) it is plain that, for sufficiently small a, the first step in optimising
Rug(b) jg tQ consider partitions B which maximise the quantity Ylm=i smGj(Bm)■ We
focus our analysis initially on a special case where it is clear how this is done. To
simplify our account, we first require that the bandits are numbered such that
j(l) > j(2) > ... >j(B).
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Theorem 2
If the following conditions hold:
Gj(i) > Gj(2) > ■ ■ ■ > Gj(M) > Gj(M+1) > Gj(M+2) > • •• > Gj(B),
and
si > s2 > ... > Sm,
then there exists a > 0 such that for all a 6 (0, a) the policy ug(B*) determined by
the partition
{m}, 1 < m < M — 1,
{M,M + 1,..., B}, m = M,
B* =
is optimal in the class of block allocation policies.
Proof
It is clear that under the conditions in the statement of the result,
M M
^ ] smGj(Bm) — ^ ^ smGj(m), (3.18)
771— 1 771=1
with strict inequality in (3.18) for any partition which fails to have m € Brn, 1 < m <
M. Hence, from Corollary 2, for sufficiently small a, Hug(b> must be optimised by a
partition of the form
Bm = {m} Uf3m, 1 <m< M, (3.19)
where
M
Pm — {M + 1, M + 2,..., B}.
771=1
We now utilise (3.15) within Corollary 2 and substitute from (3.19) to obtain, for any
such partition, that
„ s~i M |£|-1 , N Msr^ivi ^ 2vi s >. m
Ruam = ; i<B-1 + E E rf)
771=1 j=j(Bm) beBm ' 771=1
M l-^l— 1
c
= j(m) +^ (G,+1 - Gj)E(T^)
m=l j=j(m)
M M |£|-1 , .
+E <w> +E E - G>) ( E ) f+°(a>- <3-2°)
m=l m=l j=j(m) ^ bePm
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Examining (3.20), we note that the choice of /3m, 1 < m < M, does not affect any of
the first three terms on the right-hand side of the equation. Focussing on the fourth
term, it follows that the contribution from bandit b £ (3m to this sum is
\E\-1 |£|-1
E (^+1 - g>)e(jsJ) < E -Gi)Evth (3-2i)
j=j(m)
since j(m) > j(M), 1 < m < M, and all the summands in (3.21) are non-negative.
From (3.21) it is straightforward to deduce that the fourth term on the right-hand side
of (3.20) is maximised by the choice
f 0, 1 < m < M — 1,
Fm={ " " (3-22)
[ {M + 1,M + 2,..., B}, m = M.
In fact if some bandit b £ {M + 1,M + 2,..., B} is in a state within S^,M^ then the
inequality in (3.21) is strict for that b and for any m < M — 1. Moreover, if at time
t — 0, bandit b £ {M + 1, M + 2,..., B} is in a state within 5j(m) then it can be
excluded from consideration since it will never be processed under policy uq{B) for any
B of the form in (3.19). Hence the choice in (3.22) uniquely maximises the fourth term
in (3.20), modulo the distribution of bandits which do not contribute to the expected
rewards. The result follows easily.
Comment
Observe from the proof of Theorem 2 that the maximisation of the 0(1/a) term in
rug(b) forces conclusion m £ Bm: 1 < m < M. The destination of the remaining
bandits is settled upon consideration of the 0(1) term. The form of optimality claimed
for ug(B*) is Blackwell optimality, outlined in Section 2.5. Note that xlg(B*) allo¬
cates bandits in decreasing order of guaranteed reward rate to machines in decreasing
order of speed.
Theorem 3
Under general conditions, the partition
B* _ > 1 < m < AT - 1,
{M,M + 1,..., B}, m = M,
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satisfies
i?°pt - Ru°(b') < 0(a),
where the optimum is taken over the class of block allocation policies.
Proof
We define rh as follows:
m = min{m; Gj(m) = Gj{M)}- (3.23)
Recall the comments following Corollary 2. When optimising RUg'b^ for sufficiently
small a, we firstly consider partitions B which maximise the quantity ]fom=i smGj(Bm)-
Hence we may assume that for small enough a, any optimal partition B must (modulo
permuting bandits among machines of equal speed) distribute the bandits{l, 2,..., rh —
1} among the machines {1,2,..., m—1}, one to each machine, in a way which guarantees
that
m—1 rh— 1
^ ^ smGj(Bm) = y ] smGj(m).
m=1 m—1
It is clear that we must also have
Gj(Bm) — Gj(M), rh < m < M, (3.24)
for any optimal partition. Restricting to such partitions, from Corollary 2 we may write
{m—1 / M \ ^ m—1 \E\-1E + Em \ /»+E E (r£)m=l \m=rh / J =l j=j(Bm)
M \E\-l
+ E E (G,+l - Gi) E ()
m=m j=j(Bm)
m—1 M
+Y 5^Bm) + Y 6^Bm) + 0(a). (3.25)
m=l m=rh
We observe that the second and fourth terms on the right hand side of (3.25) which
involve the Bm, 1 < rri < rh— 1 are unaffected by a permutation of the bandit allocations
among the machines {l,2,...,m—1}. Hence we may, without loss of generality, suppose
in (3.25) that m € Bm, 1 < m < rh — 1. Focussing on the Bm, rh < m < M, from
(3.23) and (3.24), we conclude that
Gj(m) ~ Gj(Bm) Gj(M), in E m. E M,
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and hence that
GJ+x - Gj = 0, j(m)} < j < j(fh) - 1, m<m<M.
It follows from these observations and from (3.25) that the reward from any optimal
partition may be written
{771—1 / M \ ^ 771—1 \E\ — 1E + Eaim/" + E E <°7+' - °i> (TZ)m=l \m=m / J m=lj=j(m)
M |£|-1 771-1 M
+ E E (Gj+i - Gj)E (TbS) + 53 + X/ +
771=771 j=j[m) 771=1 771=771
{777—1 / M \ "| M |£|-1E + Es- G« 1 /«+E E - Gi)B (tB1)7 1= \771=771 / J 771=1 j=j(m)
771—1 M
+ 53 + X] + (^(a)- (3.26)
771=1 771=771
We now utilise the argument in the proof of Theorem 2 around (3.21) to draw the con¬
clusion that the second term on the right hand side of (3.26) is maximised over qualifying
partitions by B*. Finally we observe that the ordering of E in (3.6) guarantees that
771—1 M MM
53 + 53 — 53 ^(m)= 53 ^m)'
771=1 771=771 777=1 777=1
We conclude from this analysis and from Corollary 2 that
7^M r M 1^1-1 M
R°"= -"m' +E E (Gi«-Gi)^(l^,) +EW) + 0(o)
771= 1 j=j(77l) 771=1
= + 0(a).
The result follows.
Model assumptions guarantee that the expected rewards i?opt and are both
0(l/o;). Following Theorem 3 and the classical work of Blackwell (1962), Veinott (1966)
and Denardo and Miller (1968), we take the further natural step in the analysis and
explore the limit as a —■> 0. See Section 2.5. Various forms of asymptotic optimality are
claimed for policy ug(B*) in Theorems 4 and 6. Since the policy ug(B*) is independent
of a, it follows trivially from Theorem 3 that it is 0-discount optimal. Classical theory,
together with the fmiteness of the set of partitions B, enables us to assert more.
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Theorem 4 (Asymptotic optimality of block allocation policy ug(B*))
Under general conditions, ug(B*) is 0-discount optimal, average-overtaking optimal and
average-reward optimal in the class of block allocation policies.
3.4.1 Numerical study
The performance of ug{B*) within the class of block allocation policies was investigated
more widely via computational experiments. The computer program used to perform
the study is given in Appendix A. We used the Value Iteration Algorithm to calculate
the expected reward when following uq{B*) and also the optimal expected reward
within the class of block allocation policies. This was straightforward since once the
bandits have been partitioned, each machine can be viewed independently and hence
the expected reward from each machine can be calculated as in Section 2.6 but with
an adjustment in the discounting to account for the speed of the machine. The total
expected reward in all cases is then the sum of the rewards from each individual machine.
The system studied is a four-armed bandit problem, each arm with four states, on
two machines operating at varying speeds. For supplied values of the discount rate a
and the speed of each machine, Si and .S'2, the program generates a four-armed bandit
problem with random reward vectors generated from a uniform [I, u] for given I and u, a
random starting state k and random irreducible transition matrices. Initially the entries
in each transition matrix are generated from a uniform (0.1,0.9) then the matrices are
normalised such that rows sum to 1. Since all entries of the resultant matrices are
positive, the irreducibility assumed in Section 3.3 follows.
For each a from the set {0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.01, 0.005} and set of speeds
(si,s2) from the set {(6,1), (5,2), (4.5,2.5), (4,3), (3.75,3.25), (3.625,3.375)}, 500 four-
armed bandit problems were investigated where r\ ~ U(2,5) and the tolerance e as
in (2.37) was 10-7. The results of the study are given in Tables 3.1 - 3.6, each entry
gives summary statistics for the 500 suboptimalities, Ropt — RUg^b*\ simulated. The
summary statistics concerned are the Maximum and Minimum reward suboptimality
of the 500 systems simulated, the Mean and standard deviation (Std Dev) of the 500
simulated suboptimalities and the Median of the positive reward suboptimalities. The
results also include the percentage of the 500 reward suboptimalities that equal zero
(Percent).
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Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.100513 1.420304 0.114445 0.201518 33.60000
0.250 0.000000 0.077439 1.110234 0.072930 0.148596 50.00000
0.100 0.000000 0.054377 0.541196 0.022268 0.061542 73.80000
0.050 0.000000 0.037369 0.582096 0.011207 0.048533 85.40000
0.025 0.000000 0.023005 0.609888 0.005573 0.041123 90.80000
0.010 0.000000 0.013599 0.216960 0.001165 0.012798 96.80000
0.005 0.000000 0.004899 0.683718 0.001446 0.030573 98.80000
Table 3.1: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 6 and 1
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.071169 0.980946 0.059290 0.127924 52.00000
0.250 0.000000 0.043459 0.658720 0.029029 0.080374 67.40000
0.100 0.000000 0.027561 0.735803 0.007983 0.042840 86.40000
0.050 0.000000 0.017568 0.336667 0.003984 0.027255 92.00000
0.025 0.000000 0.006743 0.592945 0.003071 0.036565 94.20000
0.010 0.000000 0.007563 0.015150 0.000078 0.000903 99.00000
0.005 0.000000 0.130338 0.130338 0.000261 0.005823 99.80000
Table 3.2: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 5 and 2
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.062141 0.908553 0.048336 0.114323 56.60000
0.250 0.000000 0.035740 0.623175 0.021333 0.066921 72.80000
0.100 0.000000 0.023608 0.789139 0.006190 0.040514 88.00000
0.050 0.000000 0.014416 0.345472 0.003107 0.025497 93.80000
0.025 0.000000 0.006774 0.570148 0.002842 0.035989 96.00000
0.010 0.000000 0.005506 0.011825 0.000059 0.000693 99.00000
0.005 0.000000 0.000036 0.012152 0.000026 0.000544 99.00000
Table 3.3: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 4.5 and 2.5
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Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.056864 0.620557 0.035118 0.079244 62.40000
0.250 0.000000 0.042292 0.781757 0.021969 0.069743 73.20000
0.100 0.000000 0.031158 0.587503 0.010077 0.051704 87.60000
0.050 0.000000 0.005036 0.519563 0.001879 0.024120 94.00000
0.025 0.000000 0.002953 0.024913 0.000159 0.001610 97.60000
0.010 0.000000 0.002984 0.474316 0.001338 0.022600 98.20000
0.005 0.000000 0.000870 0.005073 0.000016 0.000240 99.00000
Table 3.4: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 4 and 3
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.053332 1.205313 0.042161 0.106130 61.00000
0.250 0.000000 0.038959 0.598741 0.018210 0.062636 76.80000
0.100 0.000000 0.022513 0.765492 0.011086 0.065858 87.80000
0.050 0.000000 0.008906 0.683600 0.003256 0.035559 94.00000
0.025 0.000000 0.016811 0.833528 0.003892 0.048927 97.40000
0.010 0.000000 0.000979 0.011682 0.000032 0.000535 98.80000
0.005 0.000000 0.001919 0.002677 0.000008 0.000130 99.60000
Table 3.5: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 3.75 and 3.25
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.059865 0.811859 0.037698 0.099986 65.00000
0.250 0.000000 0.034810 0.516165 0.015372 0.055414 79.20000
0.100 0.000000 0.018921 0.841021 0.004242 0.039539 91.20000
0.050 0.000000 0.008739 0.350454 0.002366 0.023038 94.80000
0.025 0.000000 0.006527 0.549619 0.002566 0.034339 97.00000
0.010 0.000000 0.003330 0.008363 0.000039 0.000474 99.00000
0.005 0.000000 0.046061 0.092117 0.000184 0.004115 99.60000
Table 3.6: Block allocation policies: Machine speeds 3.625 and 3.375
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Results
We observe from Tables 3.1 - 3.6 that, for each set of machine speeds, the variation
in the summary statistics (excluding the percentage of zero suboptimalities) associated
with a change in a is indicative of a direct proportion between the discount rate and
the reward suboptimality of policy ug(B*) within the class of block allocation policies.
This supports the conclusions of Theorem 3. Generally this trend is most evident in
the columns of mean and median suboptimalities. We note that in each of the tables,
the percentage of reward suboptimalities that are equal to zero is always positive and
tends to 100% as n —j- 0.
3.5 General policies
We now proceed to the more complex problem when the admissible policies U are
M
general policies. Recall, a general policy u makes allocations at each r € (J {t/sm,
m= 1
t £ N}. Any bandit which at r has not been allocated to a machine whose current
processing interval goes beyond r may be allocated at r to any machine for which r is a
decision epoch. Any such allocations must be made in a non-anticipative way and each
of the M machines should always be kept busy at all times. It will simplify matters if
we make the following assumption, which will be relaxed later.
Assumption 2
All machine speeds sm are positive integers.
Recall Corollary 1. A key step in our analysis is the development of lower bounds
for the quantities A(Sj,a), 1 < j < \E\ — 1, presented in Lemma 3. Recall also the
numbering of the bandits such that j( 1) > j(2) > ... > j{B). Use the notational
convention j(0) = \E\ and consider the range j(b + 1) < j < j(b) — 1, 0 < b < B. For
j in this range the bandits 1,2,..., b can never enter Sj. We now define
B
j(b+ 1) < j < j(b) — 1, 0 <b<B. (3.27)
6=6+1
See (3.15). The proof of Lemma 3 develops that of Lemma 1 (Glazebrook and Wilkinson




When U is the class of general policies and Assumption 2 holds,






j(b + 1) < j < j(b) -1, 0 < 6 < M — 1. (3.28)
Proof
Fix general policy u and denote by the time of the Ith occasion (for any suitable
numbering of such occasions) upon which, under control u, machine m processes bandit
Sc-
b in state i. The collection {7) /, I £ Z+J is of i.i.d. random variables, all of which
gc
share the distribution of T)] in Section 3.3.
The aim is to find lower bounds for the quantities
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where [x~| denotes the integer part of x.
Fix j, j(b + 1) < j < j(b) — 1, 0 < b < M — 1. We now relax the stochastic opti¬
misation problem (3.29). The relaxation takes the form of a single machine scheduling
problem with decision epochs t & N, whose value is a lower bound on A(S, a) as follows;
under Assumption 2 we have exactly i sm decision epochs during time [t. t + 1),
t E N. Denote by the pair (t, r), t € N, 0 < r < (Em=i smj — 1, the rth decision
opportunity afforded during time [t,t + 1) in the original problem (3.29). How the rth
opportunity is defined is immaterial for reasons which will become clear later. Consider
the mapping onto N given by
(t, r) -> ip(t, r) = t ^2 + r
in which this decision opportunity is thought to occur in the derived single machine
problem at time i/j(t,r).
The admissible controls U in the derived single machine problem are non-anticipative
and non-idling with certain restrictions placed on the permitted scheduling of bandits
1,2,... b. Observe that by construction, these bandits never contribute to the objective
in (3.29). In our derived single machine relaxation, bandits 1,2,... b may be scheduled
at most 5^m=i sm times from the epochs t(X)m=i s") < r < (t + 1)(E!=i^) - 1
for each f 6 N and contribute nothing to the corresponding objective. We impose
no constraints on the frequency of processing of the remaining bandits. Following the
inequality in (3.30), rewards accruing in the single machine problem at decision epochs
i/>(t, r) attract discounting as if accruing at time t € N in the original problem.
Under this single machine relaxation and from (3.30), it follows that
B oo (^m=lsm)—1
A(Sj,a)> inf E E«
6=1 t=0 r=0 {e~i,





1, if bandit b is processed at time s, having
jb^ _ J paid its first visit to Sj at some time v < s,
0, otherwise.
Inequality (3.31) follows since we have both relaxed the problem and (from (3.30))
reduced the objective. See also, the reasoning following (2.20).
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The single machine problem in (3.31) is easily solved. Clearly, since the bandits
1,2, ...,b will never contribute to the objective on the righthand side of (3.31) and
the function e~as is decreasing in s, any policy u e u obtaining the infimum in (3.31)
should schedule these bandits as often and as early as possible. Hence all decision
epochs x/j(t, r), t € N, 0 < r < (XL=i s™) — ^ should be reserved for bandits 1,2,..., b
in an optimal policy and we can replace (3.31) by
b OO (^m=ls"»)— 1







The right-hand side of (3.32) is a minimisation involving the bandits b € {b + 1,6 +
2, ...,£?} all of which can enter s3. It follows from a simple pairwise interchange
argument based on the fact that the function e~as is decreasing in s, that a minimising
ii £ u will make all free choices at the remaining epochs {ip(t,r); t € N, Ylm=i sm <
r
— (Xm=i sm) — l} to enforce the priority s? —> sj.
Write
rnss ~l ^
^ ^ sm rtsi
t
772=6+1 ' 772=6+1





























as required. This concludes the proof.




(i) R°pt = YZ=i SmGj{m)/a + 0(1); and
(ii) Ropt - i?u°(B*) < 0(1),




Qm , \ |£|-1






+a £ (Sj+1 - *,-)£ Am'op\Sj, a) + 0(a),
3=1 771=1
|B|-i^ M |i|-l




+a £ (<fj+1 - 6j)£ Am^(Sj,a) + 0(a). (3.33)
j= l 771=1
We note that all positive entries in the vector (3.5) are 0(1) for all subsets 5 C E. It
follows that
M M , v
£ a) = ££ Af ( f- ) x%(a) = 0(l/a)
,n=1 m=lieS VSm/
and also that, as expressed in (3.4), the standard Gittins indices are O(l). Hence the
quantities Gj and Sj, 1 < j < \E\. are 0(1). Using these facts and Lemma 3 within
(3.33), we can write
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Em=lSmO|£;| /Em=l Efc=0 {'E(b) Oj(b+l)}
a a
+ 0(1)
Em=l SmO|£| / Em=l Sm{Oj(0) Oj(m)}
a a
+ 0(1)
Em s^Im=1 Sm j(m)
a
+ 0(1).
But, from the calculations in the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that
a
a
Theorem 5 follows easily from (3.35) and (3.36).
Em _
IX — m=l rn^jjm) ^ 0(1) < i?°pt
(3.35)
(3.36)
As in Section 3.4, we finish by concluding from Theorem 5 that «g(B*) enjoys a
form of asymptotic optimality in the general class of policies considered here. Not
surprisingly, the form of optimality is weaker than in Theorem 4 where attention was
restricted to block allocation policies.
Theorem 6 (Asymptotic optimality of block allocation policy uq{B*))
Under Assumption 2, uq(B*) is -1-discount optimal and average-reward optimal in the
class of general policies.
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3.5.1 Numerical study
The performance of uq(B*) within the class of general policies was investigated more
widely by means of a computational study. We used the Value Iteration Algorithm to
obtain reward suboptimalities for our block allocation heuristic enabling us to
assess the degree of conservatism in our theoretical results.
The Value Iteration Algorithm was used to calculate the expected reward earned
when following ug{B*) and also the optimal expected reward from the class of general
allocation policies. For the purposes of calculating the optimal expected reward for
a particular problem, certain additional features needed to be incorporated into the
computer programs. Recall that a general policy makes allocation decisions at each
M
r € (J {t/sm, t € N}. Any bandit which at r has not been allocated to a machine
m=l
whose current processing interval goes beyond r may be allocated at r to any machine
for which r is a decision epoch. Hence at each r, the state of the system must comprise
the current state of each bandit, which of the machines have r as a decision time and
finally which, if any, of the bandits are tied to a particular machine at r and not free
for re-allocation then.
Now under Assumption 2, the structure of the set of decision epochs during time
[t,t + 1) is identical for all t £ N. This evolutionary characteristic can be used to for¬
mulate a dynamic program by breaking down each such time block into its component
parts, with the arguments at each decision epoch during [f, £+ 1), £ 6 N, describing com¬
pletely the state of the system at that time. Hence each full iteration of the algorithm
will consist of a number of steps, though as outlined above, the amount of information
required to describe the state of the system completely may be different at each step.
Also during time [£, £ + 1), £ E N, the times of the decision epochs may not be equally
spaced, hence the discounting received will vary for each step within each iteration. In
order to overcome this, we introduce 'virtual' decision epochs such that each machine
has a 'virtual' speed of s = lcm(si, S2>...,%). Hence for each iteration of the algo¬
rithm, between [£, £ + 1), we have s steps representing times t + (v/s), 0 < v < s — 1.
Although there will be no actual transitions at many of these times, the discounting
received will be the same at each and at each we must know the state of the system in
order to determine the set of possible actions.
We now define the quantities required to fully describe the state of the system at
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time t + (v/s), t € N, 0 < v < s — 1, under the above formulation. Denote by f3, the B
vector whose 6th component is the state of bandit b at time t + (v/s) and by /z, the M
vector whose mth component is b if bandit b is occupying machine m at time t + (v/s)
and 0 if machine m is available for allocation, 1 < b < B, 1 < m < M. We then define
the state of the system at time t + (v/s) as
x = (u,/3,/z)T
and as in Section 2.6, the set of actions is denoted A(x),x € X, with a a typical
member. If action a is chosen at time t + (v/s), when the process is in state x, then




where rm(x, a) is the contribution from machine m, 1 < m < M. We write Pxx'(a) f°r
the probability of a transition from x to x' under action a. The optimality equations
take the form
We exit the dynamic program when i?°^+1ws(x) — P°+(w/s) (x) < 10-7, t — 0,1, 2,...,
0 < v < s — 1.
Broadly speaking the computer programs given in Appendices B, C and D are
formulated in this way. As in Section 3.4.1, the system studied is a four-armed bandit
problem, each arm with four states. Two machines with speeds Si and S2, are available
for processing. For given values of the discount rate a and the machine speeds Si and
S2, the computer programs generate four-armed bandit problems with random reward
vectors generated from a uniform [I, u), for given I and u, a random starting state k and
random irreducible transition matrices. Initially the entries in each transition matrix
are generated from a uniform (0.1,0.9) then the matrices are normalised such that rows
sum to 1. Since all entries of the resultant matrices are positive, the irreducibility








For each a from {0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.01, 0.005} and (recalling Assumption
2) sets of speeds (si, S2) from {(6,1), (5,2), (4,3)}, 500 four-armed bandit problems were
investigated where r\ ~ U(2,5). The results of the study are given in Tables 3.7 - 3.9.
Each entry gives summary statistics (as outlined in Section 3.4.1) for the 500 simulated
suboptimalities (values of Ropt — RUG<B">).
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.094460 2.762422 0.131243 0.232093 31.40000
0.250 0.000000 0.085834 1.086985 0.082941 0.159201 47.60000
0.100 0.000000 0.062988 0.636120 0.035168 0.087571 65.40000
0.050 0.000000 0.031613 0.518866 0.012094 0.044904 78.20000
0.025 0.000000 0.010084 0.614066 0.003737 0.032695 92.20000
0.010 0.000000 0.004355 0.808606 0.002523 0.037582 95.80000
0.005 0.000000 0.004252 0.040504 0.000162 0.002325 99.00000
Table 3.7: General Allocation Policies: Machine speeds 6 and 1
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.085616 1.073233 0.085356 0.162720 45.00000
0.250 0.000000 0.043794 0.979615 0.037045 0.102134 59.40000
0.100 0.000000 0.027737 0.695575 0.013388 0.056590 78.60000
0.050 0.000000 0.007823 0.899125 0.006229 0.053615 90.20000
0.025 0.000000 0.006262 0.047858 0.000769 0.004318 92.60000
0.010 0.000000 0.001757 0.148622 0.000386 0.006697 97.40000
0.005 0.000000 0.001100 0.004034 0.000015 0.000205 99.00000
Table 3.8: General Allocation Policies: Machine speeds speeds 5 and 2
Results
We observe from Tables 3.7 - 3.9 that the variation in the summary statistics (ex¬
cluding percentage of zero suboptimalities) associated with a change of discount rate
is consistent with an O(a) bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of ug(B*)
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Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.062232 0.840281 0.058620 0.121182 52.80000
0.250 0.000000 0.029919 0.772910 0.022742 0.081283 71.60000
0.100 0.000000 0.020747 0.528554 0.008159 0.039364 83.60000
0.050 0.000000 0.009014 0.685113 0.003789 0.035363 91.20000
0.025 0.000000 0.005724 0.290583 0.001299 0.016445 96.40000
0.010 0.000000 0.000798 0.231192 0.000473 0.010330 98.80000
0.005 0.000000 0.001407 0.001407 0.000003 0.000063 99.80000
Table 3.9: General Allocation Policies: Machine speeds 4 and 3
within the class of general policies. These results suggest a degree of conservatism in
the suboptimality bound in Theorem 5 (ii) obtained from the primal dual theory.
The reason for this suggested conservatism may be that by focussing on specific
models in the numerical investigation, the very general claims made about wide classes
of systems in the theory appear more conservative. The computational study may
inadvertently be confined to a sub-class of problems for which the bound on the degree
of reward suboptimality is tighter than for the more general class of allocation policies.
A more straightforward explanation is that the bounds on the rewards derived from the
theory, leading to an 0(1) suboptimality bound, may not be sufficiently tight.
Note that, as would be expected, the computational results from Sections 3.4.1
and 3.5.1 indicate that the bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of policy
Ug(B*) is tighter when restricting to the class of block allocation policies than when
considering the much less restrictive general class of policies. This is seen most clearly
by comparing Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 with Tables 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. This
effect is surprisingly mild, however.
3.5.2 On relaxing Assumption 2
We now relax the requirement of Assumption 2 that sm G Z+, 1 < m < M. Suppose
now that the sm's are all positive rational numbers and for some K G Z+ we have
Ksm G Z+, 1 < m < M. We consider the problem in which the machine speeds are all





R°Kpt - Rukg(B'} < 0(1) (3.38)
where subscript K denotes the speed up factor used. Since the effect of the speed up
is to increase returns under the average reward criterion by a factor K we can easily
deduce from (3.37) and (3.38) that
Ropt _ Rug(B*) <
Hence Theorems 5 and 6 continue to hold when sm £ Q+, 1 < m < M. To deduce
these results for general sm £ M+, 1 < m < M, is not straightforward.
3.6 Gittins index policies
In this section, we discuss the performance of the Gittins index policy when implemented
in the parallel machine environment with machines operating at different speeds. De-
M
note this policy uq- Define m(r), r € (J {t/sm, t £ N} as the number of machines
for which r is a decision epoch. Under policy uq, at each r, the m(r) bandits with
the maximal current Gittins indices, among those bandits not tied to a machine at r,
are chosen for processing. The allocation of bandits to machines is made to match the
bandits with the maximal current indices to the available machines operating at the
greatest speeds.
We begin our discussion of uq by examining a class of multi-armed bandit problems
modelled as in Section 3.2 but with certain restrictions placed on the structure and
number of bandits. In the systems we consider the number of bandits available for
processing satisifies B = 2M and the following conditions hold;
and
M+l< b<B
min Gkth) > max Gu > min G,- > max G,- > min G, > ...
Hi< v ' j€E1 J jeE1 J jeE2 J j€E2 J





Pbk(b)k(b) = °> M + l<b<B, (3.40)
where in (3.39) and (3.40) bandits are numbered, as in Section 3.4, such that j{1) >
j(2) > ... > j(B) and the initial state of bandit b is k(b).
We now re-number the bandits M + 1, M + 2,..., B as 1,2',...,M' such that
^fc(l') — ^fc(2') — • • • — Cfc(M')' (3-41)
It follows from (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) that at time 0 policy ug will allocate bandit
rri to machine m, 1 < m < M. Then, following a single transition in machine m,
bandit m will certainly be in a state within Sj(m) and therefore will never be processed
again under ug■ The subsequent scheduling according to ug will allocate bandit m to
machine m from time 1 /sm onwards, 1 < m < M. Hence uq is equivalent to a block
allocation policy as described in Section 3.4. The equivalent block allocation policy,
■Ug(B) say, is determined by the partition
Bm = {m, m'}, 1 < m < M.
Utilising Corollary 2 and following the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 2 leading
to (3.20), we obtain
,« ^ M |JB|—1 M
Srr,
a
y^i 1v1 |A>| J- 1v1
^,,6) = >"* + V V fei-CilE^Tki+^l
M \E\~ 1




m= 1 m= 1 j=j(m)
M j(m)-l
= Ruo(B')_J2 £ (GJ+1-G,)Ju(T2)+0(a). (3.42)
m=1 j=j(M)
By (3.39), the second term on the right-hand side of (3.42) is strictly positive. It follows
that
RuG(B*) _ Rug(B) >
and hence
Rug{b*) _ RUG >
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Utilising Theorem 5 (ii) we infer that, when b = 2m and conditions (3.39) and (3.40)
hold,
where the optimum is taken over the class of general policies.
Remark
Prom the above discussion it follows that when we restrict to the class of block alloca¬
tion policies, an 0(1) bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of policy uq is the
strongest assertion that can be made. Recall from Theorem 3 that our block alloca¬
tion policy ug(B*) comes within an 0(a) quantity of optimality in the classs of block
allocation policies.
An immediate consequence of (3.43) is that for a general system, modelled as in
Section 3.2, the strongest assertion that could possibly be made concerning the perfor¬
mance of the Gittins index policy uq when compared with an optimal general policy
is
3.6.1 Numerical study
Further examination of the performance of ug was conducted via computational studies.
The computer programs used to perform the studies are given in Appendices E, F and
G. The systems simulated are four armed bandit problems, each arm with four states,
on two machines operating at varying speeds (hence b = 2m). For each a from the set
{0.5,0.25,0.1,0.05,0.025,0.01,0.005} and set of speeds (s1}s2) from {(6,1),(5,2),(4,3)},
1000 four-armed bandit problems were investigated where
r°pt — rua > 0(1), (3.43)
R°Pt _ RUG < (3.44)
rl(i') ~ 0(7.5,8.0) r\ ~ £7(0.00001,0.00002), i € {E^ \ fc(l')}
rl(2') ~ C/(6-5' 7-°) ri ~ £7(0.00001,0.00002), i e {El \ k(2')}
r] ~ £7(5.0,5.5), % € {Ei}
r22 ~ £7(4.0,4.5), i E {E2}
pfc(i')fc(i') = 0 PiK1') ~ 0(0.00001,0.00002), i e {Ev \ fc(l')}
Pfc(2')fc(2') = 0 pfk(2') ~ 0(o.ooooi, 0.00002), I e {e2, \ k(2')}
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and the irreducible transition matrices for bandits 1 and 2 were generated as in Section
3.5.1. The above set-up ensures that conditions (3.39) and (3.40) are satisfied, as well
as the model assumptions of Section 3.3. The Value Iteration Algorithm was used
to calculate the expected reward earned when following the Gittins index policy ug
outlined earlier and also the optimal expected reward for a general allocation policy.
The tolerance e as in (2.37) was 10~7. The results of the study are given in Tables 3.10 -
3.12. Each entry gives summary statistics for the simulated suboptimalities i?opt — Ru°,
where the optimum is taken over the class of general policies.
Note that in the computer programs given in appendices E, F and G, we also
calculated the reward from policy «g(B*) but in almost every case, this latter reward
was optimal. These results are not included in the tables.
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.000000 0.083563 0.311930 0.053301 0.069297 44.00000
0.250 0.160707 0.445158 0.783677 0.447951 0.104763 0.000000
0.100 0.459886 0.761557 1.062492 0.761561 0.099588 0.000000
0.050 0.521163 0.882986 1.197457 0.880535 0.103183 0.000000
0.025 0.617559 0.941002 1.219683 0.939476 0.100997 0.000000
0.010 0.662790 0.972263 1.279945 0.974466 0.104614 0.000000
0.005 0.629853 0.987003 1.272824 0.987534 0.104151 0.000000
Table 3.10: Gittins index policies: Machine speeds 6 and 1
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.153979 0.443928 0.752815 0.447557 0.101421 0.000000
0.250 0.451515 0.706026 0.979331 0.711194 0.102019 0.000000
0.100 0.531622 0.879605 1.168430 0.878169 0.107024 0.000000
0.050 0.597172 0.937872 1.209002 0.939852 0.101145 0.000000
0.025 0.685041 0.968469 1.272876 0.969988 0.104461 0.000000
0.010 0.688725 0.991660 1.246305 0.991629 0.105844 0.000000
0.005 0.710585 0.993276 1.297626 0.994826 0.105020 0.000000
Table 3.11: Gittins index policies: Machine speeds 5 and 2
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Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.500 0.469605 0.632621 0.930688 0.640273 0.090568 0.000000
0.250 0.598597 0.791821 0.995329 0.799341 0.092868 0.000000
0.100 0.693229 0.893028 1.100247 0.904046 0.090140 0.000000
0.050 0.826656 0.977319 1.276992 0.984876 0.092932 0.000000
0.025 0.848198 0.996657 1.297762 1.005589 0.093392 0.000000
0.010 0.708372 0.990995 1.295671 0.992747 0.104965 0.000000
0.005 0.663211 0.997208 1.255686 0.990440 0.104698 0.000000
Table 3.12: Gittins index policies: Machine speeds 4 and 3
Results
The results in Tables 3.10 - 3.12 give a clear indication that, under the stated conditions,
the bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of the Gittins index policy is 0(1)
and hence the assertion in (3.43) is borne out.
3.7 On relaxing Assumption 1
We now consider the relaxation of Assumption 1. Hence we must now contemplate
the possibility that two distinct members j, k of E have Gj = Gk, g7 = gk and hence
from (3.4) have associated Gittins indices within an 0(a2) quantity of each other. We
proceed as follows: Let
E= [jEn
71= 1
be a partition of E such that
j, k £ En=> Gj = Gk, gj — gk, 1 <n < N (3.45)
and suppose that the En's are maximal in this respect. We use G(En), g(En) to denote
respectively the common values of Gj, gj for j G En, 1 < n < N and re-number the
En such that
m > n2 =>• either G(Eni) > G(Em) or G(Eni) = G(En2) and g(Eni) > g(En2).
From (3.4) and (3.45) it follows that there must exist a* such that for all a € (0, a*],
the ordering En —> En-i —> ... —> E<i ► E\ on the partition sets is consistent with a
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Gittins index ordering on all machines m, 1 < m < M. We shall suppose henceforth
n
that a E (0, a*]. We write Sn = (J Ev for the subset of E of cardinality X^"=i IEv\ with
V=l
lowest identifiers and extend the ordering of partition sets to an ordering of elements
of E as follows: denote
["XL j € {l,2,...,\En\}, 1 <n<N, 1 < m < M,
as the member of En, 1 < n < N, with the jth largest index. Now number the members
of E such that
[N, \EN\am] — [N, (\En\ - 1)°] —> ... — [1,2-] —» [1,1«].
Now let uc5(B) be a policy constructed as in Section 3.3, but where Assumption 1 is
relaxed. We write n(b) for the number of the partition set with the minimal identifier
containing any state belonging to b, then number the bandits such that
n(l) > n(2) > ... > n(B).
We also write
n(Bm) = max{n(6); b E Bm}, 1 <m< M,
for the maximal identifier in the collection of bandits Bm. Recall the definition of 6
prior to Theorem 1. Using a simple elaboration of the analysis leading to Corollary 2,
we have, in an obvious notation, that
M p N M N M
WeiB) = STSm {an{Bm)'+J2 E {G(En+1)-G(En)}E{T*) + f^5(En[Bm))+0(a)
m=1 m=1 n-n(Bm) m=l
From a development of the proof of Theorem 3, we infer that any partition maximising
over choices of partition B, will be of the form
B*m =
{m}, 1 < m < M — 1,
{M,M + 1,... ,B}, m = M
and is guaranteed to bring us within an 0(a) quantity of optimality in the class of
block allocation policies.
A development of the proof of Theorem 5 is also available for the analysis of Uq(B).
It follows that Rug(b*) comes within an 0(1) quantity of the optimum within the class
of general policies. Versions of Theorem 4 and 6 then follow. We summarise these
conclusions in the following result:
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Theorem 7
(i) When U is the class of block allocation policies
i?°Pt - Rua(B') < 0(a).
Any such policy Uq(B*) is 0-discount optimal, average-overtaking optimal and average-
reward optimal within the class.
(ii) When U is the general class of policies
r°pt _ ru6(b*) <
Any such policy uq(B*) is -1-discount optimal and average-reward optimal within the
class.
Plainly, without Assumption 1 we cannot assert Blackwell optimality for ug(B*) under
the conditions of Theorem 2 since it is not now guaranteed that the scheduling on each
machine is a Gittins index ordering.
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Chapter 4
Bandit Problems on Parallel
Machines with stochastic machine
availability
4.1 Introduction
This chapter considers generalisations of the discounted branching bandit and the dis¬
counted multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines, to the case where the col¬
lection of machines available for processing is itself a stochastic process. Stochastic
scheduling models incorporating machine breakdowns have been studied by many au¬
thors since Glazebrook (1984), (1987) demonstrated that index policies remain optimal
for a range of extensions of the classical multi-armed bandit model in which the single
machine providing service is subject to breakdown and repair. See for example Birge et
al. (1990) and Pinedo and Rammouz (1988). The aim of this chapter is to develop the
tools of analysis rooted in the achievable region approach, as described in Chapter 2, in
such a way as to facilitate analysis of heuristics for scheduling control in contexts where
the set of machines available for processing evolves as a (reasonably general) stochastic
process.
Section 4.2 concerns our modelling of machine availability. Roughly speaking, we
shall simply require of the machine availability process that the long-run proportion
of epochs at which all M machines are available is positive. Examples demonstrate
that the technical conditions concerned are satisfied by a range of standard models.
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The scheduling models which concern us are described Section 4.3. One (Model 1) is
a discounted branching bandit while the other (Model 2) is a discounted multi-armed
bandit. In both cases, service is provided by M machines which are identical in their
processing capacity, but which are not always available for processing. In Section 4.4
we develop the tools of analysis which are designed to give information on the degree
of suboptimality of heuristic scheduling controls. These tools are utilised in Section
4.5 (Model 1) and Section 4.6 (Model 2) to evaluate the performance of Gittins index-
based scheduling controls for our problems with intermittent machine availability. These
simple index-based heuristics partition the jobs to be scheduled among the (potentially
available) machines at time 0. Thereafter, the individual machines process according
to index policies whenever they are up. In some cases the rewards from these simple
controls come within 0(1) of optimality, while in others we can achieve O(a). Much
practical and theoretical interest attaches to problems with small discount rate a and
to the related limit a —> 0. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, various forms of asymptotic
optimality are claimed for limit policies derived from our Gittins index based controls
and numerical investigations allow insights concerning the degree of conservatism in the
theoretical results.
We have a maximum of M < oo identical machines which we label {1,2,..., M}. At
each t £ N, a collection of machines, Mt, are available for the scheduling of stochastic
jobs or bandits. We shall suppose that the stochastic process {Mt, i 6 N}, taking
values in is independent of the scheduling control and of the system state
process. In order to proceed we shall need a range of numerical descriptors of the
machine availability process {Mt, t £ N}.
We begin our introduction of processes related to machine availability by introducing
2M derived indicator processes. We firstly define {Im,u t £ N}, 1 < m < M, by
4.2 Machine Availability
1, when m £ Mt,
0, otherwise
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and in a similar manner we define {JTOit, t € N}, 1 < m < M, by
Jm,t
1, when \Mt\ > m,
0, otherwise.
Hence /TO>. marks when machine m is available for processing, while Jm,. indicates when
the number of machines at our disposal is at least m. It is clear that
M M
\Mt\ — Im,t — ^2 Jm,t, t E N.
m= 1 m—1
We now develop continuous time extensions of these discrete time processes. Define
{M(s),s E R4"}, {Im(s),sE R+ }. 1< m < M, and {Jm(s), s E R+}, 1 < m < M, by
M{s) = \Mt\, s E [t, t + 1), t E hi,
= Im,t j s E [t, t + 1), f € N,
^m(^) Jm,t j s E [t, t + 1), t E N.
We continue our account of the key quantities relating to machine availability by in¬
troducing the cumulative availability processes {M(s),s E R+}, {/m(s),s € R+}, 1 <
m < M, and {Jm(s),s E R+}, 1 < m < M, defined by
s E R+,M(s) = [ M(u)du,Jo
/ Im (^) 1 S (E R ,
Jo
Jm(s^) — j Jm(pJ) j S 6 M -Jo
The cumulative processes defined above are all non-decreasing, piecewise linear and
continuous on all sample paths. It is clear that
M M
771= 1 771=1
and all are expressions for the accumulated machine availability up to time s. We now
define the inverse process (M_1(s), s E R+}, by
M~1(s) = inf {t; M(t) > s ), s E R+, (4.1)
teR+
which has the interpretation as the time required to achieve an accumulated machine
availability equal to s. The process M~l(s) will also be non-decreasing and piecewise
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linear, but will have jump discontinuities corresponding to epochs at which \Mt\ — 0.
We also define the inverse processes {/~1(s), s G R+}, 1 < m < M, and {J„1(s), s G
R+}, 1 < m < M, given by
ImHs) = inf {t! Im(t) > s\, 1 < m < M, s G R+,
t€R+
= inf {t; Jm(t) > s}, 1 < m < M, s £ R+.
t€K+
We conclude our discussion of measures of machine availability by refining previously
defined processes. Let /r be an integer in the range {0,1,2,...,M}. We develop the
process (Mm(s), s G R+} by
Mm(s) = f [M{u) - n}+du,
Jo
where
f x, if x > 0,
x = <
I 0, otherwise.
The inverse process corresponding to (M/71(s), s G R+} is defined as in (4.1). These
measures are needed in situations where n machines are 'reserved'.
We now fix time t G R+ and develop cumulative processes {/m(s;f), s G R+}, 1 <
m < M and {JTO(s;t), s G R+}, 1 < m < M, starting from t. Hence we have
) = Im(s + t) - Im(t), s G R+,
Jm(s]t) = Jm(s + t) - Jm(t), S G R+.
For each t G R+ the corresponding inverse process s G R+}, 1 < m < M,
is given by
inf {u] Im{u-,t) > s}, s G R+,«€R+
with I^l1(s]t) having the interpretation as the time required from t until machine m's
total availability exceeds s. We define {J~1(s; t), s G R+}, 1 < m < M, similarly.
We now state an important technical condition which is required at key points in
the development of the subsequent theory. In its statement we use {Ht, t G N} for the
history of the machine availability process {Mt, 1 G N) up to time t. Think of Tit as
the sequence of all the states of the machine process up to time t. Recall the process
M_1(s), which has the interpretation as the time required to achieve an accumulated
machine availability equal to s. It follows that
— s
M_1(s) > — —» oo, s —> oo
M
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and we shall be concerned to ensure that the divergence of M~1(s) is not worse than
linear in s. The appropriate condition is given as Condition 1 below with Condition Y
as a simpler alternative.
Condition 1
There exist constants a and b such that
E{J^{s\t) | Ht} < a + bs, s € R+, w.p. 1, (4.2)
for all choices of t € N.
If (4.2) is only required to hold for the case t = 0, we shall refer to Condition 1'.
Condition V
There exist constants a and b such that
£{^m(s) | ^o} <a + bs, s G R+, w.p. 1. (4.3)
Note that, from the definitions of the quantities concerned, it is always true that
M(s) > MJm{s), s € M+. Inequality (4.3) is then seen to imply that
E{M~1(s) \ Ho} < a + s> s e W-P-1-
We now give examples of machine availability processes for which Condition 1 or 1',
as appropriate, hold.
Example 1 (Irreducible Markov Chain)
We suppose that the process of the number of machines available {|Mt|, t € N} is an
irreducible (and hence positive recurrent) Markov chain. If \Mt\ = m, we write TmM as
the time from t until the first occasion upon which all M machines are available and
Tmm{v), 1 < v < oo, for successive first return times to this state. The parameters
/j,mM and Hmm are respectively the corresponding (finite) expectations of these random
times. We observe that when s € N,
E{J^{s]t)\\Mt\= m) = E ^TmM + Yl tmm(v)j
= P-mM + S/lMM
< ( max /imM ) + summ- (4.4)
\1<m<M J
From (4.4) and the Markovian structure, it is clear that Condition 1 is satisfied.
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Example 2 (Breakdown/repair process)
We suppose that each of the M potentially available machines has a breakdown/repair
process which is independent of all other machines and that the breakdown and repair
rates for machine m are equal to Bm and pm respectively in the sense that
p(lm,t+1 = 0 I Im,t = 1) = Pmi t E N,
P(.Im,t+1 — 1 | Im,t 0) — Pmi t G
for 1 < m < M. If 0 < /3m, pm < 1, 1 < m < M then {Mt, t E N) is an irreducible
Markov chain. That Condition 1 is satisfied follows from an analysis similar to that
applied in Example 1.
Example 3 (|Mt| non-decreasing)
Consider any process t E N} for which \Mt\ is non-decreasing almost surely. We
define the first occasion at which all M machines are available for processing as
XM= inf {t- \Mt\ = M}.
tent
Plainly, in this case,
Jm(s) — s + XM-
Condition 1' will be satisfied if E(Xm \ 7~to) is uniformly bounded. Please note that,
henceforth, we shall not make conditioning upon Ho explicit in the notation.
4.3 The Models
We shall consider two models for the scheduling of stochastic jobs or bandits on a
collection of M machines. Machine availability is as described at the beginning of
Section 4.2.
4.3.1 Model 1: discounted branching bandit
We consider an extension of the branching bandit problem, as in Section 1.4, to the
parallel machine case where the collection of machines available is a stochastic process as
described in Section 4.2. As in Section 1.4, jobs are classified in one of C < oo classes,
labelled {1,2,..., C}, though we now assume a unit service time for each job class.
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Jobs are chosen for processing at each t £ N, with (at most) one being allocated to each
available machine. We define the state of the system N(t) as in Section 1.4 but for the
discrete time case. If a class i job is chosen for processing at time t on machine m, then
at time t+1 that class i job disappears to be replaced by njm = {n*™, n*™,..., jobs
of classes 1,2,... ,C respectively. We decompose the vector n(m into AtT'\ a collection
of i-independent external arrivals to the system and n*m, a set of (internal) descendants
of the serviced class i job which enable the modelling of state transitions for processed
jobs. For a given i, the vectors Atm and h[m are independent and identically distributed
as (f, m) varies and nf1 = Atm + nf1.
We now note that when \Mt\ > Xq=i Nj(t), where Nj(t) is the number of class j
jobs present and requiring service at t E N, there will certainly be idle machines at time
t. An idle machine is deemed to be processing a class 0 job and we suppose that there
are always M class 0 jobs in the system. Each machine has an allocated class 0 job;
use 0TO for the one allocated to machine m, 1 < m < M. The notation nf' is extended
to include the case i — 0, but note that = 0 for all choices of i ^ 0, t and m and
tm — fr>tm r,tm tm\ \tm
n0 — l^Ol 5 n02 5 • • • » ri0CJ ~ A •
The processing of a class i job, at time t, on any machine, earns a reward r, f'+1 e~asds
with ri > 0, 1 < i < C and a > 0 the discount rate. The idle class 0 earns no re¬
ward. Rewards are additive across machines and over time. The objective is to find a
scheduling policy to maximise the total expected reward over an infinite time horizon.
We assume that admissible scheduling policies are non-anticipative, though throughout
the chapter controls may need to meet other requirements. As earlier we denote the
set of admissible controls by U with u a typical member. We write E = {0,1, 2,..., C}
for the full set of job classes and the initial state of the system N(0) = k. The problem
may be expressed as the stochastic optimisation problem
Ropt(k) = sup/?"(k) = sup ( rjx^{k) ) ,
ueu neu \^E )
(4.5)
where f?"(k) is the total expected reward earned under control u and
xj(k) = Eu\ f rij(s)e~asds kl. (4.6)
/o
In (4.6), for each t EN, rij(s), t < s < t +1, is the number of class j jobs scheduled for
processing at time t. The stability of this system under all admissible controls studied
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is guaranteed by requiring that the \E\ x \E\ matrix I — n be positive definite. Here
I is the identity and n has (i, j)th entry equal to jS(nW), i € E, j € E. See Bertsimas
and Nino-Mora (1996).
4.3.2 Model 2: discounted multi-armed bandit
We consider a multi-armed bandit problem on identical parallel machines modelled as
in Section 2.2 but with machine availability as described at the beginning of Section
4.2. At each instant in discrete time, t e N, \Mt\ bandits are chosen for processing, one
on each of the available machines. The rewards earned and evolution observed under
processing of any bandits chosen are as in Section 2.2. Note in particular that we shall
continue to require that the Markovian transition matrices P6 are irreducible and hence
positive recurrent. The B — \Mt \ bandits not chosen for processing experience no change
of state and earn no reward. Admissible controls are non-anticipative non-idling. The
total expected reward earned under policy u from initial state k is expressed as
JRu(k) = ^rixV(k); (4.7)
ieE
as in (2.1) and (2.2). Our goal is the analysis of the stochastic optimisation
Ropt(k) = supRu(k),
uEU
which is formally identical to (4.5).
4.4 Tools of analysis
For both Models 1 and 2, the objective is to find a scheduling policy to maximise the
total expected discounted reward over an infinite time horizon. Recall in both models,
E represents the universal set of objects to be scheduled on the available machines.
As in earlier chapters, a central idea in our analyses is that in both models, by using
the primal-dual approach outlined in Section 1.6, the expected rewards earned under
control u may be expressed in terms of certain key quantities. These expressions follow
from the structure of AG, described in Section 1.5.3, whose inputs are given by the
collection A = {As, S C E} together with the reward vector r = {r,, j € E}. As
in earlier chapters, we follow Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) in their analysis of the
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single machine branching bandit problem (\Mt\ = 1, t € N), of which the multi-armed
bandit problem is a special case, in defining a vector of coefficients As = {Af }l(zE for
subsets of E. The general definition of As given below is the same for both Models
1 and 2. However the random variables concerned in the definition must be identified
separately.
For Model 1 we define the random variables Ti(Sc) as follows: fix job class i £ E
and subset S C E with i € S. Consider the discounted branching bandit model above,
but in a set-up in which only a single job of class i is present at time 0, processing
is provided by a single machine which is always available (\Mt\ = l,t € N) and the
scheduling policy in operation gives jobs from classes in Sc priority over those in S. We
write Ti(Sc) for the first time at or after time 1 at which no 5,c-jobs are present in the
system. Plainly the distribution of the random variable Tj(5c) is independent of the
(Sc —> S) control chosen. We now note that under the condition guaranteeing stability
for Model 1, given in Section 4.3.1, if 0 € S then all positive moments of 7j(S,c) are
finite.
For Model 2, we fix i 6 Eb C E and subset S C E with i e S and consider the
discounted multi-armed bandit model described in Section 4.3.2 but in a set up in
which only bandit b in state i is present at time 0 and processing is provided by a single
machine which is always available (|Mt| = 1, t € N). We write Ti(Sc) for the first time
at or after time t = 1 at which bandit b enters S. It follows from the assumed positive
recurrence of the Markov chain determined by the one-step transition matrix P6, that
all positive moments of Ti(Sc) are finite.
With the above in place, as in earlier chapters, we define As — {Af },e£ for subsets
of E as follows:
Note that for Model 1, the definition of As above is for subsets of E containing 0.
Now, the outputs from AG, with inputs given by the matrix As and the reward
vector r, include the set of non-negative Gittins indices, Gj, j € E. In line with earlier
chapters we assume that the members of E are labelled {1,2,..., |£j} such that
0,
{l — E (e aTiGc)^ | / (i _ e a), i £ S,
i i s.
G\e\ > G\e\-i > • • • > G2 > G\
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and define Sj = {j, j — 1,..., 1} as the subset of E of cardinality j with lowest Gittins
indices. In none of the results in Sections 4.4-4.6 does it matter how ties are broken
between options of equal index value.
With the above in mind, we now present the following result in relation to Model 1.
Lemma 4
The idling class 0 has the smallest Gittins index.
Proof
We recall that a Gittins index scheduling policy is one which always chooses jobs with
the highest index values from the collection available for processing. In the single
machine case (\Mt\ — 1, t £ N) of Model 1 , by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), such
a policy is optimal in the class of all non-anticipative controls. We consider a single
machine problem in which at time t = 0, two jobs are present in the system; a single
job i* from some non-empty subset / C E \ {0} and a class 0 job. We shall suppose
that the index for job 0 is strictly greater than those for classes in I but less than or
equal to those for classes in E \ [I U {0}] and obtain the result stated above via a proof
by contradiction.
Under the above hypothesis, a Gittins index policy will be optimal and will at time
t = 0 schedule the class 0 job, earning no reward. Thereafter, jobs from E \ I will be
chosen for processing according to their Gittins index values and since a class 0 job
is always present in the system, the job i* will never be scheduled for processing. We
write e~aR for the reward earned from this control, since no reward is earned from the
processing at time 0.
We consider now the control which at the first decision epoch selects job i* for
processing and which from time t = 1 onwards schedules the external arrivals during
[0,1) together with job 0 and their respective descendants according to their Gittins
index values. In particular, the internal descendants of job i* at time t — 1 are never
considered for processing. Since from time t = 1, this control yields outcomes which are
stochastically identical to those from the Gittins index policy of the previous paragraph,
it follows that the expected reward from this control is r> + e~aR. This contradicts
the optimality of the Gittins index policy and the result follows.
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Since, from Lemma 4, the idling class 0 has the smallest Gittins index, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that class 0 is a member of Sj for all j, 1 < j < \E\.
We then conclude that for i € Sj, all positive moments of Tj(5|) are finite.
We now proceed, as in earlier chapters, to obtain expressions for the rewards {r,, i £
E} in terms of the quantities Af, i € E and Gj, j <E E. Following (1.31), from the
structure of AG, we obtain
\E\-1
n = G\E\Af - ^ (Gj+i - G3)A?
j=i
\E\-1
= G\E\ - ^ (Gj+i - Gj)ASij. (4.8)
j=i
Equation (4.8) uses the fact that, for both models, Af = 1, i € E. Lemma 5 below
is a straightforward consequence of (4.5), (4.7) and (4.8) and utilises the notational
shorthand
A"(S,k) = J>fz?(k), SCE.
ies
Lemma 5
For both Models 1 and 2 and all initial states k,
f roc ^ IG-1
Ru(k) = GlE]E^ M(s)e~asdsj — £ (Gj+1 - Gj)Au(Sj, k).
Proof





f r°° l i£i_1
= G\E\E{Jq M(s)e-asdsj-J2(Gj+1-Gj)Au(SJ, k), (4.9)
where in (4.9) we utilise the fact that for both Models 1 and 2




This concludes the proof.
Lemma 5 leads on immediately to Corollary 3, which is the key tool for evaluating
proposed scheduling controls for Models 1 and 2. We firstly introduce
A(S,k) = inf Au(5, k), S C E.'
uEU ~
Corollary 3
(i) For both Models 1 and 2 and all initial states k,
f roc l£l_1
i?opt(k)<G|£|^|yo M(s)e~asdsj- ^ (Gj+i — Gj)A(Sj,k.)-,
(ii) For both Models 1 and 2, all admissible controls u and all initial states k,
|E|-1
f?°pt(k) - Ru(k) < ]T (Gj+i - Gj) {^(5J;k) - A{Sj,k)} .
j-1
The practical challenge from Corollary 3 (ii) is in deriving tight upper bounds for the
associated quantities AU{SV k) and lower bounds for the A(Sr k) in order to obtain
bounds on the degree of reward suboptimality of some given heuristic control u. In
the remainder of this section we concentrate on obtaining suitable lower bounds for the
quantities A(Sj. k) for each of our models.
4.4.1 Model 1: discounted branching bandit
Before proceeding to develop effective lower bounds for A(Sj, k) in Lemmas 6 and 7, we
introduce one further piece of notation. Fix subset 5 C E and consider a discounted
branching bandit with initial state k, on a single machine (\Mt\ = 1, t 6 N). Along the
lines of (2.16), we write T^{SC) for the first time, under a control enforcing the priority
Sc —> 5, at which no 5c-jobs are present in the system. If no 5c-jobs are present in
k then T^(SC) = 0. Plainly the distribution of Tk(Sc) is independent of which control
from the specified class (Sc —> S) is utilised.
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Lemma 6
When U is the class of all non-anticipative controls for Model 1,
A(Sj,k) > e\ f M(s)e~asds{JM-htk(S|))









Fix policy u and denote by rhi, the time of the Ith occasion (for any suitable num¬
bering of occasions) upon which the control u processes a job from class i £ Sj.
The associated collection of independent and identically distributed random variables
I £ Z+J, all share the distribution of Ti(Sj) defined for Model 1 at the begin¬
ning of Section 4.4. The aim is to find lower bounds for the quantities
A(Sj,k) = mf Au(Sj, k) = mf J] A^x^k), 1 <j< \E\.u£lA
ieSn
Prom the definitions of the quantities involved,









S®' EE'"""/\ieSj i=i Sds (4.11)
We now proceed to relax the minimisation in (4.11). The relaxation takes the form
of a single machine scheduling problem as follows: consider the system with initial
state k and processed by a single machine which is always available (\Mt\ = 1, t £ N).
The set of non-anticipative admissible controls in the derived single machine problem
is denoted by U and we use f^ to denote the time of the Ith occasion upon which the
single machine controller processes a class i job. The associated {Tij(Sj), I £ Z+J are
as defined above. We relax the minimisation in (4.11) by considering the stochastic
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optimisation problem given by






where \x~\ is the integer part of x. To see that (4.12) is a relaxation of (4.11), note
that in the objective in (4.12) rewards accruing from machine allocations at times
t — M(s), M(s) + 1,...,M(s + 1) — 1 attract discounting e~as for any s E N and hence
can be thought of as accruing at time s in problem (4.11). Since all controls in U for
(4.11) may be mapped in an obvious way to controls in U for (4.12), it follows that for
all initial states k and all j, 1 < j < \E\,
A(Sjtk) > A(Sj,k). (4.13)
The single machine problem (4.12) is easily solved. It follows from a simple pairwise
interchange argument which utilises the fact that the function e~as is decreasing in s
and that (M_1(s), s € M+} is non-decreasing on all sample paths that a minimising
u EU will enforce the priority —> S3. Under such a u, the first epoch at which an
Sj-job is chosen in the single machine problem is Now suppose that the Sj-job
chosen for processing at time T^(Sj) is in class i E Sj. Under control u, the processing
of i at Tk(Sj) will be followed by an excursion into Sj of length Ti:i(Sj). We now
examine the contribution to A(Sj, k) from the processing of i E Sj at Tk(Sj) under the
objective in (4.12). In doing so we utilise the fact that e~at > 1 — at, <a>0, t>0.




> E exp {-a\M 1(Tk(5?))l} fJo
Ti,im
{1 — as} ds
= E exp {- a}M-1(Tk(5}))l } {tm(5|) - |(TU(5}))2}
> E s L e~asds
t=Tk(S|) rM-nt)]
exp { - a[M-1(Tk(5}))l}] E [(TU(5}))21. (4.14)
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The next contribution to A(Sj, k) will occur at time Tu(Sj) +Titi(Sj) when an 5j-job is
next chosen for processing. Repeating the calculation to (4.14) for successive decision
epochs and aggregating, we obtain that

































follows by using the inclusion
i € 5j, I € Z+} C {f; t € Z+and t > 2k (5J)} .
Inequality (4.17) follows from (4.16) by straightforward analysis and by the definitions
of the quantities involved. The result now follows from (4.13) and (4.17).
The lower bound for A(Sj, k) presented in Lemma 6 considers the class of all non-
anticipative controls. We now consider a more restrictive class of admissible controls for
Model 1, namely the class of non-anticipative local controls. This class of policies have
the property that, should a class i job be scheduled for processing at time t to some
machine m, then the rT-m = {nn-™,..., n'™} jobs of classes 1,2,... ,C which replace
it at time t + 1 must also be processed on machine m. Hence jobs are processed on
the same machine as all of their descendants. Since the class of local controls outlined
above is more restrictive, the lower bound for H(5j,k), given in Lemma 7, is higher
than that in Lemma 6.
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Lemma 7
When U is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1,
A(Sjtk)>E\ f M{s)e~asds\, 1 < j < \E\,{JM-HTk(SJ)) J
for all initial states k.
(4.18)
Proof
Fix policy u and denote by the time of the Ith occasion upon which the control u
processes a job from class i € Sj on machine m. With each rhmj is associated a random
variable T^mti(Sj) to be thought of as the number of 5|-descendants generated by the
allocation at time T^mj. The aim is to find lower bounds for the quantities
^,k) = inf Au(Sj, k) = mf V^<(k), 1 <j< \E\.
u(zU nelJU(zlA
ieSj
From the definitions of the quantities involved,
^^ c ( rTi-m<l+1
W = aEEEA'S. /"











MXEME/ k ] . (4.19)
m=l i€Sj \l=1
Consider now the scheduling of i € Sj at time Tl}Tnj on machine m. The S^-processing
generated from this allocation will be delivered under local control u during , 7ymi;
+ Ti,m,i(Sj)) at the earliest. Hence from (4.19), the following inequality can be inferred:





where for each s, t < s < t + 1, with t E N,
1, if machine m processes an S^-job or an ^-descendant
£^(s) = ^ of a previously scheduled Sj-job at time t;
0, otherwise.
We now proceed to bound the right-hand side of (4.20) from below by relaxing the
minimisation problem. The relaxation takes the form of a single machine scheduling
problem in which a reward accruing in the single machine problem at time t attracts
discounting exp{—<a|\M_1(t)]} , t E N. Hence under this derived single machine relax¬










where for each t E N,
1, if an Sj-job or an 5|-descendant of a previously
^(t) — ^ scheduled 5j-job is processed at time t\
0, otherwise.
Obtaining policies which achieve the infimum in the single machine problem in (4.21)
with admissible controls U is straightforward. It follows from a simple pairwise inter¬
change argument based on the fact that the function e~as is decreasing in s that a
minimising u E U will enforce the priority S? —> Sj. For such a control
?(t) = 1 ^ t > Tk(Sj).
We conclude from (4.21) that
• [M-hOl+iI _ _ r \
H(5„k) > E Y. -
\i=Tk(S?) 1W
[ M(s)e~asds J ,> E
as required.
4.4.2 Model 2: discounted multi-armed bandit
As for Model 1, to prepare for our discussion of lower bounds for A(Sj, k) in the context
of Model 2, we introduce some additional notation. Recall that members of E are
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numbered such that
G\e\ > G\E\-\ > .. • > G2 > G\
and the definition of Sj = {j,j — 1,... ,2,1} as the set of states with the j lowest
indices. As in Section 2.3, we write
Bj = {b e B; Eb n Sj = 0} , 1 < j < \E\,
for the collection of bandits whose state spaces have no intersection with Sj, with
Vj = \Bj\ l<j<\E\.
We note that if //j > M, then there exist admissible controls which never schedule
members of Sj. Plainly under such controls it must be true for all initial states k that
^ >M => A(Sj, k) = 0. (4.22)
Now fix j, 1 < j < \E\ and consider the operation of a control processing bandits not
in Bj only and giving priority to Sj over Sj. We use T^(Sj) to denote the first occasion
at or after time t = 0 at which all those bandits being processed have states in Sj.
Lemma 8
When U is the class of non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2,
A(Sj, k) > E
for all initial states k.
roc
/ {M{s) -Hj}+e~asdsMr/pysj))
1 < j < |£|,
Proof
Fix policy u and denote by the time of the /th occasion upon which under control
u, machine m processes bandit b in state i € Eb fl Sj. The associated collection of
independent and identically distributed random variables {T^mj(Sj), I G Z+} all share
the distribution of Ti(Sj) defined for Model 2 at the beginning of Section 4.4. The aim
is to find lower bounds for the quantities
A(Sj,'k) = inf Au(Sj,k) = mf ^AfX(k), 1 <j < \E\.
ieSj
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Now from the definitions of the quantities involved,
M OO / nT. ..
c /
A(Sj, k) = hEEE^E-
m=l ieS,' Z=1 \*/Ts,m,(
e atdt
M oo E[ J^'mAS^e'atdtm ^ O c u,(- i / j








Consider bandit 6 in state i € Eb fl <Sj chosen for processing at time The
subsequent scheduling of bandit b until it next enters Sj will be delivered during
[T"i,m,i, Ti,m,i + Titrriti(Sj)) at the earliest. Notice also that once a bandit has visited
Sj for the first time, subsequent visits will alternate with (possibly null) excursions into
Sj. Hence from (4.23), the following inequality can be inferred;
( B M -oq
-4(S,,k) > mf E, IEE /I 6=1 m=l (4.24)
where for each s, t < s < t + 1, with t € N,
1, if machine m processes bandit b at time t, where b
(s) — ^ has paid its first visit to Sj at some time at or before f;
0, otherwise.
As earlier, we proceed to bound the right-hand side of (4.24) from below by means of
a single machine relaxation of the stochastic optimisation problem. As in the proofs
of Lemmas 6 and 7, rewards accruing in the single machine problem at time t attract
discounting exp {—a:\M~1 (t)~\ } , t € N. The admissible controls U in the derived single
machine problem are non-anticipative and non-idling with the additional feature that
the fij bandits whose state spaces have no intersection with Sj may only be scheduled at
certain decision epochs. Observe that by construction, these bandits never contribute
to the objective in (4.24) and hence should be scheduled whenever possible; we number
these bandits 1,2,fij. In our derived single machine relaxation, policy u GU may
only schedule bandit be {1,2,..., fij} at times M(t) + {b — 1}+ for those t € N for
which \Mt\ > b. At all other epochs the single machine relaxation makes a free choice
from bandits {/>j,j + 1, fj,j + 2,..., B}. Under this single machine relaxation, it follows
from (4.24) that
This single machine problem is easily solved. Clearly since the bandits 1,2,... ,fij will
never contribute to the objective on the right-hand side of (4.25) and the function
e~as is decreasing in s, any policy u € U obtaining the infimum in (4.25) should
schedule these bandits at all qualifying epochs. Furthermore, it follows from a simple
pairwise interchange argument that all free choices should enforce the priority Sj —► Sj.
Evaluating the right-hand side of (4.25) under such a control, we have
as required.
Recall that the practical challenge from Corollary 3 (ii) in obtaining suboptimality
bounds for heuristic policies for our scheduling models is in gaining upper bounds for
the quantities Au(5j,k), associated with control u, and lower bounds for the A(Sj, k).
Lemmas 6-8 present suitable bounds for the quantities A(Sj, k). We now proceed,
in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, to propose index-based controls u and derive bounds on the
resulting Au(Sj, k).
4.5 The evaluation of a class of index-based controls
for discounted branching bandits
We design a simple non-anticipative local control for Model 1 which at time 0 divides up
the jobs present in the system between the (potentially available) machines. Thereafter
(4.25)
with for each t € N,
1, if a bandit is processed at time t, which has paid
its first visit to Sj at some time at or before t;
0, otherwise.
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each individual machine processes the resulting descendants according to an index policy
whenever it is up.
Recall that for Model 1, the initial state k describes the collection of jobs which
are present and requiring service at t — 0. We shall abuse notation by identifying k
with this collection, which does not include {0m}, 1 < m < M, the set of M class 0
jobs, one for each machine, which we assume are always present in the system. Now,
consider a partition of collection k given by
M
k = (J k(m)
771=1
where the notation indicates that the jobs in collection k(m) (and their descendants)
will be associated with machine m, 1 < m < M. We use k to denote this parti¬
tion and develop a corresponding index based control uc(k). Under policy uc(k), at
each time t E N for which Im(t) = 1, machine m processes a job chosen from {0m}
and the descendants of the jobs in collection k(m) which (is present in the system
and) has maximal Gittins index. In order to obtain sub-optimality bounds for policy
uc(k) we shall require access to suitable upper bounds for the associated quantities
Au°&\Sj, k), S C E.
Consider now the collection k(m) U {0m} evolving from time t = 0, where processing
is provided by a single permanently available machine [\Mt\ = 1, t € N) and the
scheduling policy in operation forces the priority Sc —> S. In such a set-up we use
^k(m) (Sc) for the first time at which no 5c-jobs are present. We now present Lemma 9.
In the statement of the result we shall require the constants
Ki(S,) = aea max [aE(Tt(S])) + (b — l)E {(T)^))2}] , 1 < j < \E\, (4.26)Z tOj
with a and b as in (4.2).
Lemma 9
For Model 1, with the machine availability process satisfying Condition 1,
(MEm=1






We use H„G^(Sj, k) to denote the contribution to Aua(^\Sj, k) from the processing on





-V-C 7 1 Jo
e~asds
ieSj i=i
k(m) f , 1 < m < M.
(4.27)
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EErav'' E /
i€Si 1=1 t=0 Jt
e~asds k(m)
{ ■^ / -'''"'"-J' rt+lEEe~aTi'm'' / exp {-al-^s-Ti^i)}ieSi i=i \ t=o Jt
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Focussing on the first term of the right-hand side of (4.28), we observe that, since under
control Ug{k) the priority S'J —» Sj is enforced, the first decision epoch at which machine
m processes an 5?-job under control uc(k) is ft {Tkm) (S^) j. The first term gives a
(discounted) measure of the availability of machine m from that point. Hence
( oo r^7m>((^7)—i
E.'uG(k) EE' i ®Ei,m, I
its* i=i
= E







We now focus on the second term on the right-hand side of (4.28) and utilise the facts
that 1 > e~at. a > 0, t > 0 and that /~1(s; t) — s is non-negative and non-decreasing
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- eug(k) EE' . m,i nr.Tt,n,i(Sj) {c1 - 7W(S,C)} k(m) j.
(4.30)
Hence from (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30) we deduce that









for all choices of s and t to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.31):







{Im1 {Ti,m,t(Sj)] T^i) -T^iSy \UTi\







—E [(Tiimi;(5f))2] | k(m)
- EuG(k)
Jua(k)





aE (AmASA) + (b- 1 )E {ThTnASA) k(m) (4.32)
From (4.31) and (4.32) we obtain the inequality
Aum^\Sj, k)
< E Im(s)e asds
+amax [,aE&(£%)) + (b - 1)E {(7)(^))2}] EUc(fc)
OO )
yy e~aTi'm'1 k(m) >
i(zS-j 1=1 J








follows via the inclusion
00 \ / f roc
k(m) ) < eaE ( / Im(s)e~asds
I \ Utf{T^m)(S<)}
{ri<m,i;i € Sj,l € Z+j c |t;t€ Z+, Jm,t = 1 and t > .
The result follows simply from inequality (4.34) and the identity
M
Aua^\Sj, k) = J] (4.35)
m= 1
This concludes the proof.
We now consider the situation of a 'machine arrival process' for Model 1. In such a
situation once a machine is available, it remains permanently available thereafter. This
can be described by the following condition
m € Mt =4> m € Ms Vs € [t, oo), 1 < m < M. (4.36)
We note that condition (4.36) is a particular instance of Example 3 in Section 4.2 and
includes the important special case \Mt\ = M, t € N. Under this additional condition,
an improved upper bound for Auo(-k\Sj, k) is available. We tighten the bound in Lemma
9 as follows:
Lemma 10
For Model 1, with the machine availability process satisfying (4.36),
Aua{k)(Sv k) < E (
M
r
for all initial states k and associated partitions k.
roo
/ Im(s)e~asds 1 <3 < \E\,
Proof
We follow the calculations in the proof of Lemma 9 through to (4.31) and note that,
under condition (4.36) we have
= TitTnj(Sj), 1 < m < M.
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Hence the second term on the right-hand side of (4.31) is zero under (4.36). Now use
(4.35) to obtain the result.
For the goal of assessing the index-based heuristic policy it<sr(k), we have obtained
lower bounds for A(Sj, k) in Lemmas 6 and 7 and upper bounds for Au(Sj, k) in Lemmas
9 and 10. We are now in a position to utilise Corollary 3 (ii) to obtain bounds on the
degree of reward sub-optimality of control uc(k). In the proof of Theorem 8, we shall
require the constants
CV P
K*(Sj) = —maxEimS*))2}, l<j<\E\,
M
771=1
in addition to the Ki(Sj), 1 < j < \E\, given in (4.26).
Theorem 8
(i) When U is the class of all non-anticipative controls for Model 1 and the machine
availability process satisfies Condition 1,
i?opt(k) - RUG&(k) < 0(1); (4.37)
(ii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1 and the machine
availability process satisfies Condition 1,
i?opt(k) - RUG&(k) < 0(1); (4.38)
(iii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1 and the
machine availability control process satisfies (4.36) and Condition 1',
7?opt(k) - iTo(t)(k) < 0(a). (4.39)
These results hold for all initial states k and associated partitions k.
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Proof
(i). Using Lemmas 6 and 9 within Corollary 3(ii) we obtain
i?opt(k) - RUG&(k)
|£|-1
< £ (Gj+1 - Gj) {^(^-,k) - A(SJtk)}
3=1
\E\-1
^ (Gj+i - Gj)
3=1
M
{1 + Ki{Sj)}e[T\ I ^ Im{s)e~asdsV I /r~l
\m=1 I m
|£|-1




























Focussing on the first term on the right-hand side of (4.40), we utilise the facts that
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^m=l I slm(s)ds .(4.41)
Now from the definitions of the quantities involved, we may re-write the first term on
the right-hand side of (4.41) as
M








We now inspect the second term on the right-hand side of (4.41) and by the application
of Condition 1 we infer that












= K3(^,k), l<j<\E\-l. (4.43)









< KsiS^k), I < j < \E\ - 1. (4.44)
We now focus on the second term on the right-hand side of (4.40). By observing that
max •(£[/Vm=l LJI''7™{7WS?>} Im{s)e asds ,E\ I M(s)e~asds




V771=1 S-J I™7m1{7fc(m)(^)} Im(s)e asds + K2{Sj)E{ I M(s)e'asds
< {K^Sj) + K2(Sj)} E \ I M(s)e~asds (4.46)
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Combining (4.44) and (4.46) within (4.40) we obtain
Ropt(k) - RUG^\k)
\E\-1
^ £ (^j+i ~~
j=i
(ATiCS,-) + ^2(^)}S / M(s)e~asds I + ^(5,,k) .(4.47)
We conclude the proof by remarking that in consideration of the limit a —> 0 all
positive entries in the vector As are 0(1) for all subsets S C E. It follows that all
Gittins indices Gj, 1 < j < \E\, share this property. We observe now that the constants
Ki(Sj), K2(Sj) and A'3(5j,k) are all O(a) and that
E M{s)e~asds^=0{l/a).
The 0(1) bound in (4.37) follows.
(ii). Theorem 8 (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 8 (i) since the class of controls
considered in the former is a sub-class of those in the latter. However we are still






















AT^)^ / M(s)e_QSdsl + A"3(5j, k)
(4.48)
(4.49)
where (4.49) follows from (4.48) by combining inequalities (4.44) and (4.45). The 0(1)
suboptimality bound in (4.38) follows by reviewing the paragraph following (4.47). We
note that the 0(1) bound in (4.47) is higher than that in (4.49), as would be expected.
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(iii). Utilising Lemmas 7 and 10 within Corollary 3 (ii) we obtain.
Rop\k) - RUG&\k)
\E\-1











Inequality (4.51) follows from (4.50) using (4.44). The 0(a) suboptimality bound in
(4.39) follows.
Remark
The suboptimality bounds presented in Theorem 8 hold for all partitions k. To guide
a choice of partition for a particular problem, we note that the only constant which
depends on the partition is Ks(Sj, k). Inspecting (4.47), (4.49) and (4.51), we suggest
a choice of k which minimises
|£|-l M
E E<Gi+' - G>) Hhw5?)}+bE
j= 1 771=1
This minimisation can be thought of as a load balancing problem. Its solution in simple
cases can be seen to encourage an equal distribution of the work in the system among
the machines as would seem sensible.
In Chapter 4, as throughout the thesis, model assumptions guarantee that the ex¬
pected rewards i?opt(k) and i?"G'k)(k) are both 0(l/a). Theorem 8 presents bounds
on the degree of reward suboptimality of policy uc(k) which are 0(1) or 0(a). We now
take the further natural step in the analysis and explore what these results imply when
the limit a —> 0 is taken. See Section 2.5. To facilitate the discussion, we include a
in the notation u<j(k, a),Ru(k, a), Ropt(k, a), A5(a) and Gj(a). It is straightforward
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to establish that in all cases
lim Af(a) = A;f = E(Ti(Sc)), i € 5. (4.52)
a—>0
The model assumptions guarantee that the limits in (4.52) are finite. Hence from the
structure of AG presented in Section 1.5.3, the limits
lim Gj(a) = Gj l<j<\E\,
a—>(J
all exist and are finite. Recall (3.4). The limiting indices Gj, j € E may be computed
from AG with inputs A and the reward vector r. For Model 1, the index-based heuris¬
tic policy studied has an associated limit policy ugfe). This limit policy shares the
structure of uc(k, a), but utilises an ordering of E defined with respect to the limiting
indices Gj, j € E. Theorem 9 concerns the asymptotic optimality of our limit policy
u<5(k).
Theorem 9 (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy ttc(k): Model 1.)
(i) When U is the class of all non-anticipative controls for Model 1 and the machine
availability process satisfies Condition 1, then limit policy u<;(k) is (-l)-discount optimal
and is such that
u [ Ropt(k,q) - RuG^\k, a) \a-Sol f?opt(k, a) J
for all choices of k;
(ii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1, the machine
availability process satisfies (4.36) and Condition 1' and the limiting indices are distinct
then limit policy Uc(k) is 0-discount optimal for all choices of k.
Proof




be a partition of E such that
j, k £ En => Gj = Gfc
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and each set is maximal in this respect. We use to denote the common value of
Gj for j E En and re-number the En such that
G(N) > G{N~1] > ... > G(1).
It follows that there must exist d such that for a E (0, d] both ug(k, a) and ug(k)
_ n
enforce the priorities En —* En-i E\. Write Sn = 1J Ev for the subset of E
V=1
of cardinality Ylv=i l-^l w^h l°west identifiers. Recalling equation (3.4), we note that
two distinct members j, k of En, 1 < n < N have associated Gittins indices within an
0(a) quantity of each other. Hence using a simple elaboration of Corollary 3 (ii), we
have, in an obvious notation that
n-1
Ropt(k,a)-Ru^\k,a) < ]T (G(n+1)-G(n)) {^u<5(t)(5n, k, a) - A(5n,k,a)} + 0(1).
n= 1
(4.53)
Now since both uq(k, a) and ug(k) enforce the priorities Sn for all n and a €
(0, q], we conclude from the earlier calculations in Section 4.5 that
AUe^(Sn, k, a) — A(Sn, k, a) < 0(1), a € (0, d], 1 < n < N, (4.54)
for all choices of partition k. From (4.53) and (4.54) it follows that
Ropt(k,a) - Ru^\k,a) <0(1), a 6 (0,d],
and the conclusions of Theorem 11 (i) follow easily.
(ii). Suppose that the limiting indices Gj, j E E are all distinct, namely that
G\e\ > G\e\~\ > ... G2 > G\. (4.55)
In this case it is trivial to establish the existence of d > 0 such that the index based pol¬
icy uc(k, a) and the associated limit policy u<5(k), coincide for all a E (0, d]. Theorem
11 (ii) then follows easily from Theorem 8 (iii).
4.5.1 Numerical study
Further examination of the reward suboptimality bound presented for Model 1 in
Theorem 8 (i) was conducted via a computational study. The computer program used
to perform the study is given in Appendix H.
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All systems studied had 2 job classes and arrivals into the system. The stochastic
dynamics governing both external arrivals and internal descendants were determined
by random irreducible matrices. For example if we denote by PB, the matrix governing
external arrivals into the system, then Pf is the probability of a class 1 arrival. Simi¬
larly, if we denote we denote by PJ, the matrix governing the internal descendants of
processed jobs, then P{2 is the probability of a class 2 arrival following the processing
of a class 1 job. Initially the entries in each matrix, were generated from a uniform
(0.1,0.9) then the matrices were normalised such that rows summed to 1. Since all
entries of the resultant matrices are positive, irreducibility follows. The initial state
of the system N(0) = k, was randomly generated such that the number of each job
class i present at time 0 satisfied Ni(0) £ {1,2,3,4,5}, i — 1,2. Machine availability
was modelled by a breakdown/repair process, as in Example 2 in Section 4.2, with
breakdown and repair rates /3m ~ C/(0.01,0.50) and pm ~ 1/(0.50,0.99), 1 < m < M,
respectively. Hence Condition 1 was satisfied. In all cases the maximum number of
available machines M — 2. Each initial machine configuration was considered.
For each discount rate a from the set {1.6,0.8,0.4,0.2,0.1}, 500 systems were sim¬
ulated with r\ ~ U(2.0,5.0), i — 1,2. The expected optimal reward from the class of
controls considered was calculated for each system using the Value Iteration Algorithm.
The rewards were computed by truncating the state space of number of jobs of each
class present. The truncation level Vmax, the maximum number of each job class per¬
mitted, was decided upon by running several test simulations. The limit, which varied
with a, was increased until the difference between successive calculations was negligible
(< 10~7). The tolerance e as in (2.37) was 10~7.
For each partition k of k, within each system studied, the expected reward earned
from policy ug{k) was computed as above using a truncated state space and the Value
Iteration Algorithm. As a precautionary measure in our numerical study, for each
simulated system the minimum reward over all partitions was recorded and hence the
maximal suboptimality when following Uc(k) was obtained. For each of the 500 simu¬
lated systems, the quantity (i?opt — /Ropt was then calculated, where is
the minimum reward over all partitions. Each entry in Table 4.1 gives the mean of this
value over the 500 simulated systems for each discount rate a. Each initial machine
configuration is considered.
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Alpha N1 vmax 0 machines 1 machine 2 machines
1.60 25 0.441981 0.764083 0.442135
0.80 75 0.358259 0.523394 0.358418
0.40 100 0.257826 0.326101 0.257950
0.20 200 0.161146 0.184475 0.161140
0.10 300 0.099185 0.107111 0.099259
Table 4.1: Index based heuristic: Model 1
Results
The results in Table 4.1 indicate that as we vary the discount rate a towards zero, the
mean value of the quantity (f?opt — /Ropt tends to zero in a manner which is
consistent with an 0(1) bound (for all partitions k) on the degree of reward subopti-
mality of policy tic?(k) when U is the class of all non-anticipative controls for Model 1
and the machine availability process satisfies Condition 1 as in Theorem 8 (i).
4.6 The evaluation of a class of index-based controls
for discounted multi-armed bandits
We design a simple index-based scheduling policy for Model 2 which at time t — 0
partitions the collection of B bandits into M sub-collections. These sub-collections are
prioritised, with the order determined by the index structure of the bandits. At each
t € N one bandit is chosen for scheduling from each of the \Mt \ sub-collections of highest
priority according to a Gittins index ordering. The index heuristic in this section is
similar to our block allocation policy constructed for the multi-armed bandit problem
on a collection of parallel machines with varying speeds in Chapter 3.
Recall that for Model 2, the initial state of the system ke xbEb is the R-vector of
states of the individual bandits at time t — 0 and that the members of E = (Jb are
numbered such that
G\e\ > G\e\-i > ■ • • > G2 > G\. (4.56)
As in Chapter 3, we write
j(b) = min{j ] j € Eb}
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and then number the B bandits such that
i(l) > i(2) > ■ ■ ■ > j(B). (4.57)
We design a control uq which schedules bandit 6 € {1.2,.... Af — 1} for processing at
time t £ N, if and only if \Mt\ > b. The bandits numbered M, M + 1,..., B are only
considered for processing when \Mt\ = M. At such decision epochs, the bandit with
the largest Gittins index from among this collection, is chosen for processing. Hence
according to uq, bandit 1 with the largest guaranteed reward rate is scheduled as a first
priority on the available machines, then bandit 2 and so on. Only when all M machines
are up, are the bandits {M,M + 1,..., B} considered for processing and then a Gittins
index policy is implemented on this collection.
We recall the definition of the random variables T^(Sj) for Model 2 in Section 4.4.2.
We write km for the initial state of bandit m, 1 < m < M and km for the initial state
of the collection of bandits {M,M + 1,..., B}.
Lemma 11
For Model 2, with machine availability process satisfying Condition 1,
{l + iG(S,)}E
M ( TOO A
E \ /_ Jm(s)e~asds\
m=/i3+1 (S?)) J
, 0 < Hj < M —1;
(4.58)
and
AUa{Sj, k) = 0, Hj > M, (4.59)
for all initial states k. where the constants Ki(Sj) are given by the expression in (4.26).
Proof
We firstly notice that under uq, no job type j < j (M) will ever be chosen for processing.
Since this is the collection of j for which [ij > M, (4.59) above follows.
Suppose now that 1 < m < M — 1 and consider the contribution to AUa(Sj, k) from
the processing of bandit m under uq at those times t 6 N for which \Mt\ > m. Denote
this contribution by A^G(5j,k). We observe from the definitions of the quantities
involved that
j < j(jn) - 1 Mj > m■ (4-60)
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By the structure of ug, both conditions in (4.60) imply that A^(Sj, k) is zero. Hence
we may now suppose that m> Hj + 1. We denote by r^i, the time of the Ith occasion
upon which, during the processing of bandit m, the state i € Em fl Sj is encountered.
The associated collection of independent and identically distributed random variables
{Titm,i(Sj), I € Z+} all share the distribution of defined for Model 2 at the be¬
ginning of Section 4.4. From the definition of the quantities involved, we have
Aum°(SJ,k)=EUG [
\ieSj i=i Jo
rT,.m,l(S°) \/ e-asds km jJo 1
(4.61)
We now re-write (4.61) and utilise the facts that eat < 1 + at eat, a > 0, t > 0, and
that Jm1(s, t) — s is non-decreasing in s for all t > 0 to obtain that
k)
= E,
( oo 1 J
















Ti,m.l(Sj)~ 1l.U",/ - t+1
^ ' / { Jm (Si Ti,m,l) ~ s}
4=0 ^
e'asds
< E [ / Jm(s)e asds
\lJj^{Tkm(S^} 1J
( OO
+ ctEua ,(S?) {J-1(Ti,rnil(S,?); ri>m.,) - ri>ro,,(5i)}
t ies,- 4=1 j •
(4.62)
The details are similar to those which yield (4.31) in the proof of Lemma 9. We now
use a simple conditioning argument and invoke Condition 1, together with the fact that
E{J-\S]t)\nt}<E{J-M\s-t)\-Ht}
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for all choices of s and t to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (4.62) as
follows:








EE«-"-^ nT ,Ti ,m,l








EE'"'"1 £ (TiimJ(^)) [a + 67^(5*)] - £ [(W^))
= E,UG EE'-'-l a£ (TitmASj)) + (b- 1 )E [(riim>l(^))5
. ieSj i=i
(4.63)
Prom (4.62) and (4.63) we obtain the inequality
AUA(SV k)
< E Jm{s)e asds
+amax [aE(Tt(S<)) + (b - 1)E {(IKS?))2}] Eua {
00
EE'"""-' km






Note that (4.65) proceeds from (4.64) by bounding the second term in the latter. The
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bound
E-AEE6-""'""' km. < eaE LJ^{Tkm(S^)} Jm{s)e asds
follows via the inclusion
{n,m,r,i eSjJe Z+j C {t; t € Z+, Jm,t = 1 and t > Jm[Tkrn{S^)\} .
We now write A^(Sj, k) for the contribution to AUG(Sj, k) from the processing of the
bandits M, M + 1,..., B at those epochs for which \Mt\ = M. By a similar account to





Finally, observing that when 0 < fij < M — 1,
M
AUG(Sj, k)= ]T A%(Sj, k),
m=Hj+1
(4.58) now follows from (4.65)-(4.67). This concludes the proof.
(4.66)
(4.67)
We now consider the situation, for Model 2, in which \Mt\ is non-decreasing in t.
Under this additional condition the upper bound in Lemma 11 may be tightened. The
proof of Lemma 12 modifies that of Lemma 11 in much the same way that the proof of
Lemma 10 modifies that of Lemma 9.
Lemma 12





It-1 Jm(s)e asds , 0 < Hj < M - 1;
and
,4UG(5j, k) = 0, ^>M,
for all initial states k.
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Proof
Following the calculation of the proof of Lemma 11 through to (4.62), we note that
with \Mt\ non-decreasing in t
J-\Titmtl(S])-, = ThmJ(S*), 1 < m < M.
Hence the second term on the right-hand side of (4.62) is zero with \Mt\ non-decreasing
in t. Now use (4.67) to obtain the result.
We now use Corollary 3 (ii) to bound the degree of reward suboptimality in the
index-based policy Uq. Theorem 10 follows from Corollary 3 (ii) together with Lemmas
8, 11 and 12 through an analysis similar to that in the proof of Theorem 8. In the proof
of Theorem 10 we shall require the constants
M
K4(Sj) = aJ2 (aE{Tkm(Sj)} + bE[{Tkm(Sj)}2})
m=fij+1
for the range 0 < fij < M — 1 with a and b as in (4.3), together with the constants
Ki(Sj), 1 < j < |S|, given in (4.26).
Theorem 10
(i) When U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with the
machine availability process satisfying Condition 1,
i?opt(k) - f?UG(k) < 0(1); (4.68)
(ii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with
\Mt\ non-decreasing in t almost surely,
72opt(k) - RUG(k) < 0(a). (4.69)
These results hold for all initial states k.
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Proof
(i). Utilising Lemmas 8 and 11 within Corollary 3 (ii) we obtain
Ropt(k) - RUa (k)
|£|-1
















Focussing on the first term on the right-hand side of (4.70), we utilise the facts that










[ Jm(s)e~asds — [Jo Jo
-E{ I {M{s) - Hj} + e~asds
'M7/Uk(S|))
OO rJ™{Tkm(sj)}
e~asds — I Jm(s)e asds
-E
rM^(Tk(Sp)
{M(s) — fij} e asds — / — e asdsJo
rM^/(Tk(S|)) 1 ( m
= E{ j {M(s) - Hj) e~asds > — E1 I ^p J \m=/J3+l





+aE ( ^2 I
Jm (s)ds
J^{Tkm(Sf)}






+ aE\YJ [njS^J-'injSJ)}] ] (4.71)
m=Hj+1
< K4(Sj), 0 < fjLj < M - 1, (4.72)
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by application of Condition 1 to the second term of (4.71). Note that the first term is







Jm(s)e asds <E{ J M(s)e~asds }■ (4.73)
Combining (4.72) and (4.73) within (4.70), we obtain that
|£|-i
Ropt(k) - RUG(k) < (°j+1 - Gi) Ki(Sj)E I ^ M{s)e-asds*j + K4(Sj)
The 0(1) bound in (4.68) follows by observing that K4(Sj) is 0(a) and reviewing the
paragraph following (4.47).
(ii). Utilising Lemmas 8 and 12 within Corollary 3 (ii) we obtain
i?opt(k) - Rua(k)
\E\-1










/ {M(s) — e~asds
JMu}(Tk(S?))
|£|-1
< ^ (Gj+i — Gj)K4(Sj).
l=i
Inequality (4.75) follows from (4.74) using (4.72). The result follows.
(4.74)
(4.75)
Theorem 10 presents bounds on the degree of reward sub-optimality of index based
controls which are proven to be 0(1) or 0(a). As in Section 4.5 we explore the impli¬
cations of these results as a —> 0. We include a in the notations uc(a) and Gj(a). In
Theorems 11 and 12 various forms of asymptotic optimality are claimed for the limit
policy Uq which utilises an ordering on E given by the limiting indices Gj, j E E which
are defined in the preamble to Theorem 9.
The proof of Theorem 11 is along similar lines to that of Theorem 9 and is omitted.
Ill
Theorem 11 (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy uq\ Model 2.)
(i) When U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2 and the
machine availability process satisfies Condition 1, then limit policy uq is (-l)-discount
optimal and is such that
(ii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with
\Mt\ non-decreasing in t almost surely and the limiting indices are distinct, then limit
policy uq is 0-discount optimal.
We continue our consideration of Model 2 by imposing the additional condition
that the process {|Mt 11 G N} be an irreducible Markov chain, as in Example 1. Under
this condition, the multi-armed bandit of Model 2 can then be viewed as a finite state,
finite action Markov decision process and we can utilise the classical theory of Blackwell
(1962), Veinott (1966) and Denardo and Miller (1968), outlined in Section 2.5. We firstly
observe that straightforward analysis yields the existence of a sequence {a„, n G N}
with lim^oo ctn = 0 together with a numbering of members of E for which
in all cases. The limit policy discussed in Theorems 12 is constructed via the index
ordering \E\ —> \E\ — 1 —> ... —> 2 —> 1 in (i) and (ii) above. The result follow from
Theorem 10 (i).
Theorem 12 (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy uq\ Markovian Model 2.)
When U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2 and process
{\Mt\t G N} is an irreducible Markov chain, then limit policy uq is average reward
optimal.
for all choices of k;
(i) G\E\(otn) > G\E\-i(an) > • •• > G2(an) > G\(an), n G N;
(ii) G\e\ > G\e\-i > • • • > G2 > G\
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4.6.1 Numerical study
Further examination of the reward suboptimality bounds presented for Model 2 in
Theorem 10 was conducted via a computational study. The computer program used to
perform the study is given in Appendix I.
The systems simulated were four-armed bandit problems, with each bandit having
four states. Random irreducible transition matrices, reward vectors and an initial state
k were generated for each problem. The machine availability process was determined
by an irreducible transition matrix, as in Example 1 in Section 4.2 and so Condition 1
was always satisfied. The method used to generate all the transition matrices was as
described in Section 3.4.1. The maximum number of available machines was M = 2.
Each initial machine configuration was considered.
For each a from the set {0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025, 0.001}, 500 four-armed
bandit problems were simulated with r\ ~ [7(2.0,5.0), i — 1,2. The Value Iteration
Algorithm was used to calculate the expected reward earned when following policy Uq
and also to calculate the optimal expected reward from the class of non-anticipative,
non-idling controls. The tolerance e as in (2.37) was 10-7. The results of the study
are given in the following tables. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 contain the summary statistics (as
outlined in Section 3.4.1) for the simulated suboptimalities i?opt(k) — i?"G(k) for policy
ug when U is the class of policies considered in Theorem 10 (i) and Theorem 10 (ii)
respectively.
Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.1000 0.000000 0.104872 2.657979 0.150073 0.234651 19.20000
0.0500 0.000000 0.067826 1.186225 0.081162 0.140609 38.40000
0.0250 0.000000 0.057549 0.594180 0.041592 0.094716 61.00000
0.0100 0.000000 0.035684 1.057889 0.017228 0.074540 82.40000
0.0050 0.000000 0.017479 0.760552 0.007607 0.045453 88.60000
0.0025 0.000000 0.004668 0.459982 0.003340 0.030812 95.00000
0.0010 0.000000 0.026701 0.347937 0.001886 0.023028 98.40000
Table 4.2: Index based heuristic: Model 2
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Alpha Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std Dev Percent
0.1000 0.000000 0.040832 0.598789 0.030792 0.084385 67.80000
0.0500 0.000000 0.033434 0.508119 0.012303 0.044158 82.20000
0.0250 0.000000 0.019472 0.403589 0.006114 0.032890 89.40000
0.0100 0.000000 0.003831 0.067882 0.000572 0.004675 96.40000
0.0050 0.000000 0.004058 0.011425 0.000084 0.000825 98.40000
0.0025 0.000000 0.000203 0.001569 0.000006 0.000084 99.00000
0.0010 0.000000 0.001187 0.001187 0.000002 0.000053 99.80000
Table 4.3: Index based heuristic: Model 2: \Mt\ non-decreasing
Results
We observe from Table 4.2 that the variation in the summary statistics (excluding per¬
centage of zero suboptimalities) associated with a change of discount rate is indicative
of an 0(a) bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of uq, when U is the class
of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2 with the machine availability
process satisfying Condition 1. These results suggest that there may be a degree of
conservatism in the suboptimality bound in Theorem 10 (i).
Table 4.3 contains the summary statistics relating to the simulated suboptimalities
for ug when U is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with
\Mt\ non-decreasing in t. These results indicate that the order of magnitude of the
bound on the degree of reward suboptimality of uq is of an order higher than order
alpha. This suggests that the bound in Theorem 10 (ii) may also be conservative to a
degree.
Interestingly, the numerical results in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 reflect a difference in the
order of magnitude of the bounds that has emerged from the prinral-dual theory. The
conservatism in the theoretical results suggested by the computations may be explained
by reasons similar to those outlined in Section 3.5.1, namely that the derived bounds on
the rewards are not sufficiently tight or that the numerical studies focus on sub-classes
of problems for which the suboptimality bounds are tighter than for the more general





We have presented a discussion of bandit problems on parallel machines which extends
the analysis by Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) of the discounted multi-armed bandit
problem on a collection of identical machines in parallel. The more general models
considered were models in which bandits compete for processing by machines of varying
speed and where the number of available machines is a stochastic process.
The ideas which guided our analysis of these complex stochastic scheduling prob¬
lems emerged from the so-called achievable region approach to stochastic optimisation.
We followed Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) by utilising and developing elements of
the account given by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996), of Gittins indexation for the
branching bandit model on a single machine cast in the achievable region framework.
By exploiting the primal-dual approach within achievable region methodology, we were
able to design simple heuristic index-based policies for extensions of this model to the
parallel machine environment.
The analysis produced performance guarantees for a range of policies based on
Gittins indices. From these guarantees, various forms of asymptotic optimality have
been established for the policies concerned. The tightest sub-optimality bounds for the
index-based heuristics of interest available from the primal dual theory have been com¬
pared numerically with actual suboptimalities obtained from dynamic programming.
These comparisons have allowed insights concerning the degree of conservatism in the
theoretical results.
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5.2 Methods and Tools
Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) established that in the single machine case, branching
bandit processes satisfy generalised conservation laws (GCLs) as defined in Section 1.5.2.
As such, optimal policies are priority index policies derived from the so-called adaptive
greedy algorithm AG, given in Section 1.5.3. In the parallel machine environment
however, GCLs and hence the conditions sufficient to establish the optimality of Gittins
index policies, just fail. Glazebrook and Garbe (1999) explained how, by exploiting
the primal-dual approach (Section 1.6) within achievable region methodology, Gittins
index policies can be analysed for systems in which GCLs fail narrowly. Glazebrook and
Wilkinson (2000) developed the tools used by Glazebrook and Garbe (1999) to facilitate
their analysis of index based polices for the parallel machine version of the discounted
multi-armed bandit problem. We further developed these tools in our investigation of
bandit problems on (sometimes) non-identical parallel machines.
Broadly speaking we established performance guarantees for the policies investigated
by obtaining upper bounds for the optimal rewards and deriving expressions (or lower
bounds) for the expected discounted rewards earned when implementing our proposed
heuristics. The tools used provided effective analyses of the problems considered. The
conclusions drawn from the theoretical results were, in the majority of cases supported
by the results of the numerical studies. This suggests that in these cases, the bounds
obtained from the primal-dual theory are, in terms of order of magnitude, the best
results attainable.
In certain cases the numerical results suggested a degree of conservatism in the
suboptimality bounds obtained from the theory. There may be a number of reasons
for this, the most straightforward being that the derived bounds on the rewards are
not sufficiently tight. A further explanation may be that the numerical studies are
(inadvertently) confined to sub-classes of problems for which the suboptimality bounds
are tighter than for the more general classes of systems analysed in the theory. It
may be the case that though the theory makes very general claims about wide classes
of systems, by focussing on more specific models in the numerical investigations, the
claims of the theory appear conservative.
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5.3 Index-based scheduling policies
We have analysed a number of complex stochastic scheduling problems and produced
performance guarantees for a range of heuristic policies based on Gittins indices. The
block allocation policy derived in Chapter 3 for the multi-armed bandit problem on
a collection of machines with varying speeds and the controls designed in Chapter 4
for the branching bandit and multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines with
stochastic availability, share certain appealing characteristics. The policies considered
partition the jobs between machines at time t — 0. For certain systems this initial once
for all allocation of bandits to machines must take account of the index structure of
the bandits present in the system. Following time 0, individual machines process their
allocated workload according to a Gittins index policy.
The index-based heuristics proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 are remarkably simple. A
single irrevocable decision is made at time zero concerning the processing rights of each
bandit. The simplicity of the heuristics is highlighted when considering the various
classes of admissible controls within which the performance of the proposed policies are
investigated. Despite the structure of the evaluated controls delimiting the freedom of
action considerably, even for complex scenarios, our policies perform extremely well.
5.4 Further work
In this section we discuss some unresolved issues and areas of possible development
emerging from our analyses in Chapters 3 and 4. We begin by recalling our investigation
of the class of general policies for multi-armed bandit problems on parallel machines with
varying speeds, in Section 3.5. One question left unanswered in this section was whether
Theorems 5 and 6 continue to hold for the situation where the machine speeds are
positive irrational numbers. From a practical point of view, consideration of irrational
machine speeds is immaterial, though for mathematical completeness, confirmation of
this result would be desirable. Initial attempts indicate that establishing this result is
not straightforward due to the complex decision structure in such cases.
Throughout the thesis, we encounter instances in which our numerical results imply
a degree of conservatism in the associated theoretical suboptimality bounds. For ex¬
ample, computations of Section 3.5.1 regarding the performance of our block allocation
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policy within the class of general policies are indicative of an 0(a) bound on the degree
of reward suboptimality whereas the associated theoretical bound in Theorem 5 (ii) is
0(1). As mentioned, there may be several reasons for such results. One simple explana¬
tion is that the bounds on the rewards derived from the theory are not sufficiently tight,
though initial efforts to tighten the lower bound in Lemma 3 in order to improve the
bound on the degree of reward suboptimality in Theorem 5 (ii) have proven ineffective.
Alternatively, it may be that by focussing on specific models in the numerical studies,
the very general claims made about the wide classes of systems in the theory appear
more conservative. As has been stated, general computational problems occur with the
Value Iteration Algorithm when the state space X is large and also as the discount rate
a —> 0, therefore we are limited in the size of systems we can analyse effectively. Further
investigation, both numerical and theoretical, into the cases for which our computations
suggest conservatism in the theoretical bounds may resolve some of these issues.
In the discussion in Section 3.6 of the performance of the Gittins index policy when
implemented in the parallel machine environment with machines operating at different
speeds, we describe conditions under which our block allocation policy outperforms the
Gittins index policy. In light of the remark made immediately prior to Section 3.6.1
and the results of the numerical investigation in Section 3.5.1, we feel that a more
formal investigation into the performance of the Gittins index policy in such a machine
environment may be of interest.
Finally, consider the discounted branching bandit model of Chapter 4, where the
number of available machines is a stochastic process. We note that in the model pre¬
sented in Section 4.2.1 (internal and external) arrivals into the system only come about
when a machine processes a job or is up and idling. We suggest an extension of this
model to allow arrivals to occur when machines are down.
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double precision :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN.MEDIAN,STD,t.alpha,speedl,speed2,Z,sum,sum2
double precision :: Ropt,Rind,PERCENT,NUMBER
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P.Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX,INDEX2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat





do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j , (4-i)) = 0







if (SPD == 1) then
speedl = 6.0d0
speed2 = 1.OdO
else if (SPD == 2) then
speedl = 5.OdO
speed2 = 2.OdO
else if (SPD == 3) then
speedl = 4.5d0
speed2 = 3.5d0




else if (SPD == 5) then
speedl = 3.75d0
speed2 = 3.25d0




do c = 1,7
if (c === 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = O.ldO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
alpha = 0.025d0
else if (c == 6) then
alpha = O.OldO













do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4
do 1 = 1,4
h = h + 1









do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4













do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,li)
count = 0
do i = 1, E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do










Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if





do j = l.SIM
do i = 1,SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 1.0e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = ORDERCSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDERCSIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDERCSIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0
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do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (0RDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO - (100.0d0*j/SIM*1.0d0)
NUMBER = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*NUMBER/SIM*l.OdO)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f6.4,a,f6.4,a,f5.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"==========================================="
open(unit = 7, file = "BLOCK_FINAL.dat")
write(unit = 7, fmt="(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f6.4,a,f6.4,a,f5.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT






implicit none integer :: k,h,E
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax




implicit none integer :: d,g,i,j,h,f,k,count,countcomp,E
double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
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if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1 ,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then












do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp
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do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E




do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum = matsum + (P(i,j))
end do
V2(d) = matsum
AVCh.i) = VI(d) + V2(d)
end if
end do AV(15,:) = (/l,1,1,1/)
f = 0
do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then







implicit none integer :: b,i,h,k,l,j,E
double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) : : S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4











do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) ==1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = IdO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(1,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(1,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -ld0*((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,1)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,1)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(1,3)*Cofactor(1,3)
do i = 1,3











integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
L = 0.1 U = 0.9
do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0
do i = 1,4









integer, dimension(3) :: seed





s = seed(1)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323 r =
s - int(s)







integer, dimension(3) :: seed












double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4






















implicit none integer :: a,b,e,f,h,i,j,k,1,m,n,q,banditl,bandit2,u
integer.dimension(3) :: v,uv,vu integer,dimension(4) :: c,IS,cnew
double precision :: alpha,maxi,Rewblock,Rewpolicy.maximum,speedl,speed2
double precision, dimension(2) :: dis,max,d
double precision, dimension(6) :: rew
double precision, dimension(lO) :: Psum
double precision, dimension(14) :: block
double precision, dimension(4,2) :: IP1
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: Rmat
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat
double precision, dimension(4,4,2,2) :: OBI
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,2) :: IP2.P0L2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: IP
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2,2) :: 0B2.0B3
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2,2) :: OBone
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,4,2) :: OBtwo
dis(l) = exp(-l*(alpha/speedl)) dis(2) = exp(-1*(alpha/speed2))
d(l) = (1.OdO/alpha)*(1.OdO - exp(-l*(alpha/(1.OdO*speedl))))










do q = 1,int((speedl*ldO)*(-1.OdO/alpha)*log((alpha*10e-8)/(5.OdO/d(l))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4
h = 0




both opt block and policy
do a = 1,4
if (a /= m) then




optimal block 3:1 allocations
PSum(l) = PSum(l) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*0Bl(m,a,l,e)
PSum(2) = PSum(2) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*0Bl(m,a,2,e)
index policy
if (m == bandit1) then
PSum(3) = PSum(3) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*IPl(a,e)
end if
end do
optimal block 3:1 allocations
OBI(m,IS(m),1,f) = Rmat(m,IS(m)) + dis(l)*PSum(l)
0Bl(m,IS(m),2,f) = Rmat(m,IS(m)) + dis(2)*PSum(2)
index policy
if (m == bandit1) then
IP1(IS(m),f) = Rmat(m,IS(m)) + dis(l)*PSum(3)
maxi = -lOOOOdO
do b = 1,3










do n = 1,4
if (m /= n) then
h = h + 1
do b = 4,10
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
v = uv
v(h) =a
optimal block 3:1 allocations
PSum(4) = PSum(4) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*0B3(m,v(l),v(2),v(3),1,e)
PSum(5) = PSum(5) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*0B3(m,v(l),v(2),v(3),2,e)
optimal block 2:2 allocations
if (m < n) then
PSum(6) = PSum(6) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*0B2(m,n,a,IS(n),1,e)
PSum(7) = PSum(7) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*0B2(m,n,IS(m),a,l,e)
PSum(8) = PSum(8) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*0B2(m,n,a,IS(n),2,e)
PSum(9) = PSum(9) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*0B2(m,n,IS(m),a,2,e)
end if
index policy
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then




■optimal block 3:1 allocations
rew(l) = Rmat(n,IS(n)) + dis(2)*PSum(4)
rew(2) = Rmat(n,IS(n)) + dis(l)*PSum(5)
■optimal block 2:2 allocations
if (m < n) then
rew(3) = Rmat(m,IS(m)) + dis(l)*PSum(6)
rew(4) = Rmat(n,IS(n)) + dis(l)*PSum(7)
rew(5) = Rmat(m,IS(m)) + dis(2)*PSum(8)
rew(6) = Rmat(n,IS(n)) + dis(2)*PSum(9)
if (rew(3) > rew(4)) then
0B2(m,n,IS(m),IS(n),1,f) = rew(3)
else if (rew(3) <= rew(4)) then
0B2(m,n,IS(m),IS(n),1,f) = rew(4)
end if
if (rew(5) > rew(6)) then
0B2(m,n,IS(m),IS(n),2,f) = rew(5)





if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(n,IS(n)) + dis(2)*PSum(10)
IP(i,j,k,l,f) = IP1(IS(m),f) + IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f)
end if
do a = 1,2







optimal block 3:1 allocations
0B3(m,uv(1),uv(2),uv(3),1,f) = max(l)
DB3(m,uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),2,f) = max(2)
0Bone(m,i,j,k,l,l,f) = OBI(m,IS(m),1,f) + 0B3(m,uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),1,f)
0Bone(m,i,j,k,l,2,f) = 0Bl(m,IS(m),2,f) + 0B3(m,uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),2,f)
end do
j m <j0
OBtwo(1,2,i,j,k,l,f) = 0B2(1,2,IS(1),IS(2),l,f) + 0B2(3,4,IS(3),IS(4),2,f)
OBtwo(l,3,i,j,k,l,f) = 0B2(1,3,IS(1),IS(3),l,f) + 0B2(2,4,IS(2),IS(4),2,f)
OBtwo(1,4,i,j,k,1,f) = 0B2(1,4,IS(1),IS(4),1,f) + 0B2(2,3,IS(2),IS(3),2,f)
0Btwo(2,3,i,j,k,l,f) = 0B2(2,3,IS(2),IS(3),1,f) + 0B2(1,4,IS(1),IS(4),2,f)
0Btwo(2,4,i,j,k,l,f) = 0B2(2,4,IS(2),IS(4),1,f) + 0B2(1,3,IS(1),IS(3),2,f)










do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then

















block(ll) = 0Btwo(l,4,c(l),c(2),c(3),c(4) ,f)
block(12) = 0Btwo(2,3,c(l),c(2),c(3),c(4),f)
block(13) = 0Btwo(2,4,c(l),c(2),c(3),c(4),f)
block(14) = 0Btwo(3,4,c(l),c(2),c(3),c(4) ,f)
maximum = -lOOOdO
do b = 1,14













integer, dimension(3) :: seed
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax,STATE
double precision :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN,MEDIAN,STD,t,alpha,Z,sum,sum2,PERCENT
double precision :: Ropt,Rind,Rewardl,Reward2,Reward3
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P.Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX,INDEX2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat







do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j , (4-i)) = 0






do c = 1,7
if (c === 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = O.ldO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
alpha = 0.025d0
else if (c == 6) then
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alpha = O.OldO














do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4
do 1 = 1,4
h = h + 1











do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h)
count = 0
do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do









Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = l.SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 1.0e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = ORDERCSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDERCSIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDERCSIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (ORDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ld0/SIM*ld0)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,i3)")
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"speedl = ".speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f6.4)")"alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
open(unit = 7, file = "0PT_FINAL_6&l.dat")
! open(unit = 7, file = "0PT_STRUCTURED_6&1.dat")
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,i3)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f6.4)")"alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT






integer, dimension(4) :: argmax






double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) : : P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat.Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product




do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1, E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then
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do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1, E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then







do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp
sum = sum + (Mmat(i,j)*Pvec(j,1))
end do
Product(i,l) = sum
end do Pvec = Product
f = 0
do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1, E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
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0) matsum = matsum +
1) matsum = matsum +
+ V2(d)
(P(i,j) * AV(h.j))
(P (i, j ))
AV(15,:) = (/l,1,1,1/)
f = 0
do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then









double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) : : A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = IdO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(1,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(1,3) = ((Mmat(2,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,1)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,1)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(l,3)*Cofactor(l,3)
do i = 1,3











integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U




do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
















integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0
do i = 1,4
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integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = O.OOOldO
U = 0.0002d0
do i = 1,4





L = 2d0 U = 5d0








integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed





s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: 0RDER1,0RDER2




do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
if(ORDERKi,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then











double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4





















integer : : a,b,e,f,h,i,j,k,1,m,n,q,speedl,speed2,bandit1,bandit2,bplace
integer.dimension(3) :: v,uv,vu,cnew
integer.dimension(4) :: c,IS,u
double precision :: alpha,Rnm,maxi,Rewoptimal,Rewpolicy
double precision, dimension(2) :: dis
double precision, dimension(4) : : d
double precision, dimension(6) :: max.rew
double precision, dimension(8) :: Psum
double precision, dimension(4,2) :: IP1.P0L1
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: Rmat double
precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,2) : :
IP2.P0L2 double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: 00,IP
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 01,02,03,04,05
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d(l) = (1.OdO/alpha)*(l.OdO - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(l.OdO*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.0d0 - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(l.0d0*speed2))))















do q = I,int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.0d0/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.OdO/d(l))+(5.0d0/d(2)))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4
do a = 1,5
msLx(a) = -lOOOOdO
end do
if (m == banditl) then
h = 0
Psum(7) = OdO
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then




Psum(7) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*IPl(a,e)
end do




do b = 1,3









do n = 1,4
if (n /= m) then
h + 1
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
if (m == bandit1 .and. n == bandit2) then
v = uv
v(bplace) = a




Psum(l) = Psum(l) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*01(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),m,e)
Psum(2) = Psum(2) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*02(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),m,e)
Psum(3) = Psum(3) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*03(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),m,e)
Psum(4) = Psum(4) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*04(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),m,e)
Psum(5) = Psum(5) + Pmat(n,IS(n),a)*05(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),m,e)
do b = 1,4
u(m) = b





















if (m == bandit1 .and. n == bandit2) then
IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
do a = 1,6





























do a = 1,4
if (a /= bandit1) then












integer :: i, j,k,l,h,d,b,type,speedl,speed2,count,countcomp,E,M,SIZE
integer :: num,RANDOM,y,cond,c,bandit1,SIM
integer, dimension(3) :: seed
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax,STATE
double precision :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN,MEDIAN,STD,t,alpha,Z,sum,sum2,PERCENT
double precision :: Ropt,Rind,Rewardl,Reward2,Reward3
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P.Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX,INDEX2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat







do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j,(4-i)) = 0






do c = 1,7
if (c == 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = 0.IdO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
alpha = 0.025d0
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else if (c == 6) then
alpha = 0.0IdO














do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4
do 1 = 1,4
h = h + 1









do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4












do k = 1 ,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h)
count = 0
do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do









Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 1.0e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = 0RDER(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (0RDER(SIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDER(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (0RDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
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write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " ,alpha
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= " (a,f 12.6,a,f12.6,a,f 12.6) ")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
open(unit = 7, file = "0PT_FINAL_5&2.dat")
write (unit = type, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT






integer, dimension(4) :: argmax





double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat.Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product





do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then














do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp







do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = l.E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
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do j = 1,E




do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum
end do
V2(d) = matsum





do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then






= matsum + (P(i,j) * AV(h,j))





double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) ::r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(1,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = IdO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(l,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(1,3) = ((Mmat(2,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)+Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(l,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,l) = ((Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,1)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,1)))
determinant = Mmat(1,1)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(l,3)*Cofactor(l,3)
do i = 1,3











integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U




do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do









integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0
do i = 1,4







subroutine GETuniform(seed,L,U,x) implicit none integer,
dimension(3) :: seed double precision :: r,s,x,L,U
seed(l) = mod(171*seed(l),30269) seed(2) = mod(172*seed(2),30307)
seed(3) = mod(170*seed(3),30323)
s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323 r =
s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: 0RDER1,0RDER2




do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
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do j = 1,4
if(ORDERlCi,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then









double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4















end if return end
subroutine GETrewards
(c,Rmat,Pmat,INDEX,alpha,speedl,speed2,bandit1,Rewoptimal,Rewpolicy)
implicit none integer ::
a,b,e,f,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,q,speedl,speed2,bandit1,bandit2,bplace
integer.dimension(3) :: v,uv,vu,cnew integer,dimension(4) ::
c,IS,u double precision :: alpha,Rmn,Rnm,maxi,Rewoptimal,Rewpolicy
double precision, dimension(2) :: dis double precision,
dimension(4) :: d double precision, dimension(6) :: max.rew double
precision, dimension(8) :: Psum double precision, dimension(4,2)
:: IP1.P0L1 double precision, dimension(4,4) :: Rmat double
precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX double precision,
dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat double precision, dimension(4,4,4,2) ::
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IP2.P0L2 double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: 00,IP double
precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 02,04,05,06,08 double
precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 01,03,07,09
d(l) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.OdO - exp(-l.0d0*(alpha/(1.0d0*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.0d0 - exp(-1.0d0*(alpha/(1.0d0*speed2))))



















do q = I,int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.0d0/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.OdO/d(l))+(5.0d0/d(2)))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4
do a = 2,6
max(a) = -lOOOOdO
end do
if (m == bandit1) then
h = 0
Psum(7) = OdO
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then




Psum(7) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*IPl(a,e)
end do
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do b = 1,3








do n = 1,4
if (m /= n) then
h + 1
Rmn = ((d(3)*Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(l)) + (d(3)*Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(2)))
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
v = uv
v(bplace) = a

































do b = 1,4
u(n) = b









if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
I
do a = 1,6





01 (i, j ,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn +
03(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn +
07(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn +






















end do Rewoptimal = 00(c(l),c(2),c(3),c(4),f)
h = 0
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then

















integer, dimension(3) :: seed
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax,STATE
double precision :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN,MEDIAN,STD,t,alpha,Z,sum,sum2.PERCENT
double precision :: Ropt,Rind,Rewardl,Reward2,Reward3
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P.Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX,INDEX2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat







do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j , (4-i)) = 0
if (t>= 1) then





do c = 1,7
if (c === 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = O.ldO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
alpha = 0.025d0
else if (c == 6) then
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alpha = 0.0IdO














do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4
do 1 = 1,4
h = h + 1









do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h)
count = 0
do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do









Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = l.SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 1.0e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = ORDERCSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDERCSIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDERCSIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (ORDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
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"speedl = ".speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
open(unit =7, file = "OPT_FINAL.dat")
write (unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ".speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT






integer, dimension(4) :: argmax






double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(coimtcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat.Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product




do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then














do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp







do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1










AV(h, i) = Vl(d)
end if
end do
0) matsum = matsum +






do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then









double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = IdO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(l,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -ldO*((Mmat(2,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -ldO*((Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,l) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,1)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(l,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,l)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(l,3)*Cofactor(l,3)
do i = 1,3











integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U




do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0
do i = 1,4









integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)




subroutine GETrandom(seed,x) implicit none integer :: x integer,
dimension(3) :: seed double precision :: r,s
seed(l) = mod(171*seed(l),30269) seed(2) = mod(172*seed(2),30307)
seed(3) = mod(170*seed(3),30323)
s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323 r =
s - int(s)




double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: ORDER1,0RDER2




do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
if(0RDERl(i,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then











double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4

















































double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,2) :: IP2,P0L2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: 00,IP
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 03,04,06,08,09
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 01,02,05,07,010,011
d(l) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(l.0d0 - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(1.0d0*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.0d0 - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(1.0d0*speed2))))





















do q = I,int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.0d0/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.0d0/d(l))+(5.0d0/d(2)))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4
do a = 2,6
max (a) = -lOOOOdO
end do
if (m == bandit1) then
h = 0
Psum(7) = OdO
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then





Psum(T) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*IPl(a,e)
end do




do b = 1,3









do n = 1,4
if (m /= n) then
I
h = h + 1
I
Rmn = ((d(3)*Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(l)) + (d(3)*Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(2)))
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
I
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
v = uv
v(bplace) = a





Psum(l) = Psum(l) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*03(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(2) = Psum(2) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*04(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(3) = Psum(3) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*06(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(4) = Psum(4) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*08(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(5) = Psum(5) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*09(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
do b = 1,4
u(n) = b
Psum(6) = Psum(6) + Pmat(n,IS(n),b)*Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*00(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),e)
end do
end do
rew(l) = Rmn + d(4)*01(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
rew(2) = Rnm + d(4)*Psum(2)
rew(3) = Rmn + d(4)*05(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
rew(4) = Rnm + d(4)*07(i,j,k,l,n,m,e)
rew(5) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(5)
rew(6) = Rnm + d(4)*010(i,j,k,l,n,m,e)
I
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
I
do a = 1,6
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01(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*02(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
02(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(l)
05(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(3)
07(i,j.k.l.n.m.f) = Rnm + d(4)*Psum(4)
010(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*011(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)

























do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then














integer, dimension(3) :: seed













integer, dimension(15,4) : : S
double precision, dimension(15,4)













do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j, (4-i)) = 0






do c = 1,7
if (c === 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = O.ldO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
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alpha = 0.025d0
else if (c == 6) then
alpha = O.OldO























do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
h = h + 1







do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,
count = 0
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do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do








Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
Subopt2(y) = Ropt - Rgit
Subopt3(y) = Rind - Rgit
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt(y) <= SMALL) then
SMALL = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) >= BIG2) then
BIG2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) <= SMALL2) then
SMALL2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt3(y) >= BIG3) then
BIG3 = Subopt3(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = 1,SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 10e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = ORDERCSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDERCSIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDERCSIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0
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do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (0RDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt=
write(unit = 6, fmt=
write(unit = 6, fmt=
"(1) Minimum", SMALL,
write(unit = 6, fmt=
"(4) Mean ", MEAN,"
open(unit = 7, file =
write(unit = 7, fmt=
write(unit = 7e, fmt=
write(unit = 7, fmt=
"(1) Minimum", SMALL,
write(unit = 7, fmt=
"(4) Mean ", MEAN,"
0RDER2 = 1.0e+20
do j = 1,SIM
do i = 1,SIM








do i = l.SIM
if(0RDER2(i) > 10e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = 0RDER2(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = (0RDER2(SIM - j + (j/2)) + 0RDER2(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0




"(a,f6.4)")"alpha = " ,alpha
"(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
" (a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
(2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
"(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
(5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
"US_vs_GITTINS_6&l.dat")
"(a,f6.4)")"alpha = " .alpha
"(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
"(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
(2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
"(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
(5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
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sum2 = OdO
do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER2(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER2(i))**2)
end do
MEAN2 = (sum/SIM*ldO)
t2 = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN2**2)
if(t2 > 0)then




PERCENT2 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*1.OdO)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(1) Minimum",
SMALL2," (2) Median ",MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a.f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(4) Mean
MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(1) Minimum",
SMALL2," (2) Median ".MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(4) Mean ",
MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
0RDER3 = 1.0e+20
do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = l.SIM
if(0RDER3(i) > 10e-7) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN3 = 0RDER3CSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN3 = (0RDER3CSIM - j + (j/2)) + 0RDER3(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = 1,SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER3(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER3(i))**2)
end do
MEAN3 = (sum/SIM*ld0)
t3 = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN3**2)
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if(t3 > 0)then




PERCENT3 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*1.OdO)
j
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(1) Minimum",
SMALL3," (2) Median ",MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(4) Mean
MEAN3," (5) Std Dev",STD3," (6) Percent".PERCENT3
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(1) Minimum",
SMALL3," (2) Median ",MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)") "(4) Mean ",




subroutine GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h) implicit none integer :: k,h,E
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax







double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat,Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec.Psum,Product




do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then













do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1, E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp







do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E




do j = l.E
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if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum = matsum + (P(i,j))
end do
V2(d) = matsum





do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then










double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) : : INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then
















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = ldO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(1,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -ldO*((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,1)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,l)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(l,3)*Cofactor(l,3)
do i = 1,3










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
do k = 1,2
do i = 1,4
if(i == 1) then
PMat(k,i,1) = 0.0000000IdO















do k = 1,2
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do







do k = 3,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 3,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
do i = 1,2
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if Ci == 1) then
L = 7.5d0
U = 8.OdO









do i = 1,2





do i = 3,4
if(i == 3) then
L = 5.OdO
U = 5.5d0













integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(1)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed





s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)





double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: 0RDER1,0RDER2




do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
if(0RDER1(i,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then










double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(T) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(8) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4



























































double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,2) :: BP2,P0L2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: 00,BP
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,2) :: 10
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 11,12,13,14,15
double precision, dimension(4,4,4,4,4,2) :: 01,02,03,04,05
d(l) = (1.OdO/alpha)*(1.OdO - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(1.0d0*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.OdO/alpha)*(1.OdO - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(l.0d0*speed2))))















do q = I,int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.OdO/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.OdO/d(l))+(5.0d0/d(2)))))+1
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4
do a = 1,5
max(a) = -lOOOOdO
end do
if (m == banditl) then
h = 0
Psum(7) = OdO
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then




Psum(7) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*BPl(a,e)
end do
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do b = 1,3








do n = 1,4
if (n /= m) then
h + 1
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
Psum(8)




































if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
BP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
do a = 1,6
















do a = 1,4






do a = 1,4
if(a /= bl) then






do a = 1,3





R12 = Rrnat(bl,IS(bl))*d(3)/d(l) + Rmat(b2,IS(b2))*d(3)/d(2)
R21 = Rmat(b2,IS(b2))*d(3)/d(l) + Rmat(bl,IS(bl))*d(3)/d(2)
PSumind = OdO
do a = 1,4
stl = IS
stl(bl) = a
= PSumind(l) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)*Il(stl(l),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(2) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)*I2(stl(l),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(4) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)*I3(stl(l),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(6) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)*I4(stl(l),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(8) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)*I5(stl(1),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
st2 = IS
st2(b2) = a
= PSumind(3) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I2(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
= PSumind(5) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I3(st2(l),st2(2) , st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
= PSumind(7) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I4(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
= PSumind(9) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I5(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
do b = 1,4
stl(b2) = b













I0(i,j,k,l,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(l)
II(i,j,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(2)
Il(i,j,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(3)
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I2(i,j,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(4)
I2(i,j,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(5)
I3(i,j,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(6)
I3(i,j,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(7)
14(i,j,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(8)
I4(i,j,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(9)
I5(i,j,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(10)

















do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then












implicit none integer ::
i,j,k,l,h,d,b,type,speedl,speed2,count,countcomp,E,M,SIZE
integer :: num,RANDOM,y,cond,c,bandit1,SIM
integer, dimension(3) :: seed
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax,STATE
double precision :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN,MEDIAN,STD,t,alpha,Z,sum,sum2.PERCENT
double precision :: SMALL2,BIG2,MEAN2,MEDIAN2,STD2,PERCENT2,t1,t2
double precision :: SMALL3,BIG3,MEAN3,MEDIAN3,STD3,PERCENT3,t3,t4
double precision :: Ropt,Rind,Rewardl,Reward2,Reward3,Rgit
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P.Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX,INDEX2
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat







do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j, (4-i)) = 0






do c = 1,7
if (c == 1) then
alpha = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpha = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = 0.IdO
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
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alpha = 0.025(10
else if (c == 6) then
alpha = O.OldO






















do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
h = h + 1







do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,
count = 0
do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
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countcomp = E - count
end do








Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
Subopt2(y) = Ropt - Rgit
Subopt3(y) = Rind - Rgit
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt(y) <= SMALL) then
SMALL = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) >= BIG2) then
BIG2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) <= SMALL2) then
SMALL2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt3(y) >= BIG3) then
BIG3 = Subopt3(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = 0RDER(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (0RDER(SIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDER(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0






do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (ORDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f6.4)")"alpha = " ,alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"==========================================
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================
open(unit = 7, file = "US_vs_GITTINS_5fe2.dat")
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f6.4)")" alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"==========================================
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"==========================================
0RDER2 = 1.0e+20
do j = l.SIM
do i = 1,SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(0RDER2(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = 0RDER2(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = (0RDER2(SIM - j + (j/2)) + 0RDER2(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0






do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER2(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER2(i))**2)
end do
MEAN2 = (sum/SIM*ldO)
t2 = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN2**2)
if(t2 > 0)then




PERCENT2 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*1.OdO)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL2," (2) Median ".MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL2," (2) Median ".MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
0RDER3 = 1.0e+20
do j = l.SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(0RDER3(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
MEDIAN3 = ((0RDER3(SIM/2)) + 0RDER3((SIM/2)+l))/2d0
sum = OdO
sum2 = OdO
do i = 1,SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER3(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER3(i))**2)
end do
MEAN3 = (sum/SIM*ldO)
t3 = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN3**2)
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if(t3 > 0)then




PERCENT3 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*l.OdO)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL3," (2) Median ",MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN3," (5) Std Dev",STD3," (6) Percent".PERCENT3
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL3," (2) Median ".MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = type, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN3," (5) Std Dev",STD3," (6) Percent",PERCENT3






integer, dimension(4) :: argmax






double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat,Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product




do i = 1, E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1, E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then














do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp
Pvec(i,l) = (1 - Psum(i,l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp,Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp
sum = sum + (Mmat(i,j)*Pvec(j,1))
end do
Product(i,l) = sum
end do Pvec = Product
I
f = 0
do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
do j = 1, E





do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum = matsum + (P(i,j))
end do
V2(d) = matsum





do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then









double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A integer,
dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then
















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = ldO/Mmat(l,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(l,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,1)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,1) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,l)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,l)))
determinant = Mmat(1,1)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(1,3)*Cofactor(1,3)
do i = 1,3










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
do k = 1,2
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if Ci == 1) then
PMat(k,i,l) = O.OdO














do k = 1,2
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do







do k = 3,4







do k = 3,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
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double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
do i = 1,2
if(i == 1) then
L = 7.5d0
U = 8.OdO









do i = 1,2





do i = 3,4
if(i == 3) then
L = 5.OdO
U = 5.5d0













integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed
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s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: 0RDER1,0RDER2




do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
if(ORDERKi,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then
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double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4



























double precision :: alpha,Rmn,Rnm,maxi.Rewoptimal.Rewpolicy
double precision :: R12,R21.Rewgittins


















































d(l) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.0d0 - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(1.0d0*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.OdO/alpha)*(1.OdO - exp(-l.OdO*(alpba/(l.0d0*speed2))))



















do q = 1, int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.OdO/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.0d0/d(l))+(5.0d0/d(2)))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4








do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then




Psum(7) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*IPl(a,e)
end do




do b = 1,3








do n = 1,4
if (m /= n) then
h + 1
Rmn = ((d(3)*Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(l)) + (d(3)*Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(2)))
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
I
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
v = uv
v(bplace) = a













































if (m == bandit1 .and. n == bandit2) then
IP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
do a = 1,6




01(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(l)
03(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = ftmn + d(4)*Psum(2)
07(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(5)



















do a = 1,4






do a = 1,4
if(a /= bl) then






do a = 1,3


























PSumind(3) = PSumind(3) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I4(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(5) = PSumind(5) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I5(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(7) = PSumind(7) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I6(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(9) = PSumind(9) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)*I8(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
do b = 1,4
stl(b2) = b





,k,l,f) = R12 + d(4)*Il(i,j,k,l,e)
,k,l,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(l)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*I3(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*I3(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(2)
,k,l,b2,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(3)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(4)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(5)
,k,l,bl,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(6)
,k,l,b2,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(7)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*I7(i, j,k,l,b2,bl,f)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*I7(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,f)
,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(8)
,k,l,b2,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(9)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*I9(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*I9(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(10)

















do a = 1,4
if (a /= bandit1) then































integer, dimension(3) :: seed





double precision, dimension(4) ::
dimension(4,4) :: P,Rmat
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(15,4)


















do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j,(4-i))







do c = 1,7
if (c ==: 1) tben
alpba = 0.5d0
else if (c == 2) then
alpba = 0.25d0
else if (c == 3) then
alpba = O.ldO
else if (c == 4) then
alpba = 0.05d0
else if (c == 5) then
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alpha = 0.025d0
else if (c == 6) then
alpha = O.OldO























do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
h = h + 1







do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h)
count = 0
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do i = 1,E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do








Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
Subopt2(y) = Ropt - Rgit
Subopt3(y) = Rind - Rgit
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt(y) <= SMALL) then
SMALL = Subopt(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) >= BIG2) then
BIG2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt2(y) <= SMALL2) then
SMALL2 = Subopt2(y)
end if
if(Subopt3(y) >= BIG3) then
BIG3 = Subopt3(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = ORDERCSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDERCSIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDER(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0






do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (ORDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a,f12.6,a.f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"========================================"
open(unit = 7, file = "US_vs_GITTINS_4fe3.dat")
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rpolicy "
write (unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7e, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7e, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ",SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"======================================="
!
0RDER2 = 1.0e+20
do j = l.SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = l.SIM
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if(0RDER2(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = 0RDER2CSIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN2 = (0RDER2(SIM - j + (j/2)) + 0RDER2(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER2(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER2(i))**2)
end do
MEAN2 = (sum/SIM*ldO)
t2 = (((ld0/SIM*ld0)*sum2)) - (MEAN2**2)
if(t2 > 0)then




PERCENT2 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*1.OdO)
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2>a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ",speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a.f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL2," (2) Median ".MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Roptimal - Rgittins "
write (unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a.f6.4)")
"speedl = speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i3)")M THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ", SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL2," (2) Median ".MEDIAN2," (3) Maximum",BIG2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN2," (5) Std Dev",STD2," (6) Percent".PERCENT2
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
I
0RDER3 = 1.0e+20
do j = 1,SIM
do i = 1,SIM









do i = 1,SIM
if(0RDER3(i) > 10e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN3 = 0RDER3(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN3 = (0RDER3CSIM - j + (j/2)) + 0RDER3CSIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = 1,SIM
sum = sum + 0RDER3(i)
sum2 = sum2 + ((0RDER3(i))**2)
end do
MEAN3 = (sum/SIM*ldO)
t3 = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2)) - (MEAN3**2)
if(t3 > 0)then




PERCENT3 = 100.OdO - (100.OdO*j/SIM*1.OdO)
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = ".speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " ,alpha
write (unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 6, fmt= M(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS SIM
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL3," (2) Median ".MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean MEAN3," (5) Std Dev",STD3," (6) Percent".PERCENT3
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")"STATISTICS FOR Rpolicy - Rgittins "
write (unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i2,a,i2,a,f6.4)")
"speedl = speedl," speed2 = " ,speed2," alpha = " ,alpha
write (unit = 7, fmt= "(a)")" "
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,i3)")" THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS IS ", SIM
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(1) Minimum", SMALL3," (2) Median ",MEDIAN3," (3) Maximum",BIG3
write(unit = 7, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN3," (5) Std Dev",STD3," (6) Percent",PERCENT3







integer, dimension(4) :: argmax






double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat.Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product





do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then












do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then








do i = l.countcomp
do j = l.countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do do i = l.countcomp
Pvec(i.l) = (1 - Psum(i.l))
end do
Pvec = 1 + Pvec
call GETinverse(countcomp.Mmat)
Product = OdO
do i = l.countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = l.countcomp






do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
do j = l.E




do j = l.E
if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum = matsum + (P(i,j))
end do
V2(d) = matsum





do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then










double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then














double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(l,l) = ld0/Mmat(l,1)











else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(l,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(l,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,l) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,l)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -ldO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,l)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,1)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(l,2)*Cofactor(l,2)
+ Mmat(l,3)*Cofactor(l,3)
do i = 1,3










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision ::UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
do k = 1,2
do i = 1,4
if(i == 1) then
PMat(k,i,1) = O.OdO














do k = 1,2
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
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sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do







do k = 3,4
do i = 1,4






do k = 3,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do









integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x double
precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
do i = 1,2
if(i == 1) then
L = 7.5d0
U = 8.OdO









do i = 1,2






do i = 3,4
if(i == 3) then
L = 5.OdO
U = 5.5d0














integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







double precision :: max
integer, dimension(4,4) :: 0RDER1,0RDER2





do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4













do k = 1,16
max = -100000
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
if(0RDER1(i,j) /= 0RDER2(i,j)) then









double precision :: max
double precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4







do j = 1,4















































































d(l) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(l.OdO - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(l.0d0*speedl))))
d(2) = (1.0d0/alpha)*(1.0d0 - exp(-l.OdO*(alpha/(l.0d0*speed2))))


































do q = 1,int((1.0d0*speedl*speed2)*(-1.OdO/alpha)
*log((alpha*10e-8)/((5.OdO/d(l))+(5.OdO/d(2)))))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4




do m = 1,4




if (m == bandit1) then
h = 0
Psum(7) = OdO
do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then





Psum(7) = Psum(7) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*BPl(a,e)
end do




do b = 1,3









do n = 1,4
if (m /= n) then
I
h = h + 1
j
Rmn = ((d(3)*Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(l)) + (d(3)*Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(2)))
Rnm = ((Rmat(n,IS(n))/d(l)) + (Rmat(m,IS(m))/d(2)))*d(3)
do b = 1,8
PSum(b) = OdO
end do
do a = 1,4
j
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
v = uv
v(bplace) = a





Psum(l) = Psum(l) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*03(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(2) = Psum(2) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*04(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(3) = Psum(3) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*06(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(4) = Psum(4) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*08(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
Psum(5) = Psum(5) + Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*09(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),n,e)
do b = 1,4
u(n) = b
Psum(6) = Psum(6) + Pmat(n,IS(n),b)*Pmat(m,IS(m),a)*00(u(l),u(2),u(3),u(4),e)
end do
end do
rew(l) = Rmn + d(4)*01(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
rew(2) = Rnm + d(4)*Psum(2)
rew(3) = Rmn + d(4)*05(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
rew(4) = Rnm + d(4)*07(i,j,k,l,n,m,e)
rew(5) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(5)
rew(6) = Rnm + d(4)*010(i,j,k,l,n,m,e)
I
if (m == banditl .and. n == bandit2) then
BP2(uv(l),uv(2),uv(3),f) = Rmat(bandit2,IS(bandit2)) + dis(2)*Psum(8)
end if
I
do a = 1,6





01(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*02(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)
02(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(l)
05(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*Psum(3)
07(i,j,k,l,n,m,f) = Rnm + d(4)*Psum(4)
010(i,j,k,l,m,n,f) = Rmn + d(4)*011(i,j,k,l,m,n,e)












do a = 1,4






do a = 1,4
if(a /= bl) then






do a = 1,3





R12 = Rmat(bl,IS(bl))*d(3)/d(l) + Rmat(b2,IS(b2))*d(3)/d(2)
R21 = Rmat(b2,IS(b2))*d(3)/d(l) + Rmat(bl,IS(bl))*d(3)/d(2)
PSumind = OdO
do a = 1,4
stl = IS
stl(bl) = a
= PSumind(l) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)
*13(st1(1),st1(2),st1(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(2) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)
*I4(stl(l),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(4) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)
*16(stl(1),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)
= PSumind(6) + Pmat(bl,IS(bl),a)
*18(stl(1),stl(2),stl(3),stl(4),b2,e)










PSumind(3) = PSumind(3) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)
*I4(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(5) = PSumind(5) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2) ,a)
*I6(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(7) = PSumind(7) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)
*I8(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
PSumind(9) = PSumind(9) + Pmat(b2,IS(b2),a)
*I9(st2(l),st2(2),st2(3),st2(4),bl,e)
do b = 1,4
stl(b2) = b




i.k.l.f) = R12 + d(4)*Il(i,j,k,l,e)
,k,l,f) = R12 + d(4)*I2(i,j,k,l,e)
,k,l,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(l)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(2)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(3)
,k,l,bl,f) = R12 + d(4)*I5(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
,k,l,b2,f) = R21 + d(4)*I5(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(4)
,k,l,b2,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(5)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*I7(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*I7(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(7)




















,k,l,b2,f) = R21 + d(4)*PSumind(9)
,k,l,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*I10(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
,k,l,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*I10(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
I10(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*Ill(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,e)
I10(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,f) = R21 + d(4)*Ill(i,j,k,l,b2,bl,e)
Ill(i,j,k,l,bl,b2,f) = R12 + d(4)*PSumind(10)

















do a = 1,4
if (a /= banditl) then












implicit none integer :: i,j,k,h,d,M,SIM,y,c integer, dimension(3)
:: seed integer, dimension(2) :: argmax,nmax,STATE integer,
dimension(3,2) :: S double precision :: alpha,Z,t,Prep,Pbd double
precision, dimension(2) :: Parr,G,INDEX
double precision, dimension(3) :: RMat,Ropt,Rmin,Rmax,SUMROPT
double precision, dimension(2,3) :: SMALL,BIG
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pint
double precision, dimension(3,2) :: A,AV






do j = 3,1,-1
d = j
do i = 1,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j , (2-i)) = 0






do c = 1,5
if (c == 1) then
alpha = 1.6d0
nmax = (/25,25/)
else if(c == 2) then
alpha = 0.8d0
nmax = C/75,75/)
else if (c == 3) then
alpha = 0.4d0
nmax = C/100,100/)
else if (c == 4) then
alpha = 0.2d0
nmax = (/200,200/)



























do k = 1,2
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(argmax.k.h)






do i = 1,3











integer, dimension(3) :: seed




do i = 2,6
do j = 2,6
h = h+1









integer, dimension(2) :: argmax






integer, dimension(3,2) :: S
integer, dimension(4,2) :: S2
double precision :: Z,t,SUMint,SUMarr
double precision, dimension(2) :: Parr,P
double precision, dimension(3) :: ET
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pint
double precision, dimension(3,2) :: A,AV
do j = 3,1,-1
d = j
do i = 1,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S2(j , (2—i)) = 0







do NUM = 1,10000
do i = 1,2
if(S(h,i) == 1) then
ET(i) = AV(h,i)






do arr = 1,4
P = O.OdO
do i = 1,2
if(S2(arr,i) == 1) then
P(i) = Parr(i)*ET(i)
else if(S2(arr,i) == 0) then




SUMarr = SUMarr + P(1)*P(2)*Z
end do
do i = 1,2
if(S(h,i) == 1) then
SUMint = O.OdO
do int = 1,3







do i = 1,2
if (S(h,i) == 1) then








double precision :: maxi.sum
integer, dimension(2) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(2) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(3,2) :: A
integer, dimension(3,2) :: S
if (k == 1) then
maxi = -1000000
do i = 1,2










do i = 1,2
1 = 3
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > maxi) then














integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(2) :: Parr
L = 0.01
U = 0.99









integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: UNIFORM,sum,L,U




do i = 1,2





do i = 1,2
sum = OdO
do j = 1,3
sum = sum + Pint(i,j)
end do











integer, dimension(3) :: seed




call GETuniform(seed,L,U,UNIFORM) Prep = UNIFORM
L = 0.01
U = 0.50







integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(3) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0









integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323








integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







integer, dimension(2) :: IS.cvec




do i = 1,2
if(IS(i) == 2) then
cvec(i) = 1
a = i




do i = 1,2
count = count + cvec(i)
end do
choicemat = 0
if(count == 0) then
choicemat(3,3) = 1
else if(count == 1) then
choicemat(a,3) = 1
else if(count >= 2) then
do i = 1,2
if(IS(i) >= 3) choicemat(i,i) = 1
do j = 1,2
if(i < j) then











integer, dimension(2) :: IS
integer, dimension(3) :: choicevec
choicevec = 0
do i = 1,2












integer, dimension(2) :: IS,n,nmax
integer, dimension(3,3) :: choicemat
integer, dimension(4,2) :: S
double precision :: Z,t,rew,maxi,PSum,Pbd,Parrivals,Pinternal
double precision, dimension(2) :: PI,P2,Parr
double precision, dimension(3) :: RMat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pint
double precision, dimension(mnax(l)+l,nmax(2)+l,3,2) :: Vopt
do j = 3,1,-1
d = J
do i = 1,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j , (2-i)) = 0







maxi = - 10000.OdO
do chl = 1,3
do ch2 = 1,3
rew = O.OdO
PSum = O.OdO
if(chl <= ch2 .and. choicemat(chl,ch2) == 1) then
if(chl == 3) then
a = 1
else if(chl < 3) then
a = 3
end if
if(ch2 == 3) then
b = 1




do intl = l,a
do int2 = l,b
do arrl = 1,4




do i = 1,2
if(S(arrl,i) == 1) then
n(i) = n(i) + 1
Pl(i) = Parr(i)
else if(S(arrl,i) == 0) then
Pl(i) = 1 - Paxr(i)
end if
if(S(arr2,i) == 1) then
n(i) = n(i) + 1
P2(i) = Parr(i)
else if(S(arr2,i) == 0) then
P2(i) = 1 - Parr(i)
end if
end do
if(chl < 3) n(chl) = n(chl) - 1
if(ch2 < 3) n(ch2) = n(ch2) - 1
if(intl < 3 .and. chl < 3) n(intl) = n(intl) + 1
if(int2 < 3 .and. ch2 < 3) n(int2) = n(int2) + 1
if(n(l) <= nmax(l)+l.and.n(2) <= nmax(2)+l)then
Parrivals = P1(1)*P1(2)*P2(1)*P2(2)
Pinternal = Pint(chl,intl)*Pint(ch2,int2)











rew = RMat(chl) + RMat(ch2) + PSum









integer, dimension(2) :: IS,n,nmax
integer, dimension(3) :: choicevec
integer, dimension(4,2) :: S
double precision :: Z,t,rew,maxi,PSum,PSumind,Parrivals,Pinternal,Pbd,Prep,Rewindex
double precision, dimension(2) :: P,Parr
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double precision, dimension(3) :: RMat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pint
double precision, dimension(nmax(l)+l,nmax(2)+l,2,2) :: Vind
double precision, dimension(nmax(l)+l,nmax(2)+l,3,2) :: Vopt
do j = 3,1,-1
d = j
do i = 1,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j,(2-i)) = 0







maxi = - 10000. OdO
Rewindex = 0.OdO
do ch = 1,3
if(choicevec(ch) == 1) then
rew = O.OdO
if(ch == choice) then
Rewindex = 0.OdO
end if
if(ch == 3) then
a = 1





do int = 1, a
do arr = 1,4
n = IS
P = O.OdO
do i = 1,2
if(S(arr,i) == 1) then
n(i) = n(i) + 1
P(i) = Parr(i)
else if(S(arr,i) == 0) then
P(i) = 1 - Parr(i)
end if
end do
if(ch < 3) n(ch) = n(ch) - 1
if(int < 3 .and. ch < 3) n(int) = n(int) + 1
if(n(l) <= nmax(l)+l .and. n(2) <= nmax(2)+l)then
Parrivals = P(1)*P(2)
Pinternal = Pint(ch.int)








if(ch == choice) then









rew = RMat(ch) + PSum
if(rew > maxi) maxi = rew
if(ch == choice) then










integer, dimension(2) :: IS,nmax
double precision :: Z,Prep
double precision, dimension(nmax(l)+l,nmax(2)+l,2,2) :: Vind










integer, dimension(2) :: c,nmax
double precision :: rew,mini,maxi
double precision,dimension(3) :: Rmax,Rmin
double precision, dimension(nmax(l)+l,nmax(2)+l,2,2) :: Vind
Rmax = 0.OdO
Rmin = 0.OdO
do M = 1,3
rew = 0.OdO
if(M == 1) then
maxi = -10000.OdO
mini = 10000.OdO
do ml = l,c(l)
do m2 = l,c(2)
if(ml == 1 .and. m2 == 1) then
else if(ml == c(l) .and. m2 == c(2)) then
else
rew = Vind(ml,m2,l,f) + Vind(c(l)-ml+l,c(2)-m2+l,1,f)
if(rew > maxi) maxi = rew







else if(M == 2) then
maxi = -10000.OdO
mini = 10000.OdO
do ml = l,c(l)
do m2 = l,c(2)
if(ml == 1 .and. m2 ==l)then
else if(ml == c(l) .and. m2 == c(2))then
else
rew = Vind(ml,m2,l,f) + Vind(c(l)-ml+l,c(2)-m2+l,2,f)
if(rew > maxi) maxi = rew






else if (M == 3) then
maxi = -10000.OdO
mini = 10000.OdO
do ml = l,c(l)
do m2 = l,c(2)
if(ml == 1 .and. m2 ==l)then
else if(ml /= c(l) .and. m2 /= c(2))then
else
rew = Vind(ml,m2,2,f) + Vind(c(l)-ml+l,c(2)-m2+l,2,f)
if(rew > maxi) maxi = rew












double precision, dimension(3) :: Ropt,Rmax,Rmin
double precision, dimension(2,3) :: SMALL,BIG
double precision, dimension(2,3,SIM) :: Subopt
do b = 1,3
Subopt(l,b,y) = Ropt(b) - Rmax(h)
Subopt(2,h,y) = Ropt(b) - Rmin(h)
end do
do i = 1,2
do b = 1,3
if(Subopt(i,h,y) >= BIG(i,h)) then
BIG(i,h) = Subopt(i,h,y)
end if











double precision :: t
double precision, dimension(3) :: RoptMEAN
double precision, dimension(2,3) :: SMALL,BIG,MEAN,MEDIAN,STD,sum,sum2,PERCENT
double precision, dimension(2,3,SIM) :: Subopt,ORDER
ORDER = 1.0e+20
do 1 = 1,2
do h = 1,3
do j = 1,SIM
do i = l.SIM








do i = 1,SIM
if(0RDER(1,h,i) > 1.0e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN(1,h) = ORDER(l,h,SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN(1,h) = (ORDER(l,h,SIM - j + (j/2))
+ 0RDER(1,h,SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = 1,SIM
sum(l,h) = sum(l,h) + 0RDER(l,h,i)
sum2(l,h) = sum2(l,h) + (0RDER(l,h,i))**2
end do
MEAN(l,h) = sum(l,h)/SIM*ldO
t = (((ldO/SIM*ldO)*sum2(l,h))) - (MEAN(l,h)**2)
if(t > 0)then


































write(unit=6,fmt="(a)")" " write(unit=6,fmt="(a)")" "
write(unit=6,fmt="(a)")" "
write(unit=7,fmt="(a)")"============================================="
































integer, dimension(2) :: c,IS,nmax
integer, dimension(3) :: choicevec




















do q = l,int((-1.0d0/alpha)*log((alpha*10e-8)/(2*5.0d0)))+l







(mod(q,2) == 0) then
do nl = l,nmax(l)+l






do i = 1,2

























integer, dimension(3) :: seed
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax,STATE
double precision
double precision
double precision, dimension(4) ::
double precision, dimension(3,3) :
double precision, dimension(4,4) :
double precision, dimension(15,4)
double precision, dimension(4,4) :
double precision, dimension(4,4,4)














do j = 15,1,-1
d = j
do i = 3,0,-1
t = d/2**i
if (t < 1) S(j,(4-i))







do c = 1,7
if (c == 1)
alpha = 0,
else if (c =
alpha = 0,
else if (c =
alpha = 0.
else if (c =
alpha = 0.
else if (c =
alpha = 0.
else if (c =
alpha = 0.


























Machine = Machine + 1
h = 0
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4
do k = 1,4
do 1 = 1,4
h = h + 1












do b = 1,4
do i = 1,4
do j = 1,4











do k = 1,E
if (k > 1) call GETsubset(E,argmax,k,h)
count = 0
do i = 1, E
count = count + S(h,i)
countcomp = E - count
end do







Subopt(y) = Ropt - Rind
if(Subopt(y) >= BIG) then
BIG = Subopt(y)
end if





do j = 1,SIM
do i = 1,SIM








do i = l.SIM
if(ORDER(i) > 1.0e-8) j = j + 1
end do
if (mod(j,2) == 1 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = 0RDER(SIM - j + ((j+l)/2))
else if (mod(j,2) == 0 .and. j > 0)then
MEDIAN = (ORDER(SIM - j + (j/2)) + ORDER(SIM - j + ((j/2)+l)))/2d0





do i = l.SIM
sum = sum + ORDER(i)
sum2 = sum2 + (ORDER(i))**2
end do
MEAN = sum/SIM*ldO
t = (((ld0/SIM*ld0)*sum2)) - (MEAN**2)
if(t > 0)then




PERCENT = 100.OdO -(100d0*j/SIM*ld0)
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================="
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f6.4)") "alpha = " .alpha
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a.f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
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"(1) Minimum", SMALL," (2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
"(4) Mean ", MEAN," (5) Std Dev",STD," (6) Percent".PERCENT
write(unit = 6, fmt= "(a)")"=========================================
open(unit = 7, file = "STOCHASTIC.dat")
! open(unit = 7, file = "STOCHASTIC_non_decreasing.dat")
write(unit = type, fmt=
write(unit = type, fmt=
write(unit = type, fmt=
"(1) Minimum", SMALL,"
write(unit = type, fmt=
"(4) Mean ", MEAN,"
write(unit = type, fmt=
end do
■ (a)")"======================================
' (a,f6.4)") "alpha = " .alpha
' (a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")
(2) Median ".MEDIAN," (3) Maximum",BIG
• (a,f12.6,a,f12.6,a,f12.6)")







integer, dimension(4) :: argmax






double precision :: matsum,Z,sum
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: P
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A,AV
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat.Pmat
double precision, dimension(countcomp,1) :: Pvec,Psum,Product




do i = 1,E
if(S(h,i) == 0) then
if(d < countcomp) d = d + 1
Mmat(d,d) = 1 - Z*P(i,i)
g = d
do j = 1,E
if (i < j) then
if (S(h,j) == 0) then














do i = 1,E
g = 0
if (S(h,i) == 0) then
if (d < countcomp) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 0) then






do i = 1,countcomp
do j = 1,countcomp
Psum(i,l) = Psum(i,l) + Pmat(i,j)
end do
end do
do i = 1,countcomp




do i = 1,countcomp
sum = OdO
do j = 1,countcomp







do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 0) then





do i = 1,E
matsum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
if (d < count) d = d + 1
do j = 1,E




do j = 1,E
if (S(h,j) == 1) matsum
end do
V2(d) = matsum
matsum + (P(i,j) * AV(h,j))
matsum + (P(i,j) * Z)
247





do k = 1,4
if (S(h,k) == 1) then
if (f < count) f = f + 1








double precision :: max,sum
integer, dimension(4) :: argmax
double precision, dimension(4) :: r,G,IND
double precision, dimension(15,4) :: A
integer, dimension(15,4) :: S
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
if (k == 1) then
max = -1000000
do i = 1,4










do i = 1,4
1 = 15
sum = 0
if (S(h,i) == 1) then
do j = l,k-l
sum = sum + A(l,i)*G(argmax(j))
1=1- 2**(E - argmax(j))
end do
if ((r(i) - sum)/A(h,i) > max) then
















double precision :: a,b,c,d,determinant
double precision, dimension(countcomp,countcomp) :: Mmat
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Cofactor
if (countcomp == 1) then
Mmat(1,1) = IdO/Mmat(1,1)










else if (countcomp == 3) then
Cofactor(l,1) = ((Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(1,2) = -IdO*((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(2,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(l,3) = ((Mmat(2,l)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(2,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,l) = -ldO*((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(3,2)))
Cofactor(2,2) = ((Mmat(l,l)*Mmat(3,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(2,3) = -IdO*((Mmat(1,1)*Mmat(3,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(3,1)))
Cofactor(3,1) = ((Mmat(l,2)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(1,3)*Mmat(2,2)))
Cofactor(3,2) = -ldO*((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,3)) - (Mmat(l,3)*Mmat(2,l)))
Cofactor(3,3) = ((Mmat(1,l)*Mmat(2,2)) - (Mmat(1,2)*Mmat(2,1)))
determinant = Mmat(1,l)*Cofactor(1,1) + Mmat(1,2)*Cofactor(1,2)
+ Mmat(1,3)*Cofactor(1,3)
do i = 1,3








subroutine GETPmatrix(seed,Pmat) implicit none
integer :: i,j,k
integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: UNIFORM,sum,L,U
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: PMat
L = 0.1
U = 0.9
do k = 1,4








do k = 1,4
do i = 1,4
sum = OdO
do j = 1,4
sum = sum + PMat(k,i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: RMat
L = 2d0
U = 5d0
do i = 1,4










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x,sum
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pmach
L = O.ldO
U = 0.9d0
do i = 1,3





do i = 1,3
sum = OdO
do j = 1,3
sum = sum + Pmach(i,j)
end do










integer, dimension(3) :: seed
double precision :: L,U,x,sum
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pmach
L = O.ldO
U = 0.9d0
do i = 1,3
do j = 1,3
if(j < i) then
Pmach(i,j) = O.OdO






do i = 1,3
sum = OdO
do j = 1,3
sum = sum + Pmach(i,j)
end do
do j = 1,3
Pmach(i,j) = Pmach(i,j)*(1.OdO/sum)
end do
end do return end
subroutine GETuniform(seed,L,U,x)
implicit none
integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323
r = s - int(s)






integer, dimension(3) :: seed





s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







integer, dimension(3) :: seed




s = seed(l)*ld0/30269 + seed(2)*ld0/30307 + seed(3)*ld0/30323







double precision :: max double
precision, dimension(3) :: Gsub
double precision, dimension(4) :: min




do j = 1,4





do i = 1,3
max = -10000
do j = 1,4























integer, dimension(4) :: c,IS,x
double precision :: alpha,PSum,rew,maxi,Rewopt,Rewpol
double precision, dimension(3,3) :: Pmach
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: Rmat
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
double precision, dimension(4,4,4) :: Pmat





do q = 1,int((-1.OdO/alpha)*log((alpha*10e-8)/(2*5.OdO)))+l
if (mod(q,2) == 1) then
e = 1
f = 2




do xl = 1,4
do x2 = 1,4
do x3 = 1,4




do mach = 1,3





do mach = 1,3
do a = 1,4
x(banditl) = a








do mach = 1,3
do a = 1,4
x(banditl) = a
253
do b = 1,4
x(bandit2) = b











do mach = 1,3





do choice = 1,4
PSum = OdO
x = IS
do mach = 1,3
do a = 1,4
x(choice) = a





rew = RMat(choice,IS(choice)) + exp(-l.0d0*alpha)*PSum







do choicel = 1,3




do mach = 1,3
do a = 1,4
x(choicel) = a
do b = 1,4
x(choice2) = b






rew = RMat(choicel,IS(choicel)) + RMat(choice2,IS(choice2))&
& + exp(-l.0d0*alpha)*PSum




















integer, dimension(3) :: b,x
integer, dimension(4) : : IS
double precision, dimension(4,4) :: INDEX
IS = (/xl,x2,x3,x4/)
J = o
do i = 1,4
if(i /= bandit1) then






do i = 1,3
j = mod((i+1) ,3)
if (j == 0) j = 3
k = mod((i+2),3)
if (k == 0) k = 3
if((INDEX(b(i),x(i)) >= INDEX(b(j),x(j)))
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Abstract
We consider generalisations of two classical stochastic scheduling models, namely the
discounted branching bandit and the discounted multi-armed bandit, to the case where the
collection of machines available for processing is itself a stochastic process. Under rather
mild conditions on the machine availability process we obtain performance guarantees
for a range of controls based on Gittins indices. Various forms of asymptotic optimality
are established for index-based limit policies as the discount rate approaches 0.
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1. Introduction
Since the work of Gittins and Jones (1974), who established the optimality of Gittins index
policies for multi-armed bandits with discounted rewards earned over an infinite horizon, a
range of extensions to this classical model have been discussed in the literature. Several of
these developments are related to the current paper. Firstly, models incorporating a branching
mechanism for processed projects have been used to model open systems in which new jobs
arrive for processing and also scheduling models with precedence constraints. See, for example,
Glazebrook (1976) and Whittle (1981). Weiss (1988) followed by Bertsimas and Nino-Mora
(1996) established the optimality of index policies for general families of branching bandit
models. Secondly, Glazebrook (1984), (1987) demonstrated that index policies remain optimal
for a range of extensions of the classical model in which the single machine providing service
is subject to breakdown and repair. Stochastic scheduling models incorporating machine
breakdowns have been studied by many authors since. See, for example, Birge et al. (1990)
and Pinedo and Rammouz (1988). Finally, considerable effort has been devoted to the analysis
ofmodels in which the single machine/server of the classical results is replaced by a collection
of identical machines which are permanently available and which work in parallel. From this
work it has become clear that parallel machine stochastic scheduling problems are in general
much less tractable than their single machine counterparts. See, for example, Weber (1982),
Weber et al. (1986) and Weiss (1990), (1992), (1995) for important contributions.
Significant progress with parallel machine problems has followed Bertsimas and Nino-
Mora's (1996) ground-breaking discussion of Gittins indexation from the perspective of the
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achievable region approach to stochastic optimisation. See Dacre et al. (1999) for an extended
account of this approach. Elements of Bertsimas and Nino-Mora's (1996) analysis have
been developed to provide information on the closeness-to-optimality of Gittins index-based
heuristics for a range of stochastic scheduling models on parallel machines. Various forms
of asymptotic optimality of these heuristics have been established. See, for example, Dacre
et al. (1999), Glazebrook and Garbe (1999) and Glazebrook and Nino-Mora (2001). Most
significantly for the present work, Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) analysed index-based
policies for the classical multi-armed bandit on parallel machines. However, as indicated by
the earlier work on breakdown models, intermittent or partial machine availability is a major
practical consideration. The current paper's aim is to so develop the tools of analysis rooted in
the achievable region approach and described, for example, in Glazebrook and Garbe (1999)
and Glazebrook and Wilkinson (2000) in such a way as to facilitate analysis of heuristics for
scheduling control in contexts where the set of machines available for processing evolves as a
(reasonably general) stochastic process.
The scheduling models which concern us are described in Section 2. One (Model 1) is a
discounted branching bandit while the other (Model 2) is a discounted multi-armed bandit.
In both cases, service is provided by M machines which are identical in their processing
capacity, but which are not always available for processing. Our formulation, in line with
earlier work, uses discounting of the form e~°", and hence total expected rewards from the
implementation of any policy are O(lfa), where a > 0 is a discount rate. Section 3 concerns
our modelling of machine availability. Roughly speaking, we shall simply require of the
machine availability process that the long-run proportion of epochs at which all M machines are
available is positive. Examples demonstrate that the technical conditions concerned are satisfied
by a range of standard models. In Section 4 we develop tools of analysis which are designed
to give information on the degree of suboptimality of heuristic scheduling controls. These
tools are utilised in Section 5 (Model 1) and Section 6 (Model 2) to evaluate the performance of
Gittins index-based scheduling controls for our problems with intermittent machine availability.
These simple index-based heuristics partition the jobs to be scheduled among the (potentially
available) machines at time 0. Thereafter, the individual machines process according to index
policies whenever they are up. In some cases the rewards from these simple controls come
within 0( 1) of optimality, while in others we can achieve 0(a). Inter alia, we recover in
Section 6 the O (a) result ofGlazebrook andWilkinson (2000) concerning multi-armed bandits
on a fixed number of machines, as a special case. Much practical and theoretical interest
attaches to problems with small discount rate a and to the related limit a —> 0. In Section 7,
we utilise the results of Sections 5 and 6 to describe forms of asymptotic optimality for limit
policies derived from our Gittins index-based controls.
2. Scheduling models
We shall consider twomodels for the scheduling of stochastic jobs (sometimes called projects
or bandits) on a collection ofM machines, which are not always available for processing.
2.1. Model 1: discounted branching bandit
At each decision epoch t e N, Mt is a collection of identical machines which are available
to process a collection of jobs. If M < oo is the maximum number of (available) machines,
then {Mr, t e N} is a stochastic process taking values in 2'1'2 M'. Each of the jobs which
require processing belongs to one of C < oo classes, labelled {1,2,..., C}. The state of
the system at time t e N is N(t) = {N\(t),..., Nc(t)) and records the number of jobs of
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each class present and requiring service at t. At each t e N, jobs are chosen for processing,
with (at most) one being allocated to each available machine. If a class i job is assigned to
machine m at time t (which occurrence is registered by assigning the indicator function (f)
the value 1; it is 0 otherwise) then at time t + 1 that class i job disappears to be replaced
by n\m = [n'™, n'2£,..., n■£} jobs of classes 1,2,... ,C respectively. These are the only
changes to the system state between times t and t + 1. We shall suppose that the vector n''n
has a decomposition
n\m = Atm + h\m. (1)
In (1), A'm is /'-independent and is a collection of external arrivals to the system, while h'/" is
a set of (internal) descendants of the serviced class i job. The latter enables us to model state
transitions for jobs under processing. For a given the vectors A"" and h\m are i.i.d. as it, m)
varies. When \Mt\ > Njit) there will certainly be idle machines at time t. An idle
machine is deemed to be processing a class 0 job and we suppose that there are always M such
jobs in the system, one for each machine. We extend the notation n to include the case i = 0,
but note that — 0 for all choices of / ^ 0, t andra and n'0m = {nn'^, ..., n'^} = A'm.
From the above, the state evolution between t and / + 1 is described by
c
Ni(t + l) = Nt(t) + J2 E X7(t)(n'j7 - S'j)< 1 < ' < C, (2)
meM, ;'=0
N0{t + 1) = N0{t) = M.
In (2), Sij is the Kronecker delta. Admissible controls (rules for choosing jobs for processing)
are always assumed to be non-anticipative (based on the history of the process only). Through
the paper, controls may need to meet other requirements. We shall always use V. to denote the
set of admissible controls with u a typical member.
The processing of a class i job on any machine at time t is assumed to earn a reward
r,- ft'+l e_Qfs d.v with r,- > 0, 1 < i < C. The constant a > 0 is a discount rate. No rewards
are earned by the idle class 0. Rewards are additive across machines and over time. Write
E = (0, 1,2,... ,C] for the full set of job classes. We shall express the total expected reward
earned under control u from initial state /V (0) — k as








/ "Jo :(s) e ds (4)
In (4), for each t e N, nj(s), t < s < t + 1, is the number of class j jobs scheduled for
processing at time t. Our goal is the analysis of the stochastic optimisation problem
Ropt(k) = sup Ru(k). (5)
ueU
We shall guarantee the stability of this system under all admissible controls studied by
requiring that the |E\ x \E\ matrix / — // be positive definite. Here I is the identity and n has
(/', y')th entry equal to E(n'™), i e E, j e E. See Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996).
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2.2. Model 2: discounted multi-armed bandit
There are B > M bandits or projects which are available for processing by a collection
of machines. Machine availability is as described for Model 1. Each bandit b evolves under
processing within the finite state space Eb. The state of the system is a A-vector whose bth
component is the state of bandit b. Write E = (J/; Eb for the disjoint union of the individual
bandit state spaces. At each t e N, \Mt\ bandits are chosen for processing, one on each
available machine. Should bandit b be chosen for processing at t when in state i e Eb, then
with probability Pjj it will be in state j e Eb at time t + 1. The transition law for each bandit
is Markovian and distinct bandits are assumed to evolve independently of each other. The
B — \Mt \ bandits not chosen for processing at t remain stationary. We shall assume that the
Markov chains determined by the B one-step transition matrices Pb (which we could observe in
real time were bandit b to be processed without interruption) are irreducible and hence positive
recurrent.
Admissible controls must be non-anticipative and non-idling (all machines must be fully
utilised). The processing of bandit b at time t when in state i e Eb earns a positive reward
r,- f+1 e~as d,v, where a > 0. In the context of Model 2, we shall write k for the A-vector
corresponding to the initial state. Hence as in (3) and (4) we have the total expected reward
under control u given by







For each t e N, Xj(s), t < .? < t + 1, is given by
j G E.
XXs) — j 1, if at time t bandit b in state j is chosen for processing, j e Eb, 1 < b < B,
10, otherwise.
The stochastic optimisation of interest is formally identical to (5).
3. Machine availability
We shall need a variety of numerical descriptors of the machine availability process {Mt,
t 6 N} and also the statement of an important technical condition for the subsequent theory.
Recall that we have M machines, labelled (1,2,..., M], and that M, e 2'1,2 is the subset
available for processing at time t e N. We shall suppose that the process {Mt, t e 14} is
independent of the scheduling control and of the system state process.
We firstly introduce 2M derived indicator processes [Im,t, t e N} and {Jm,t, t e N},
1 < m < M, given by
when m e Mt,
otherwise,
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Hence 7m>. marks when machine m is available, while Jm,. indicates when at least m machines
are up. It is evident that
JM , = min Jm t = min Imj, t e N.
1<m<M ' 1 <m<M
From the discrete-time processes above we derive the continuous-time extensions {M(s),
s G R+}, {Im(s),s G R+}, 1 < m < M, and {•/„,(.?), s G R+}, 1 < m < M, given
by
M(s) = \M,\, s 6 [(,( + 1), t G N,
Im(s) — S 6 [M+ l)i t G N,
Jm(s) = Jm,tt S £ [M + 1). t G N.
Plainly, from the definitions of the quantities concerned we have that
M M
M(s) = ^ zm(i) = ^ ym(i), s G R+,
m=1 m=1
and all are expressions for the number of machines available at time s. We now proceed to
define the cumulative availability processes {M(s), s G M+}, {/,„ (.v), 5 e M+}, 1 < m < M,
and [Jm(s), s G M+}, I < m < M, by
M(s) = f M(u)du,
Jo
Im CO = / ^m(n)dw,
Jo
Jm(s) — I ym(r/)dn,
Jo
Plainly, we have that
M M
M(s) = T, Im(s) = Y, jm{s), S G R+,
m=1 m=1
with all the above cumulative processes being non-decreasing, piecewise linear and continuous
on all sample paths. The inverse process {/V/~'(.y), s G M+}, which is given by
= inf {t; M(t) >5}, s e R+, (7)
rsR+
will also be non-decreasing and piecewise linear, but will have jump discontinuities correspond¬
ing to epochs at which \M,\ = 0. Hence (s) has the interpretation as the time required to
achieve an accumulated machine availability equal to s. Plainly,
-
-1 s
M (s) > >00, s —> 00,
M
and we shall be concerned to ensure that the divergence of M~l(s) is not worse than linear
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alternative. We define the inverse processes {/"'(.j), s g E+}, 1 < m < M, and {/"'(.s),
5 e R+}, 1 < m < M, as in (7).
To conclude this account of objects related to machine availability, we need a few further
refinements of processes already described. Let /x be an integer in the range {0, 1,..., M). We
develop the process .j g K+} by




The corresponding inverse process (s), s e R+} is defined as in (7). These measures are
needed in situations where /x machines are 'reserved'.
We now fix timer e R+ and develop cumulative processes {Im (s; t), s e M+}, 1 < m < M,
and {Jm(s; t), s e M+}, 1 < m < M, starting from t. Hence, we have
r) = Im^S + t) S G R+,
0 = Jm(.s TO Jm{0) ^ ^ R+.
For each t e R+ the corresponding inverse processes t), 5 e R+}, 1 < m < M, are
given by
I~\s;t)= inf {«; Im(u;t)>s}, s G M+,
«eR+
with 1~1 (.?; t) having the interpretation as the time required from t until machine m's total
availability exceeds s. We define t), s e R+}, 1 < m < M, similarly.
We now state Condition 1, which is required at key points in our development. In its statement
we use {!Ft, t e N} for the filtration generated by the machine availability process {Mt, t e N}.
Think of !Ft as the 'up to time 0 history of machine availability.
Condition 1. There exist constants a and b such that
E{J^l(s;t)\3r,}<a+bs, s e M+, w.p. 1, (8)
for all choices oft e N.
If (8) is only required to hold for the case t = 0, we shall refer to Condition 1'.
Condition 1\ There exist constants a and b such that
| Fo} <a+bs, seR+,w.p. 1. (9)
Note that, from the definitions of the quantities concerned, it is always true that M(s) >
s g R+. Inequality (9) is then seen to imply that
E{M-1(i) | Jo) < a + s' s e ®+' W,P- 1-
We now give examples of machine availability processes for which Condition 1 or 1', as
appropriate, hold.
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Example 1. Suppose that the process of the number of machines available {\Mt\, t e N} is
an irreducible (and hence positive recurrent) Markov chain. To see that Condition 1 is then
satisfied, observe that when seN
E{J-l(s-,t)\\Mt\=m} = e(t„,m + j2TMM(v)\ (10)^ v=l '
= P-mM + S/J-MM
<( max /j-mM) + simmm- (11)VI <m<M >
In (10), TmM is the time from t until the first occasion upon which all M machines are available,
while the Tmm(v), 1 < v < s, are successive first return times to this state. The parameters
[imm and p,mm are the corresponding (finite) expectations of these random times. From (11)
and the Markovian structure, it is clear that Condition 1 is satisfied.
Example 2. Suppose that machine m has breakdown and repair rates equal to fim and pm
respectively in the sense that
P(lm,t+1 = 0 | ImJ = 1) = Pm, t e N,
P (Im, ?+1 = 1 I Im,t = 0) — pm, t G N,
fori <m< M, and that the breakdown/repairprocesses ofdifferent machines are independent.
If 0 < pm, pm < 1,1 < m < M, then {Mt, t e N) is an irreducible Markov chain. An analysis
similar to that applied in Example 1 to (11) yields the conclusion that Condition 1 is satisfied.
Example 3. We have an alternating renewal process {Ai, B\, A2, Bo,...} with inter-arrival
times having finite means and taking values in the positive integers. During the A-periods
([0, Ai)U[Ai+f?i,A] + B1 + Af) U • • •) all the machines are switched off, while during the
B-periods ([A 1, A\ + B1) U [A 1 + B\ + A2, A\ + B\ + A2 + #2) U • • •) machine availability
evolves according to one of the models in Example 1 or 2. It is straightforward to demonstrate
that Condition 1 is satisfied.
Example 4. Consider any process t e N} for which \Mt\ is non-decreasing almost
surely. Plainly, in this case,
/^(s) = s + Xm, where Xm = inf {t; \Mt\ = A/}M
rsR+
is the first occasion at which all M machines are available for processing. Condition 1' will be
satisfied if E(Xm I -To) is uniformly bounded. Please note that, henceforth, we shall not make
conditioning upon T"q explicit in the notation.
4. Tools of analysis for the scheduling models
In both Models 1 and 2, E represents the universal set of objects to be scheduled on the
available machines. In both cases we shall define a vector of coefficients As — {A?}i€£ for
each subset S c E. The details of these vectors in the two cases are given below. For now, we
simply note that A? > 0, i g S and A? = 0, i £ S. A key idea in our analyses is that, in both
models, the expected rewards under control u,
Ru(k) = Yjrjxuj{k),
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may be expressed in terms of the quantities
AU(S, k) = ASjXUj(k), SQE.
j£S
In outline, this works as follows: a so-called adaptive greedy algorithm AG(A, r) has inputs
given by the collection A = {A5, S c E) together with the reward vector r = {rj, j € E).
The outputs from the algorithm are a set of non-negative real numbers Gj, j e E, called Gittins
indices. See Katehakis and Veinott (1987) for an alternative approach to the computation of
these indices. We shall always assume that members of E are labelled {1,2,..., | E |} such that
G|£| > G\E\-\ > ■ • • > G2 > G\.
In none of the results in Sections 4-6 does it matter how ties are broken between options whose
index values are equal. Note that a Gittins index scheduling policy is one which always chooses
from among the jobs or bandits available for processing those with highest index values. Such
policies are optimal in the special single machine cases ofModels 1 and 2 with \Mr\ = 1, t e N.
Write Sj = {j, j — 1,..., 1} for the subset of E of cardinality j with lowest Gittins indices. We
shall not require further details of the algorithm AG(A, r) and the associated indices, beyond
the key factthatthe structureofAG(A, r) is such thatthe rewards {n, i e E] may be expressed
as
|£|-1
n = G\E\Af - J2 (Gj+1 - Gj)A.J, (12)
j=i
where it will emerge that Af = I, i e E. For more details regarding Gittins indices and the
adaptive greedy algorithm, the reader is referred to Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996).
Lemma 1 is a straightforward consequence of (3), (6) and (12).
Lemma 1. For both Models 1 and 2 and all initial states k,
UOO 1 l-G~ 1M^e-^dsj - (Gj+i-Gj)Au(Sj,k).
Lemma 1 leads on immediately to Corollary 1, which is the key tool for the evaluation of
proposed controls for our scheduling models. We firstly introduce
A(S,k)= inf A"(S,k), S c E.
ueU
Corollary 1. (Evaluating admissible controls.) (i) For both Models 1 and 2 arid all initial
states k,
|£|—1
- J2 (Gj+i — Gj)A(Sj, k)\
j=1
(ii) For both Models I and 2, all admissible controls u and all initial states k
|£|—1
Ropt(k) _ Ru(k) < J2 (Gj+1 - Gj){Au(Sj, k) - A(Sj, k)}.
7=1
Ropt(k) < G|£|E|^ M(s)e-as ds
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The practical challenge from Corollary l(ii) in obtaining bounds on the degree of reward
suboptimality of some given heuristic control u is in deriving tight upper bounds for the
associated quantities Au(Sj, k) and lower bounds for the A(Sj, k). We shall now proceed
to describe in greater detail how the above ideas apply to our two scheduling models. In
particular, by the conclusion of this section we will have obtained suitable lower bounds for the
quantities A (Sj, k) for both Models 1 and 2.
4.1. Model 1: discounted branching bandit
Before proceeding to develop effective lower bounds for A (Sj, k) for Model 1, we must first
describe the vectors As required for the analysis. Fix job class i e E and subset S c E with
i e S. Consider the discounted branching bandit model above, but in a set-up in which only a
single job of class i is present at time 0, that processing is provided by a single machine which
is always available (|M, | = 1, t e N) and that a control operates which gives jobs from classes
in Sc priority over those in S. We write Tj(Sc) for the first time at or after time 1 at which
no Sc-jobs are present in the system. Note that it is clear that the distribution of the random
variable 7)(SC) is independent of which control from the specified class (Sc —> S) is utilised.
Also note that under the stability condition given for Model 1 in Section 2, we may assume that
whenever 0 e S all positive moments of T, (Sc) are finite.
With the above in place, we follow Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) in their analysis of the
single machine case (\Mt \ = 1, t e N) in defining the vector As for subsets of E containing 0
as follows:
l_E(e-«T(Sc))
c — , i € S,Af — ■ 1 - e-"
o, i i s.
We shall now prove the following intuitive result in relation to Model 1.
Lemma 2. The idling class 0 has the smallest Gittins index.
Proof. We firstly observe that in the single machine case (\Mt\ = 1, t e N) of Model 1 a
Gittins index policy is optimal in the class of all non-anticipative controls. See Bertsimas and
Nino-Mora (1996). We shall now suppose that the index for job 0 is strictly greater than those
for classes in some non-empty subset / C E \ {0}, but less than or equal to those for classes in
E \ [I U {0}] and obtain a contradiction.
Consider a single machine problem in which at time t = 0, job 0 is present along with a
single job i* from a class in I. Under our hypothesis the optimal control will be a Gittins index
policy in which 0 will be scheduled at time 0. Thereafter jobs from E \ I will be processed
according to the values of their indices. In particular, since job 0 is always present, the job i*
will never be scheduled for processing. Since no reward is earned from the processing at time
0, we write the expected reward from this control as e~a R.
Now consider the control which schedules job i* for processing at time 0 and which from
time t — 1 onwards schedules the external arrivals during [0, 1) together with job 0 and
their descendants according to the values of their Gittins indices. In particular, the internal
descendants of job i* at time t = 1 are laid aside and never scheduled. Since from time
t = 1. this control yields outcomes which are stochastically identical to those from the Gittins
index policy of the previous paragraph, it is clear that the expected reward from this control is
r,* + e~a R. This contradicts the optimality of the Gittins index policy. The result follows.
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It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 that we may assume without loss of generality
that idling class 0 is a member of Sj for all j, 1 < j < I E\. We can then conclude that for
i e Sj all positive moments of 7) (Sp are finite.
Before proceeding to the development of lower bounds for A (Sj. k) in Theorems 1 and 2,
we need one further piece of notation. For any fixed subset S c E, we consider a discounted
branching bandit in some initial state k under a control Sc —> S which gives priority to classes
in Sc over those in S on a single machine (|Mt \ = 1, t e N). We write Tk(Sc) for the first time
at which no ,S'c-jobs are present. If no S^-jobs are present in k then T/((SC) = 0. It is clear that
the distribution of Tk(Sc) is independent of which control from the specified class (Sc —> S) is
utilised.




for all initial states k.
M(s) s~as dx} 1
^2a
max E{(7j(Sp)2L ieSi 1 <j < \E\,
(13)
Proof. It follows from the definitions of the quantities involved that










In the right-hand expression in (14), v, j denotes the time of the 7th occasion (for any suitable
numbering of such occasions) upon which the control u processes a class i job. The collection
{7),i(Sp, I e Z+} is of i.i.d. random variables, all of which share the distribution of 7j-(Sc-)
above. We shall obtain the lower bound in (13) by relaxing the minimisation in (14).
The relaxation will take the form ofa single machine scheduling problem as follows: consider
the system with initial state k and processed by a single machine which is always available
([M, | = 1, t e N). Denote by U the set of non-anticipative controls and consider the stochastic








In (15), Vij denotes the time of the 7th occasion upon which the single machine controller
processes a class i job, the {7},/(Sp, I e Z+) are as in the previous paragraph and fx] is the
integer part of x. To see that (15) is a relaxation of (14), note that in the objective in (15)
rewards accruing from machine allocations at times t = M{s), M(s) + 1, ..., M(s + 1) — 1
attract discounting e~as for any ,v e N and hence can be thought of as accruing at time s in
problem (14). Further, all controls in U for (14) may be mapped in an obvious way to controls
in V. for (15). It follows that for all initial states k and all j, 1 < j < |£j,
AiSj, k) > A(Sj, k). (16)
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The single machine problem (15) is easily solved. It follows from a simple pairwise
interchange argument which utilises the fact that [M~] (s), s e K+} is non-decreasing on
all sample paths, that the infimum in (15) will be achieved by a control uj, say, which gives
priority to S'j over Sj. Under uj, the first epoch at which an Sj-job is chosen in the single
machine problem is Tk(S'j). Suppose that the Sj-job chosen for processing by uj at time
Tk(SCj) is in class i e Sj. Under Uj, the processing of i at Tk(S'j) will be followed by an
^-excursion (i.e. a period during which only 5^-jobs are processed) of length 7/,i(5p. Under













E[exp{-a \M-X (7*(Sj))1}] E{(7),i (5 ,c))Cxs2, (17)
and the next decision epoch at which an Sj-job is chosen for processing is Tk (S'j) + 7j j(5p.
Repeating the calculation to (17) for successive decision epochs and aggregating, we obtain
that
















1 -^-[maxE{(7)(5c))2)L L i €o i
L M(s) e~as ds 1 / a e2a r> 1 maxJ V 2 L ieSjaxE{(7j(5p)2]
(19)
(20)
Please note that (19) follows from (18) by bounding the second term in the latter by using the
inclusion
{viX, i e Sj, I G Z+} c{(;(6 Z+and t > Tk{S))}.
Inequality (20) is deduced from (19) by straightforward analysis and by the definitions of the
quantities involved. The result is now an immediate consequence of (16) and (20).
For Model 1 we now consider a more restrictive class of admissible controls and, conse¬
quentially, a higher lower bound for A(Sj, k). This is the class of local controls which have
the property that, if a class i job is assigned to some machine m, say, at some time t, then the
= {n'ii , n'i2 ' ■ ■ ■' n'ic} J°bs classes 1, 2,..., C which replace it at time t + 1 must also
be processed on machine m. Hence jobs are processed on the same machine as all of their
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descendants. Such classes of controls for Model 1 are relevant in the context of load balancing
for distributed multi-class service systems.
Lemma 4. When XL is the class ofall non-anticipative local controls for Model 1,
A(Sj, k) > E LM~HTk(Sj)) M(s) e-as ds 1 < j < \E\
for all initial states k.















In (21), Vi mj denotes the time of the /th occasion upon which the control u processes a job
from class i e Sj on machine m. With each vl m i is associated a random variable 7),mi;(5y)
to be thought of as the number of Sj-descendants generated by the allocation at time In
(22) we define for each s, t < 5 < t + I, with t e N,
$m(s)
1, if machine m processes an S/-job or an Sj-descendant
of a previously scheduled Sj-job at time t;
0, otherwise.
Inequality (22) follows from (21) and the observation that the Sj-processing generated by the
allocation of i e Sj at time v,on machine m will be scheduled under local control u during
,l + TLmJ(Sp) at the earliest. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we consider a single
machine relaxation of (22) in which a reward accruing in the single machine problem at time t
attracts discounting exp{—a \M~X (r)]}, t e N. Hence we have






where U is the set of non-anticipative controls for the single machine problem and for each
re N,
?y(0 =
1, if an Sy-job or an Sj-descendant of a previously scheduled S7 -job
is processed at time t;
0, otherwise.
The single machine problem in (23) is solved by a control iij, say, which gives priority to Sj
over Sj. For such a control,
%j(t) = 1 t > Tk(Sj),
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and we conclude that
/ 00 r|-M-l(,)l+l \ r roo
A(Sj,k)> E( V / e^dj >E / M(.s) e_<" d.?},cJfM-Ht)1 J (JM- 1\=T^SC.)J^M ^ ' yiM-HTk(.SCj)) I
as required.
4.2. Model 2: discounted multi-armed bandit
As with Model 1, we begin our discussion of lower bounds for A(Sj, k) in the context of
Model 2 by developing the appropriate choice of vector A s. Fix i e Eb C. E and subset S C E
with i e S. Consider a set-up in which only bandit b in state i is present at time 0. Under
processing by a single machine (\M,\ = 1, t € N), bandit b evolves as a Markov chain with
one-step transition matrix Ph. We write 7}(SC) for the first time at or after time 1 at which
bandit b enters S. It follows from the positive recurrence of the Markov chain that all positive
moments of Tj (Sc) are finite. We now follow Bertsimas and Nino-Mora (1996) in their analysis
of the single machine case (\M,\ = 1, t e N) in defining the matrix As as follows:
A? =
l-E(e~aT^)
, i € iS,
0, i i s.
Recall that members of E are numbered such that
G\E\ > G|£|_i > • •• > G2 > G\.
We write
Bj = [b € B- Ebn Sj =0}, 1 < j < \E\,
for the collection of bandits whose state spaces have no intersection with Sj = { /', j — I,
... ,2, 1}, the set of states with the j lowest indices. We also write
Hj = \Bj\, \<j<\E\.
It is evident that if /i j > M, then there exist admissible controls which never schedule members
of Sj. Hence it must be true for all initial states k that
p,j > M =>■ A(Sj,k) = 0. (24)
Now fix j, \ < j < \E\. Consider the operation of a control which processes those bandits
not in Bj only and which gives S'j priority over Sj. Let the initial state be k. We write T^iSp
for the first epoch at or after time zero at which all the bandits being processed (i.e. those not
in Bj) have states in Sj. We can now state Lemma 5 which extends (24) to give effective lower
bounds on A(Sj, k) for all choices of j.
Lemma 5. When XL is the class ofnon-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2,
A(Sj.k) > E
/*oo
I {M(s) — ptj}+ e~as dsJMl) (Tk(Sc-))
1 <j < \E\,
if-WSp)
for all initial states k.
Proof. By reasoning similar to that which yields (22) in the proof of Lemma 4, we have that
f M B -oq
A(Sj,k)> infE„ £E/lm=l b=lJ0 (25)
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where for each s,t<s<t + l, with t e N,
$>) =
1, if machine m processes bandit b at time t, where b
has paid its first visit to Sj at some time at or before f;
0, otherwise.
As in the proofs ofLemmas 3 and 4, we bound A (Sj, k) below by means of a single machine
relaxation of the stochastic optimisation problem in (25). Again, rewards accruing in the single
machine problem at time t attract discounting exp{—a\M~l(t)~\}, t e N. For suitable choice
of admissible controls U for the single machine problem (specified below) we have






with for each t e N,
t;j(t) =
1, if a bandit is processed at time t, which has paid
its first visit to Sj at some time at or before t\
0, otherwise.
The admissible controls U are non-anticipative and non-idling with the additional feature that
the fxj bandits whose state spaces have no intersection with Sj may only be scheduled at certain
decision epochs. The idea here is that these bandits can never contribute to the expression on
the right-hand side of (25) and hence should be scheduled whenever possible. Number these
bandits 1, 2,..., /Xj. In the single machine relaxation, we restrict to controls for which bandit
b e {1, 2,..., /Xj] may only be processed at times M(t) + {b — 1}+ for those t e N for which
\Mr\> b. At all other epochs the single machine relaxation makes a free choice from bandits
{iXj + 1, /Xj + 2,..., B}. With this choice of U, it is straightforward to establish that the
infimum in (26) is achieved by a control which
(i) schedules b e (1,2,..., /i j} at all qualifying epochs; and
(ii) makes all free choices by giving SCj priority over Sj.








{M(s) — ixj} e~~as ds
as required.
Itmay assist the reader at this stage to review Corollary 1 and the text following. For the goal
of assessing heuristic policies for our scheduling models we have progressed via Lemmas 3-5
to the point of having suitable lower bounds for the quantities A(Sj,k). We take the analysis
further in the next two sections by proposing index-based controls u and deriving upper bounds
on the resulting Au(Sj, k). We will then be in a position to utilise Corollary 1 to obtain bounds
on the degree of reward suboptimality of the controls of interest.
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5. On the evaluation of a class of index-based controls for discounted branching bandits
In Model 1, the initial state k describes the collection of jobs which (along with the M class
0 jobs) are present in the system at t = 0. We shall abuse notation by identifying k with this
collection. Now, consider a partition of collection k given by
M
k = LJ k(m)
m=1
where the notation indicates that the jobs in collection k(m) (and their descendants) will be
associated with machine m, 1 < m < M. This partition will be denoted k in what follows.
Recall that a single class 0 job is allocated to each machine. Use 0m for the one allocated to
machine m, 1 < m < M. Corresponding to partition k. we develop an index-based control
uo(k) which is structured as follows:
• at each time t e N for which Im(t) = 1, machine m processes a job chosen from {0m}
and the descendants of the jobs in collection k(m) which is
(a) present in the system, and
(b) has maximal Gittins index.
Note that this control is both non-anticipative and local. It simply divides up the jobs between
the machines at time 0, after which each machine processes the resulting descendants according
to an index policy.
Consider now the collection k{m) U {0m} evolving from time t = 0 under a control which
gives Sc priority over S with processing provided by a single permanently available machine
(\Mt\ = l,r e N). In such a set-up, we shall use T^m^{Sc) for the first time at which no Sc-jobs
are present. Further, in the statement of Lemma 6 we shall require the constants
Ki(Sj) = ae" max[aE(7j(Sp) + (b — l)E{(7j(5p)2}], 1 <j < \E\, (27)
with a and b as in (8).
Lemma 6. ForModel 1, with the machine availability process satisfying Condition 1,
Aua(k){Sj,k) < {l + Ki(Sj)}E
M r poo
£ /-m=\ L 'm /m(5)e-<" ds 1 <j < \E\,
for all initial states k and associated partitions k.
Proof. We use (S j, k) to denote the contribution to A"G® (Sj, k) from the processing
on machine m under control uq (k). Utilising the notation in the proof of Lemma 4, we have
that
I ^ ~ rTi,mj(SC:) „ 1
AumG(k)(Sj. k) = Euo(jc) J2 E s~aVLmJ / e""' ^ ' 1 < ^ < M.^ ieSj 1=1 Jo >
(28)
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We now rewrite (28) and utilise the facts that e"' < l+are"r?Q! > 0, t > 0 and that Im '(.s; t)— s
is non-negative and non-decreasing in 5 for all t > 0 to obtain that
Aum^\Sj,k)
oo
= Eua(i) EE ( E / exP{-«7m 11 ieSj l=l v t=0 Jt (E
X exp[a{/m 1 (s; v;,m,/) - s}] ds
Ti,mASp-1 +1
^ E.c<i, EEE /1









e~as ds k(m) (29)
Now inspect the first term on the right-hand side of (29). We observe that the first decision
epoch at which machine m processes a job in Sj under control uc(k) is I~x{T^m){^)} since
the priority S'j —>• Sj is enforced. The first term gives a (discounted) measure of the availability
of machine m from that point. Utilising this and the simple bound for the second term, we












We now invoke Condition 1, together with the fact that
for all choices of s and t to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (30). This yields






+ «max[aE(7j (5p) + (b - 1) E{(7) (Sp)2}]E^ EE
1 ieSj 1=1
-Wi.m.l k(m)
< {1 + K\(Sj)} E
/•OO
Jim1 Im(s)e-as ds- 1Tkrn^
(31)
(32)
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Note that (32) proceeds from (31) by bounding the second term in the latter via the inclusion
{Vi,m,l\ i € Sj, leZ+jc {r; t € Z+, Im,t = 1 and t > /-^(^(Sp]}.
The result now follows simply from inequality (32) and the identity
M
AUG(i\Sj,k) = ]T AumG^\Sj,k). (33)
m=1
This concludes the proof.
An improved upper bound is available under the condition
m e M, =>• m e Ms V s e [t, oo), 1 < m < M. (34)
Condition (34) describes the situation of a 'machine arrival process' in which, once a machine
is available, it remains permanently available thereafter. Note that this is a particular instance
of Example 4 in Section 3 and includes the important special case \Mr\ — M, t e N. Under
this additional condition, the upper bound in Lemma 6 may be tightened as follows:
Lemma 7. ForModel 1, with the machine availability process satisfying (34),
/ ^ r r°° *1\
AUG(k\Sj,k) <E(V / /m(j)e-a,dj ), 1 < 7 < |£|,J/
for all initial states k and associated partitions k.
Proof Follow the calculation of the proof of Lemma 6 through to (30) and note that, under
condition (34)
Im (vi,m,l) = Ti,m,l(Sj)•
Hence the second term on the right-hand side of (30) is zero under (34). Now use (33) to obtain
the result.
Having obtained lower bounds for the A(Sj, k) in Lemmas 3 and 4 and upper bounds for
Au(Sj, k) in Lemmas 6 and 7, we are now in a position to use Corollary 1 (ii) to bound the
degree of reward suboptimality in the index-based policy uc(k). In Theorem 1, we shall require
the constants
K2(Sj) = maxE{(7HS,c))2}, 1 <j< \E\,Z ieSj J
M
K3(Sj,k) =«^(aE{^(m)(S7c)}+feE[{7^(5;c)}2]), \<j< \E\,
m=1
in addition to the K\(Sj), 1 < j < \E\, given in (27).
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Theorem 1. (Closeness to optimality of index-based heuristic: Model 1.) (i) When 11 is the




< £ (Gj+\ - Gj)
7=1
- 0(1);
{Kl(Sj) + K2(Sj)}E fJo M(s)e "^ds + K3(Sj,k)
(35)
(ii) When U is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1 and the machine
availability process satisfies Condition 1,
l£|-!
Ropt(k) - Rua(-k)(k) < ]£ (G7+l - G7>
7=1
= O(l); (36)
K\(Sj) ^ M(s) e-as ds \ + K3(Sj,k)
(iii) When 11 is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1 and the machine
availability process satisfies (34) and Condition 7',
|E|-1
Ropt(k) - Ru^k\k) < J2 (G7+i - Gj)K3(Sj, k) = O(a).
7= 1
These results holdfor all initial states k and associated partitions k.
Proof, (i) From Corollary 1 (ii) we have that
Rop\k) - RUG(k\k)
|E|-1
< (G7+i - Gj){AU0(*HSj, k) - A(Sj, k)}
7= 1




















where the second inequality, (38), utilises Lemmas 3 and 6. We now analyse the right-hand side
of (38). Utilising the facts that 1 > e~°" > 1 — at, a > 0, t > 0, and M(t) = Ylm=l An(0>
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5 [-4 Im(s)c~as ds UM-](Tk(SCj)) M(s) e as ds II
< E A7(s)e as ds (41)
We now obtain the inequality in (35) by combining inequalities (38), (40) and (41).
Consider now the behaviour of the right-hand side of (35) in the limit a -» 0. Note that it
follows that, since all positive entries in the vector As are 0(1) for all subsets S c E, then so
are all indices G j. 1 < j < |£|. Observe that the constants K\(Sj). KiiSj) and Kj(Sj, k)
are all 0(a). It then follows from the fact that
fJo M(s)e-asds\ = 0(l/a)
and is in fact bounded by M/a, that the bound in (35) is O(l).
(ii) As above, but use Lemmas 4 and 6 for the calculation.
(iii) As above, but use Lemmas 4 and 7 for the calculation.
Remarks. 1. Note that model assumptions guarantee that the expected rewards Ropt(k) and
ftuG(k) (£) analysed in Theorem 1 are both O (1 /a) while the suboptimality bounds are proved
to be 0(1) or 0(a). These results yield various forms of asymptotic optimality for a suitably
defined limiting form of the policy uq (k) as a —»■ 0. This will be explained further in Section 7.
2. Theorem 1 holds for all partitions k. To guide a choice of partition, it would seem sensible
to aim to produce as small a bound as possible in whichever is appropriate of (35), (36) and
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(37). Since K3 is the only constant which depends on the partition, by inspection of Theorem 1
we recommend a choice of k which minimises
|£|—1 m
E E^'+i -^)(«E{^(m)(^)} + feE[{^(m)(5p}2]).
j—l m=1
This minimisation can be thought of as a load balancing problem. Its solution in simple cases
can be seen to encourage an equal distribution of the work in the system among the machines,
as would seem sensible.
6. On the evaluation of a class of index-based controls for discounted multi-armed
bandits
We now consider Model 2. Here we use k e x bEb for the initial state of the system, namely
the fi-vector of states of the individual bandits, at time t = 0. Recall that the members of
E = ljfo Eb are numbered in decreasing order of their Gittins index such that
G\e\ > G|E|-I > ■ ■■ > G2 > Gi. (42)
We use b to label the state of lowest index for bandit b, given by
b = minji; i e Eb}
and then number the B bandits such that
I > 2 > • • • > B - 1 > B. (43)
We design a control uq for the multi-armed bandit to be an index-based policy which is
structured as follows:
(a) for b = 1, 2,..., M — 1, bandit b is chosen for processing at time t e N if and only if
\M,\ > b\
(b) the bandits numbered M, M + 1, ..., B are only chosen for processing when \M,\ = M.
At such epochs, a bandit is scheduled from among this collection which has the largest
Gittins index. Denote the initial state of this collection by kw-
Hence according to uq, bandit 1 with the largest guaranteed reward rate (i.e. the largestminimal
index) is scheduled as a first priority on the machines available at any time, then bandit 2 and so
on. The collection of bandits remaining from these allocations for processing only when all M
machines are available are subject to a Gittins index policy for selection. Recall the definitions
of the random variables 7fc(Sp from Section 4.






mm=iij + l [
0 < pLj < M — 1;
(44)
and
A"G(Sj, k) = 0, ptj > M, (45)
for all initial states k, where the constants K\ (S}) are given by the expression in (27).
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Proof. Under control uq, no machine ever schedules a member of E drawn from subset
Sm-i = {K — 1, M — 2, 1}. By definition, this is the collection of j for which ptj > M
and (45) above follows.
Suppose now that 1 < m < M — 1 and let A^G (Sj, k) denote the contribution to A"° (Sj, k)
from the processing of bandit m under uq at those times t e N for which \Mt\ > m. Firstly
observe that, from the definitions of the quantities involved,
j < m — 1 f.Lj > m (46)
and that both conditions in (46) imply that A"„g (Sj, k) is zero. Now suppose that m > p,j + 1.
As in (28) we have that
AumC(Sj,k)=EUG(j2jte-aV'-mJ I\ 711 Jo
Ti.m.l(Sj)
ds (47)
where now stands for the /th occasion upon which, during the processing of bandit m,
state i e Sj is encountered and km is its initial state. We now re-write (47) and utilise the facts
that e°" < 1 + at eat, a > 0, t > 0, and that J~l (s; t) — s is non-decreasing in s for all t > 0
to obtain that
KaiSj,k)







x exp[a{7m !(s; v,-,m,/) - j}] d.v
< E Jm(t) s~°" dr
+ a E,"G EE 7)-,m,,(5p{y-1(7)',m,/(5p; Vi,mJ) - 7/,m,/(Sf)}
The details are similar to those which yield (30) in the proof of Lemma 6. Invoking Condition 1,
together with the fact that
for all choices of s and t yields
Aun?(Sj,k)<{\ + Kl(Sj)}E\ [°° y^e-^d*). (48)
\J]mi(Tkm(Scj)) \
The details are again similar to those in the proof of Lemma 6 and are omitted.
We now write A1^(Sj, k) for the contribution to A"G(Sj, k) from the processing of the
bandits M, M + 1,, B at those epochs for which \M,\ = M. By a similar account to the
above, we have that
A"Jf(Sj,k) < {1 +*!($;)} e( f°° 7M(5)e-aid5). (49)
UJMl(TkM(Sp) J
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Finally, observing that when 0 < ptj < M — 1,
M
Aua(Sj, k) = Am°(Sj,k), (50)
m=/ij +1
(44) now follows from (48)-(50). This concludes the proof.
The proof of Lemma 9 modifies that of Lemma 8 in much the same way that the proof of
Lemma 7 modifies that of Lemma 6. It is omitted.
Lemma 9. For Model 2, with \ M, \ non-decreasing in t, we have that
m
0 < pj < M — 1;Au°(Sj,k) < E
and
for all initial states k.
r /»oo
V / 7m(5)e-^dr
Lm=„j +1 1 J^l(Tkm(Sp)
A"G(Sj, k) = 0, pj>M
We now use Corollary 1 (ii) to bound the degree of reward suboptimality in the index-based
policy uc- Theorem 2 follows from Corollary 1 (ii) together with Lemmas 5, 8 and 9 through
an analysis similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1. The statement of Theorem 2 requires the
constants
M
K4(Sj)=a J2 [aE(Tkm(SCj)) + bE{(Tkm(SCj))2}]
m=fij +1
for the range 0 < n,j < M — 1 with a and b as in (9), together with the constants K\(Sj), 1 <
j < \E\, given in (27). Its proof is omitted.
Theorem 2. (Closeness to optimality of index-based heuristic: Model 2.) (i) When V. is the
class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with the machine availability
process satisfying Condition 1,
Rop\k) - RUG(k)
|£|-' r j <• oo j
< Xj(G;+1-G;)^i(S;)EjJo M(s)e-d,j + ^)J/(0<^<M-l)
= O(l);
(ii) When XL is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with \Mt\
non-decreasing in t almost surely,
\e\-\
Ropt(k) - RUG{k) < J2 1 - Gj)K4(Sj)I(0 < ptj < M - 1) = 0(a).
j=1
These results holdfor all initial states k.
Remarks. 1. The first comment following Theorem 1 applies here to the control uq-
2. A simpler analysis is available for a variant of Model 2 in which non-availability occurs
at decision epochs when a project being processed and the machine upon which it is being
processed crash together. We model such a phenomenon by extending each bandit state space
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to Eb IJ {Ob} = Eb, where ()/, is a 'crash' state. The appropriate irreducible transition law Pb
is over Eb, 1 < b < B. No rewards are earned in crash states. With this modelling approach,
we can now take \Mt\ = M, t e N, with those machines processing bandits in crash states
being essentially unavailable. The class of admissible controls needs to impose the priority
U/f=i {0/i} —► Ufo=i Eb = E to guarantee this. This imposition necessitates the development
of new random variables Ti(Sc), i e S H Eb, 1 < b < B for S C E, as follows: consider
a set-up in which only bandit b in state i is present at time 0. Under processing by a single
machine (\Mt | = 1, t e N), bandit b evolves under transition law Pb. In particular, it may
spend time in crash state 0b- We write 7j (,S'C) for the first time at or after time 1 at which bandit
~s
b enters set S. From these random variables we develop A = {A , S c. E} and Gittins indices
Gj, j e E, as in Section 4. The sets Sj, and the values ftj, I < j < \E\, are defined with
respect to these indices. From the indices we develop a numbering of the bandits as in (42) and
(43).
The control uq of interest is an index-based policy structured as follows:
(a) for b = 1,2,M — 1, machine b processes bandit b at all decision epochs;
(b) machine M processes bandits M, M+1,..., B according to a Gittins index policy. Such
a policy is understood to impose the priority Uf=A/ (Ofcl Ub=M and to choose from
the latter set according to index values.
In evaluating control u(-,, we observe that since we can assume \Mt\ = M, t e N, then
Condition 1 is trivially satisfied with a =0, b = 1. The 0(a) suboptimality bound in
Theorem 3 follows.
Theorem 3. (Closeness to optimality of index-based heuristic: 'crash' model.) When U is the
class ofall non-anticipative, non-idling controls for the above model which impose the priority
uLim^E,
\E\-\
Ropt(k) - Ruo(k) < J2 (&j+1 - Gj)K4(Sj)I(0 < fij < M - 1) = 0(a),
7=1





In Theorems 1-3 we have obtained bounds on the degree of reward suboptimality of index-
based controls. Some ofthese bounds are 0(1) and some 0(a). We now take the further natural
step in the analysis and explore what these results imply when we take the limit a —> 0. To
facilitate the discussion we include a in the notations uc(k, a), uc(ot), R"(k, a), Ropl(k, a),
A5(a) and Gj(a).
It is trivial to establish, from the fact that in all cases Iima^o A?(a) = E(7] (Sc)), i e S,
and from the structure of the adaptive greedy algorithm, that the limits
lim Gj(a) = Gj, 1 < j < |£|,
a-+0
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all exist and are finite. Hence for both Models 1 and 2 the index-based heuristics studied in
Sections 5 and 6 respectively have associated limit policies Uq(Ic) and Uq. These share the
structure of uc(k. a) and uo(a) respectively but utilise an ordering on the set E given by the
limiting indices Gj, j e E.
In Theorems 4—7, various forms of asymptotic optimality are claimed for our limit policies
Uq (k) and Uq. A central notion is that of n-discount optimality, where we say that control u is
n-discount optimal if
lim ar-"{/?opt(&, a) - Ru(k, a)} = 0.
a—>0
The reader should consult Puterman (1994) for a full discussion of this and other notions of
asymptotic optimality set in the context of Markov decision processes.
Theorem 4. (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy Uq(I(): Model 1.) (i) When XL is the
class ofall non-anticipative controls for Model 1 and the machine availability process satisfies
Condition 1, then limit policy Uq(1c) is (—1 )-discount optimal and is such that
[ Ropt(k, a) - R"g(*)(k,a)lim { —
a—>0 | R°fl(k,a)
for all choices ofk;
(ii) When XL is the class of all non-anticipative local controls for Model 1, the machine
availability process satisfies (34) and Condition 1' and the limiting indices are distinct then the
limitpolicy Uq (k) is 0-discount optimalfor all choices ofk.
Sketch proof. From Corollary 1 (ii) we have, in an obvious notation, that
|£|~1
Ropl(k,a)-RuG(k>(k,a) < {Gj+i(a)-Gj(a)}{Au^k\Sj, k, a)-A(Sj, k, a)}, (51)
7=1




where each set Er is maximal, containing customer classes whose limiting indices are equal.
Let G(r> be the common value of Gj for j e Er. We suppose that
qLR) > Q(R-1) > ... > Q(1).
There must exist a such that for a e (0, a] both ucj(k, a) and Uq(Ic) enforce the priorities
Er —> Er-i —> ■ ■ ■ —> E\. Let
r
Sr — Es, 1 < r < R.
s=1
Utilising the fact that
Gk(a) - Gfa) < Q(a), k,l € Er, 1 < r < R,
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we can rewrite (51) as
R-1
Ropt(k, a) - Ru6(k\k,a) < ^{G(r+1) - G(r)}{A"c®(Sn k, a) - A(Sr,k,a)} + 0(1).
r=l
(52>
But since both uo(k, a) and Ug(k) enforce the priorities Sf —> S, for all r and a e (0, a], we
conclude from the calculations in Section 5 that
Aud^\sr,k,a)~ A(Sr,k,a) < O(l), a € (0, a], 1 < r < R, (53)
for all choices of partition k. From (52) and (53) it follows that
Ropt(k, a) - Ruc{k\k, a) < 0(1), a e (0, a],
and the conclusions of Theorem 4(i) follow easily.
The hypotheses of (ii) guarantee that Uq(Ic) coincides with uc(k, a) for all a e (0, a], for
some a > 0. Theorem 4(ii) then follows easily from Theorem l(iii).
The proof of Theorem 5 is along similar lines and is omitted.
Theorem 5. (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy Uq. Model 2.) (i) When K is the class
ofall non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, and the machine availability process
satisfies Condition 1, then limit policy is (—1 )-discount optimal and is such that
lim
or—>0
Ropt(k, a) - R"<i(k,ct)
R°Pl{k, a)
= 0;
(ii) When XL is the class of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2, with \M,\
non-decreasing in t almost surely, and the limiting indices are distinct, then the limitpolicy Uq
is 0-discount optimal.
We continue our consideration of Model 2 by imposing the additional condition that the
process [\Mt\,t e N} be an irreducible Markov chain, as in Example 1. The multi-armed
bandit of Model 2 can then be viewed as a (finite state, finite action) Markov decision process
and we can utilise the classical theory of Blackwell (1962), Veinott (1966) and Denardo and
Miller (1968). We firstly observe that straightforward analysis yields the existence of a sequence
{otn, n e N} with lim,,^,*, a„ = 0 together with a numbering of members of E for which
(i) G\E\(otn) > G\E\-\{an) > > G2(a„) > Gi(an), n e N ;
(ii) G\e\ > G|£|-i > • • • > G2 > Gi
in all cases. The limit policies discussed in Theorems 6 and 7 are constructed via the index
ordering | E \ —»■ | E — 11 —• • • —> 2 —> 1 in (i) and (ii) above. These results follow from
Theorems 2(i) and 3 respectively by the use of arguments which are standard in this area. The
proofs are omitted.
Theorem 6. (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy Uq. Markovian Model 2.) When U is the
class ofall non-anticipative, non-idling controls for Model 2 and process [\Mt\, ( 6 N| is an
irreducible Markov chain, then limit policy Uq is average-reward optimal.
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We shall use Uq to denote the appropriate limit policy for the 'crash' model described in the
second remark at the end of Section 6.
Theorem 7. (Asymptotic optimality of limit policy Uq. 'crash' model.) When 11 is the class
of all non-anticipative, non-idling controls for the 'crash' model, which impose the priority
U/f=i {Oft} —► Ey then the limitpolicy Uq is ()-discount optimal and average-overtaking optimal.
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